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Abstract
Stability regions of P2P systems describe analytically the scalability and ro-
bustness of the systems; they reveal intrinsic properties of P2P systems and
provide intuition and guidance for system design. One contribution of the
thesis is to characterize stability regions of BitTorrent-like P2P networks and
analyze methods to enlarge the regions. Stability regions are characterized
by stochastic models for a variety of popular methods, namely, those pro-
viding pieces to peers upon arrival and requiring seeds to dwell. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for stabilizing the system are provided and proved.
The thesis identifies the least amount of assistance needed from the seeds to
stabilize the system. Take the method related to dwelling, for example; the
stability can be achieved if every peer dwells on average only long enough to
upload one additional piece. Another practical method considered is network
coding. It is shown that network coding substantially increases the stability
region if a portion of peers arrive with randomly coded pieces; nevertheless,
such region remains unchanged if peers arrive without pieces. Lastly, the
method of bundling files together, termed as multiswarm networks, is con-
sidered, along with the stability region provided. Stability region is shown
to be determined by the largest arrival rate of all swarms and insensitive to
the number of swarms.
For all methods considered here, stability regions are shown to be identical
for various work-conserving piece selection policies. However, these piece
selection policies differ significantly in their abilities to prolong the time for an
unstable system to stay under normal states. This prompts one to introduce
the notion of metastability. In this sense, a piece selection policy prioritizing
rarer pieces is advantageous in that it keeps the system metastable far longer.
Another contribution of the thesis is to present an asynchronous dis-
tributed algorithm for P2P streaming. The proposed algorithm organizes the
streaming topology as multicast trees, one for each substream. The topology
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of trees, which is commonly used for streaming, has advantages in low dis-
ruption rate, small delay, low interference, good fluency and high efficiency;
but it is difficult to build and maintain in a distributed way. The difficulty is
tackled by the algorithm, through which cycles are efficiently eliminated and
the topology is constantly adjusted towards balanced trees. Compared to ex-
isting methods, the algorithm is more robust, converges faster, and scales to
as many peers as possible; it does not require any centralized routing servers.
Under the algorithm, each peer is guaranteed to be covered by sufficiently
many trees with the delay time scaling only logarithmically in the number of
peers. The algorithm works under heterogeneous constraints on peer upload
capacity, where peers with higher degrees can enjoy lower delay. Thus it fits
not only the case of P2P, but also the case of cloud servers.
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1.1 BitTorrent-like P2P file distribution
Peer to peer (P2P) networks, due to their ability in scaling demands with
service, are widely used in file sharing and streaming. In a P2P network, peers
work both as clients to download resources and local servers to contribute. In
that way the central server capacity is heavily leveraged. In the past decade,
many works have focused on developing efficient algorithms to increase the
performance of P2P networks.
The BitTorrent [1] protocol is one of the milestones in designing P2P sys-
tems for file sharing. As of February 2013, BitTorrent was responsible for
3.35% of all worldwide bandwidth, more than half of the 6% of total band-
width dedicated to file sharing [2]. BitTorrent is an asynchronous distributed
protocol designed to distribute a very large file to millions of peers. It does
not require any central servers, but needs a tracker, whose task is to help
new peers find neighbors, working as a key to the entrance of the network. A
typical topology of a BitTorrent network is shown in Figure 1.1. The proto-
col cuts a large file into pieces of fixed size, and further cuts every piece into
subpieces for pipelining. Peers holding different subsets of all pieces keep
Figure 1.1: Framework of BitTorrent P2P network. 1, 2, 3 denote pieces.
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Figure 1.2: Framework of a stochastic model for P2P networks.
constructing links between each other randomly and exchanging pieces. Bit-
Torrent replaces idle links by active ones by the tit-for-tat algorithm so as to
guarantee that pieces can flow to all peers. Each peer initially obtains a list of
neighbors from the tracker, and always unchokes (uploads to) a fixed number
of neighbors, from whom the peer has the highest download rate; periodically
each peer randomly unchokes another neighbor, re-ranks the download rates,
and chokes (pauses uploading to) neighbors from whom download rates are
too low. To maintain diversity of piece distribution, BitTorrent prioritizes
transmission of pieces which are rarer in the network. Each peer keeps a local
record of the number of neighbors holding each piece, and generally tries to
download the rarest piece first.
Various models are proposed to analyze the performance of BitTorrent-like
P2P file sharing networks. Stochastic models capturing the piece dissemi-
nation process are discussed in [3–8]. Fluid methods analyzing the average
case performance are applied in [3, 9–11]. Analysis of scalability is the focus
of [3, 4, 6–8, 12]; analysis of throughput is the focus of [5, 10, 13, 14]; the ef-
fect of reciprocity and barter is considered in [15]; the effect of proportional
replication is considered in [13].
Figure 1.2 shows a widely used stochastic queuing model for BitTorrent-like
P2P networks [3–8,12,16,17]. The model assumes new peers arrive according
to Poisson processes; seeds and peers periodically sample targets for instanta-
neous piece downloading (or uploading) at times of Poisson processes as well;
and peers depart after collecting all pieces. It naturally captures properties of
unstructured random topology, peer and piece selection policies, and hetero-
geneous upload capacities. Understanding analytically how a BitTorrent-like
P2P network behaves over a long period of time is difficult, even under a
simple model as that in Figure 1.2. One main difficulty is that the state
space is quite large, because the number of possible sets of pieces owned by
peers increases exponentially with the number of pieces. Another difficulty is
that the piece transmitted from a source peer to a target peer is determined
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by sets of pieces owned by the two peers, which are both evolving.
One fundamental question about a BitTorrent-like network is what is its
stability region, that is, assuming the seed’s upload capacity is U pieces per
time unit, what is the largest arrival rate λ of peers that can be supported
without the number of peers in the network growing to infinity? Intuitively,
as every incoming peer increases the aggregate upload capacity, one would
expect BitTorrent to support a very high arrival rate. Determining the sta-
bility regions of BitTorrent-like networks can us help to better understand
the intrinsic factors affecting the scalability, and thereby provides guidance
and intuition for designing P2P networks with stronger robustness and higher
performance.
The stability region of BitTorrent-like networks was given recently in [12],
which shows that the network is stable if λ < U , and unstable if λ > U. This
phenomenon is known as the missing piece syndrome [12,18], which governed
the stability region and undermines the scalability of BitTorrent. Here we
continue to formalize the stability regions of BitTorrent-like networks, under
a more general model which captures not only all assumptions in [12], but also
additional properties like peers dwelling as seeds before departing and new
peers obtaining pieces from trackers upon arrival. The findings, which are
highly related to the missing piece syndrome, unveil fundamental relations
and complete the understanding of robustness of BitTorrent-like networks.
In light of the work on stability regions, a series of works have focused on
relieving the missing piece syndrome and extending the stability region [4,11,
16,19]. Approaches proposed in [4,19,20] are to bundle multiple autonomous
swarms together into a universal swarm, a method to be introduced in the
next section.
1.2 Multiswarm P2P
BitTorrent is shown to be robust and efficient in distributing a very long
file to millions of peers [21]. However, it has drawbacks if there are not
enough peers simultaneously in the network, either because the file is not
long enough or the file is not popular enough. In that case, there may be
no paths from seeds to some peers due to topology constraints; the upload
capacities provided by peers may not satisfy the download demands. As a
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result, a large proportion of peers may suffer from low download rates or be
unable to obtain all pieces.
That problem can be relieved by bundling small files together, or bundling
unpopular files with popular ones, so as to attract more peers [19]. In simple
terms, in a peer to peer network, peers interested in downloading a single file
from seed, form a so-called swarm. In a multiswarm peer to peer network,
multiple files are bundled and cut into pieces, provided by seeds; peers in
different swarms aim to obtain different files, but they also spend memory
and bandwidth to store and exchange pieces with peers belonging to other
swarms.
One benefit of multiswarm networks is the improvement in scalability and
robustness, because extra capacity provided by popular swarms can be uti-
lized by other swarms instead of being wasted. Heterogeneous interests of
different swarms provide a better diversity in multiswarm networks, where it
is more difficult for the missing piece syndrome to occur. It is discovered that
bundling swarms together can increase the stability region of BitTorrent-like
P2P networks [4], where it is conjectured that a multiswarm network with
a fixed seed capacity exhibits an increased stability region compared to au-
tonomous swarms.
Here we formally characterize the stability region of multiswarm P2P net-
works, proving necessary and sufficient conditions under which multiswarm
networks remain stable, under a model similar to that in Figure 1.2. The
findings show excellent robustness brought by bundling swarms together, and
also reveal tradeoffs between stability and delay.
1.3 P2P streaming by multicast trees
Peer to peer communication is attractive not only for file transferring but
also for streaming, due to its advantage in lowering server loads [22–24]. In
a peer to peer streaming network, videos (or audios) are cut into pieces and
distributed from seeds to peers; peers exchange pieces so as to guarantee
that each one can obtain the piece to play before the playback deadline.
Scheduling algorithms need to be carefully designed so that upload capacity
provided by peers can be utilized efficiently to serve the demand, and each
peer can download streams, providing playback continuity with small delay.
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The system needs to be robust enough to tolerate peer churn, link failures,
congestions, and delays.
Many designs have been proposed for P2P streaming. Unstructured topolo-
gies, with peers constantly sampling new targets for new pieces, are consid-
ered in [17, 25]. Data dissemination algorithms based on mesh topologies
are given in [26,27]. In [28], random Hamiltonian cycles are constructed and
tangled and pieces are broadcasted around the union of the cycles. Fixed un-
derlying topologies are considered in [29,30] and flows are scheduled between
neighbors. Algorithms to manage multiple distribution trees to disseminate
different substreams of a video or audio are discussed in [31–34], but those
papers do not concentrate on distributed algorithms.
Unstructured streaming systems are simple to manage and scale well, but
playback continuity is sacrificed because constantly building and removing
links requires prohibitive overhead. A common design of a P2P stream-
ing network is to cut videos into substreams and apply multicast trees to
broadcast different substreams. Tree structures can provide good playback
continuity with small startup delay, but can be difficult to manage.
One key issue in designing a P2P streaming network is how to manage
multicast trees, which is one topic of the thesis. In contrast to the cen-
tralized designs in [31–33], here we focus on distributed algorithms. The
model applied includes a complete underlying network for control informa-
tion so arbitrary peer to peer contact is allowed, like that in Figure 1.2. To
model the bandwidth constraint for control information, each peer is only al-
lowed to randomly contact a target from other peers periodically at a certain
constant rate, similar to the models applied above for BitTorrent-like P2P
networks. This setting, which is more suitable for P2P systems, is different
from settings in [35–39], which discuss how to build multicast trees satisfying
certain metrics under a fixed underlying topology. Most problems formulated
in [35, 37–39] are shown to be NP hard and approximation algorithms are
designed. NP hardness is avoided here by assuming a homogeneous and
complete underlying topology.
The streaming network is built on top of a complete underlying network.
Besides the bandwidth constraint on control information, peers have hetero-
geneous upload capacities so each of them has a maximum fan-out degree for
streaming. Peers have a small buffer to store information about their parents
and children in the streaming network. They can exchange messages with
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their parents and children, at the same time they can also exchange messages
with their sampled targets at the sampling times. As in [31–33], instead of
considering a packet level transmission, a flow level model is studied here by
assuming that the video is cut into a fixed number of substreams. Source
coding like multiple description coding (MDC [40]) can be applied to provide
redundancy in substreams. Multiple diverse distribution trees, which con-
stitute the streaming network, are constructed and managed, each for one
substream.
In [31] it is mentioned that a good tree management algorithm should
maintain 1) short trees, i.e., trees with small depths so as to minimize the
probability of disruption due to peer transience or congestion; 2) tree diver-
sity, i.e., the set of ancestors of a peer in each tree are as disjoint as possible
so as to increase the effectiveness of the MDC-based distribution scheme; 3)
quick processing of peer joins and leaves; and 4) scalability. Centralized so-
lutions in [31–33] are proposed to achieve those goals. One part of the thesis
aims to design a distributed tree management algorithm achieving all those
goals.
1.4 Main contributions
The thesis is composed of three topics, all applying random sampling models
as that in Figure 1.2 and focusing on related questions. The first topic lies
in the stability regions of BitTorrent-like P2P networks, the second topic
extends the question on stability regions to multiswarm P2P networks, the
third topic focuses on designing a distributed multicast tree management
algorithm for P2P streaming. The contributions are highlighted below.
In the first topic [7], the basic results of [12] are extended in two partic-
ular ways: peers can already have some pieces at the time of their arrival,
and peers can dwell for a while in the network after obtaining a complete
collection of pieces. The main result of this topic, Theorem 2.1.1, provides
the stability region of the network within the space of values of arrival rates,
seed and peer uploading capacities, and peer dwelling time. The proof of
the main result is shaped by showing that the system either is trapped by
the missing piece syndrome, or that it always escapes the missing piece syn-
drome, depending on the parameter values. Discussions on this topic reveal
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the least amount of time peers must dwell after obtaining the entire file so
that the whole network is positive recurrent (stable). A corollary of Theorem
2.1.1 is that if each peer can upload one additional piece after obtaining the
whole file before departing, the network is stable under any positive seed
uploading capacity and any arrival rates. In BitTorrent, the size of a single
piece is typically a small fraction of the entire file (about 0.5%) so that it is
a light burden for a peer to dwell in the network long enough to upload one
more piece after obtaining a complete collection.
Three extensions for Theorem 2.1.1 are also generated in this thesis. The
first extension is to point out that Theorem 2.1.1 remains true for a wide
variety of piece selection policies, as long as they are work-conserving, i.e.,
at least one piece is transmitted if the source has useful pieces missed by the
target. The second extension is to point out how Theorem 2.1.1 can be mod-
ified to incorporate network coding [41, 42]. As a corollary, it is shown that
network coding does not increase the stability region if peers arrive with-
out pieces, but if peers arrive with some (randomly coded) pieces, network
coding substantially increases the stability region. The third extension is to
consider the borderline case, between the necessary and sufficient conditions
of Theorem 2.1.1.
In the second topic [8], we formally characterize the stability region of
multiswarm P2P networks, proving necessary and sufficient conditions under
which such swarms remain stable, summarized as a result in Theorem 3.1.1.
It is shown that bundling swarms together significantly increases the stability
region, making it scale in the number of bundled swarms. We show that
the stability region under limited seed upload capacity is insensitive to the
number of swarms, peer uploading capacity and piece selection policies. And
we show that the increased stability region of bundled swarms comes at
the cost of increased delays, which scale with the total number of bundled
swarms. To address the problem of increased delays, a modified system design
is proposed which extends the stability region and does not affect delays.
Different work-conserving piece selection policies, though lead to the same
stability region, are compared on their abilities to resist the missing piece
syndrome. It is observed that the multiswarm network becomes metastable
when seeds and peers prioritize rare pieces.
Proofs of Theorems 2.1.1 and 3.1.1 are based on the missing piece syndrome
and Lyapunov functions. The missing piece syndrome works as a general
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framework to determine stability regions of BitTorrent-like P2P networks.
Though proofs may be complicated, the missing piece syndrome provides
a straightforward idea to qualitatively analyze the scalability of a P2P file
sharing network: consider an extreme case where millions of peers are missing
the same piece but hold all other pieces in the network, which usually is the
worst case. The network is robust if it can recover to normal states from
the missing piece syndrome, otherwise it may not be stable. The Lyapunov
functions we derived provide a unified stability proof for a broad range of
models similar to that in Figure 1.2.
In the third topic [43], an asynchronous distributed algorithm is presented
to manage multiple trees for P2P streaming in a flow level model, where
videos are cut into substreams. The algorithm has the following properties:
1. Each peer can receive enough substreams.
2. Depths of trees are logarithmic in the number of peers.
3. Trees are diverse and balanced.
4. Cycles are eliminated efficiently in a distributed way.
5. Convergence is fast, providing robustness to peer transience.
6. Peers with higher upload capacity tend to be closer to the roots of the
trees.
7. Heterogeneous upload capacity is supported, even in the case a few
peers with large degree act as servers and other peers act as clients.
8. Convergence is insured even when the ratio of total demand to total
upload capacity, ρ, is one, and it converges more quickly as ρ decreases
from one.
A proof of convergence of the algorithm is given assuming instantaneous
update of depth information, and for the case of a single tree it is shown that
the convergence time is stochastically tightly bounded by a small constant
times the log of the number of nodes. These theoretical results are com-
plemented by simulations showing that the algorithm works well even when
most assumptions for the theoretical tractability do not hold.
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1.5 A brief literature review on P2P networks
This section provides a brief literature review of works related to the thesis,
for background about recent research on P2P networks.
1.5.1 File transferring
The first major usage of P2P networks was to distribute large files to millions
of nodes at the same time. In this section the BitTorrent application is
outlined as an example for discussing previous works on P2P file sharing
networks.
The major design aspects of BitTorrent protocol are described in [1], which
is introduced in Chapter 2. The paper [9] is among one of the earliest works in
analyzing the performance of P2P file sharing networks by modeling. In [9],
the BitTorrent working process is separated into two phases, transient regime
— which refers to the period of time that a P2P network with a limited
number of servers grows its service capacity to meet the load associated
with a burst of demands, and steady regime — which refers to the period of
time that the service capacity has met the demands. Two different models
are applied. In the transient regime, a branching process model is adopted
to show that the service capacity can grow exponentially. In the steady
regime, a Markov chain model which captures peer churn is provided and
numerically computed results are analyzed. At the end of [9], traffic data
sampled from a real BitTorrent network is presented to validate the results
generated from models. In the branching process model, the authors compare
the performance of growth of the P2P network under nonparallel upload
— where the file is not cut into pieces and the out degree of each peer is
one, parallel uploads — where the file is not cut into pieces and the out
degree of each peer is larger than one, and multi-part downloads — where
the file is cut into pieces. They show that the network under multi-part
downloads possesses a growth rate increased by a factor proportional to the
number of pieces, in comparison to the network under nonparallel uploads.
They also show that the network under parallel uploads possesses almost
no advantage in growth rate, compared to the network under nonparallel
uploads. However, the analysis in [9] focuses mainly on the case that files are
not cut into pieces. The file dissemination process is ignored, and the effect
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of dissemination protocols is not considered.
The work in [10] complements the analysis of P2P file sharing with a
two-dimensional fluid model. In the fluid model of [10], the number of down-
loaders and the number of seeds are taken as the state variables. The authors
provide the rest point and the local stability boundary conditions of their fluid
model. They analyze the effect of peer selection policies by a noncooperative
game. They prove the existence of a Nash-equilibrium of the noncoopera-
tive game, and provide a sufficient condition for the system to converge to
the equilibrium. At last, experimental results validating the fluid model are
provided. To make their analysis tractable, the authors assume pieces are
i.i.d. uniformly distributed among all downloaders, which is a reasonable
approximation of the piece distribution in a BitTorrent network with a huge
number of peers.
While the works in [9, 10] simplify the piece dissemination process to pro-
vide closed form estimation of the efficiency, some other work investigates the
detailed piece exchanging process for deeper understanding of the through-
put.
The paper [5] studies the dissemination of multiple pieces of information
from one single source to multiple users. It is assumed that users contact
each other randomly, and upload one piece per unit time. It is showed that
any one-sided protocols relying only on pushes or only on pulls are inefficient
in disseminating all pieces to all users, where one-sided protocols refers to
protocols in which piece selection is based on the state of either the trans-
mitter or the receiver, but not both. The authors propose INTERLEAVE
— a hybrid one-sided protocol using both pushes and pulls. They show that
with high probability, INTERLEAVE can disseminate k pieces to n users
in 9(k + log2 n) time under hard upload constraint, and in 3.2(k + log2 n)
time under soft upload constraint. Efficiency of two-side protocols — which
refers to protocols in which piece selection is based on the states of both the
transmitter and the receiver — is also investigated in [5]. It is shown that
by two-sided protocols it is possible to disseminate n pieces to n users in
n+O(log2 n) time.
The paper [14] complements the investigation of [5], with different param-
eters and models. The authors consider the minimal total time (named the
minimal makespan) to distribute a P2P file from one server to a fixed number
of peers. It is first proved that the minimal makespan is not increased by
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an increase in the out degree of all nodes. And the authors show that the
minimal makespan is the same as for the simultaneous send/receive version
of the broadcasting problem. A systematic centralized piece schedule that
achieves the minimal makespan is provided. Moreover, the case of general
upload capacities is considered and the authors provide both a mixed integer
linear program solution and a fluid limit solution. At last, the authors pro-
vide a decentralized way to implement their algorithm, and prove that the
throughput of the decentralized algorithm is close to the lower bound.
The papers [5,14] focus on the efficiency of disseminating pieces to a fixed
set of peers, and do not consider peer churn. Some other papers [3,4,6–8,12]
which consider the peer churn and study the piece disseminating process
focus more on scalability. The works in [7, 8], which are covered in this
thesis, apply models similar to that in [5, 14].
The paper [3] captures the detailed piece distribution process with a coupon
replication system. In [3], the P2P file transferring network is modeled as a
stochastic network, where peers are assumed to arrive with one single piece,
and peers apply random peer selection and random useful piece selection
policies. Fluid limits of the stochastic model are analyzed in two cases: the
layered case, where peers only contact other peers owning the same number
of pieces, and the flat case, where peers sample all peers in the network. The
paper provides a sufficient condition for the layered system to be globally
asymptotically stable, and provides a sufficient condition for the flat system
to have a rest point. The paper also investigates the average sojourn time.
However, whether the stability of the fluid system implies the stability of the
original system is left as an open problem. What is more, to make the fluid
model tractable, only symmetric arrival rates and symmetric initial points
are considered.
The paper [12] proposes the existence of the missing piece syndrome by a
stochastic model which is a composite of models in [3,5,10]. The BitTorrent-
like P2P network is modeled as a fixed seed distributing a number of pieces
to peers, which arrive as a Poisson process and depart as soon as they get all
pieces. It is assumed that peers randomly contact each other and upload one
piece at a time, similar to the models in [3,5]. The authors consider a general
set of piece selection policies, which all satisfy the constraint that upload
cannot be rejected if the uploader has pieces not owned by the downloader.
The notion of missing piece syndrome is given, and is shown to be the main
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reason for the P2P model’s instability. The authors show the stability region,
which is determined by the comparison of arrival rate and seed upload rate.
The paper also discusses the application of network coding, and provides
the stability region. It is shown that network coding does not increase the
stability region if peers arrive with empty cache.
The paper in [6] provides a P2P file sharing system aiming to solve the
missing piece syndrome. The authors propose an approximate rare-chunk
rule on the same model as in [12], but assume that peers sample several
neighbors and download only the piece which meets the rare-chunk rule. It
is proved that the P2P network under the rare-chunk rule is stable under any
arrival rate and seed upload capacity.
While the work of the above papers [3, 6, 12] examines the dissemination
of one single file, the paper [4] differs in that it investigates the BitTorrent
network in the multiple swarm case. One swarm refers to the group of peers
wishing to download the same item. The authors simplify the model by
assuming peers arrive with one item in hand, aim to download another item
and depart. The stability region of the fluid model is provided. With the
fluid model, the authors show that when multiple swarms are combined, only
the number of peers in one of the swarms can grow to infinity even if the
system is not stable. They provide the fixed point that has the minimum
aggregated peer population, and propose an algorithm to achieve the fixed
point.
The paper [11] applies an M/G/∞ queue to study the effectiveness of
bundling in BitTorrent-like P2P networks. They assume publishers and peers
have Poisson arrivals, exponential file downloading time and exponential res-
idence time, and calculate the availability factor, average download time,
unserve probability, etc.
The paper [15] investigates the effect of reciprocity and barter in BitTorrent-
like P2P network. The authors define a relayless network to be one in which
every node transmits only the set of contents that the node initially has, not
the contents that the node downloads from other peers. The authors analyze
the topology of peer connections, and prove that given a relayless indirect
reciprocity network, there is always a corresponding direct reciprocity net-
work such that the loss of efficiency — which is the maximum ratio of node
transmission between direct and indirect reciprocity network — is at most
two. The benefit of introducing brokers into the BitTorrent-like P2P network
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is also simulated in [15].
The paper [13] examines the network-wide benefit of proportional replica-
tion for P2P file transferring networks, as well as the distributed protocols
to achieve proportional replication. The authors assume that the P2P net-
work topology has exponential expansion, and assume that a fixed number
of peers are requesting a fixed number of files with a constant request rate
for each file. It is proved that the network bandwidth used is minimized
when proportional replication is applied. At last, the paper shows that lo-
cal storage management algorithms like LRU automatically help to achieve
near-proportional replication, and the system performance under LRU is very
close to optimal.
Here the discussion on previous works about BitTorrent-like P2P file shar-
ing network is ended. Recently, more researches are focusing on applying
P2P networks for streaming. The next section reviews recent papers on live
streaming P2P networks.
1.5.2 Live streaming
Live streaming in P2P networks differ from file sharing in that 1) new pieces
are constantly generated rather than pre-stored in the seed and 2) piece
dissemination has to keep up with the playback deadline. There are many
existing live streaming applications, most of them providing not only live
streaming service but also video on demand service. In this section, Cool-
Streaming is outlined as an example of live streaming applications.
The design of CoolStreaming is described in [22]. CoolStreaming origi-
nally aims to provide service for broadcasting live football games. Gossiping
is the main method applied in CoolStreaming. In CoolStreaming, each peer
periodically generates a membership message to announce its existence. The
membership message is gossiped to the whole network for other peers to
update their peer list. Node failure information is also published through
gossiping. CoolStreaming does piece scheduling by first calculating the num-
ber of potential suppliers for each piece, then determining the supplier of each
piece starting from those pieces with the fewest potential suppliers. Among
the multiple potential suppliers for one piece, the one with the highest band-
width and with enough time to stay in the system is selected. CoolStream is
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shown to be scalable and perform well for large numbers of peers.
Various models studying the efficiency of P2P live streaming are proposed.
Some models focus on analyzing the flows, like [29, 44, 45]; some models
assume pieces are uploaded as a whole instead of as flows, like [25, 28, 46,
47]. These papers all aim to develop reasonable schemes to increase the
throughput of live streaming networks.
Papers [46, 47] investigate the method of hybrid piece selection strategies
to increase the efficiency of P2P live streaming networks. In [46], the authors
propose a discrete stochastic model with one server and a fixed number of
peers. It is assumed that the server keeps generating new pieces and keeps
distributing new pieces to peers selected uniformly at random. At each time
unit, every peer does random peer selection and uploads one piece. To make
the model tractable, the authors assume an i.i.d. piece distribution, and as-
sume states of peers to be mutually independent. It is shown that the piece
distribution probability under greedy and rarest first piece selection can be
expressed by difference equations. Closed form formulas of the piece distribu-
tion probability are given by solving the fluid form of the difference equations.
The authors show that by mixing the greedy and rarest first strategy, a bet-
ter performance can be achieved than for either of the two strategies alone.
Similar to [46], the paper [47] investigates a piece selection policy which is a
hybrid of greedy and rarest first to achieve order optimal performance. The
model in [47], assuming the server generates and distributes one new content
every time unit, is similar to that in [46]. The authors in [47] show that the
greedy and rarest first algorithms have similar buffer scalings (as a function
of the number of peers and the target skip-free probability). A hybrid pol-
icy which achieves order sense improvements over greedy and rarest first is
proposed, and is shown to achieve order optimal performance.
The paper [25] shows that viewing-uploading decoupling channel design —
where peers are scheduled to upload pieces they are not viewing — performs
much better than isolated channel design — where peers can only upload
pieces they are currently viewing. In [25], a queueing network model is
considered for multi-channel P2P streaming. The authors assume there are
a fixed number of channels and a fixed number of peers, and that peers stay
in every channel for exponential time and switch to other channels according
to a certain probability. The authors derive the joint distribution of the
number of peers viewing different channels, which shows that the decoupling
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design performs much better than the isolated design.
The paper [29] proposes an implicit-primal-dual algorithm extended from
the primal-dual algorithm to achieve optimal cost for live streaming. The
authors model a live streaming network as a single source broadcasting graph,
and assign cost to rate at every feasible link. The aim is to minimize the
total cost, subject to the min-cut flow being larger than the playback rate.
The authors propose the implicit-primal-dual (IPD) algorithm, which takes
the number of items in the difference set of two neighbor nodes as the dual
variable. The authors show that the global optimal is a fixed point of the
fluid model under implicit-primal-dual algorithm, if random linear network
coding is applied. At last, numerical evaluations of the system are provided.
The paper [48] studies algorithms to minimize the total server and network
delivery cost by placing replica servers closer to various clients. The problem
investigated is to route client requests and response streams so as to minimize
the total server and network delivery cost. The paper shows that the problem
can be solved for example client populations and realistic network topologies.
Heuristics are provided for design of practical systems, and it is revealed that
the best heuristics can produce systems with total delivery cost within 60%
of optimality.
The paper [44] considers a centralized tree construction algorithm to dis-
tribute streams with the maximum rate to a fixed number of peers. The au-
thors treat the flow of packets arriving at the server as a stream and classify
the stream into multiple substreams, according to the spanning tree which
each substream traverses in the network. The authors investigate the prob-
lem of maximizing the total streaming rate using trees of substreams rooted
as the server. It is shown that the maximum streaming rate can be achieved
using O(logN) trees in a network of N peers with homogeneous upload ca-
pacities. The authors provide a centralized way to construct trees, which is
analogous to the solution of a two-dimensional Block Packing problem.
Centralized algorithms, though attractive in the high throughput provided,
are not realistic due to their difficulty in implementation. The authors in [44]
propose another paper [28] which complements [44] in that they design a
distributed algorithm based on Hamilton cycles for streaming. In [28], the
network topology is constructed by superposing multiple random directed
Hamilton cycles together. When peers arrive, they break into randomly
chosen links in each Hamilton cycle. When peers depart, their parents and
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children in each Hamilton cycle re-connect. Peers are required to schedule
outgoing links by choosing Hamilton cycles in order. It is shown that the
algorithm can achieve the streaming delay of log2N when the streaming rate
is less than 1− 1
K
of the maximum capacity for any integer K ≥ 2.
The paper [45] investigates the effect of super-peers (peers with high up-
load capacity) on a live streaming network. The paper applies a stochastic
fluid model, in which peers are classified into two classes — super-peer, whose
upload capacity is larger than the streaming rate, and ordinary-peer, whose
upload capacity is smaller than the streaming rate. Peer churn is considered
separately for the two classes as two independent M/G/∞ processes. The
authors provide the maximum achievable streaming rate under the fluid flow
model. It is shown that when the system is of moderate-to-large size, the
system performs well if the ratio of average number of super-peers to aver-
age number of ordinary-peers exceeds a certain critical value; otherwise, the
system performs poorly.
1.5.3 Video on demand
Video on demand P2P networks differ from live streaming networks in that
the resource provided by the former is pre-stored in the server, and peers are
allowed to start watching from various parts. In this section some previous
work on video on demand is discussed.
PPlive, whose basic design is described in [24], is discussed as an example
video on demand network. PPlive cuts movies into chunks, chunks into
pieces, and pieces further into subpieces. Movie advertisement and storage is
on the chunk level. Movie playback is on the piece level. Transmission is on
the subpiece level. PPlive requires every user to offer up to 1GB of storage
space, for storing chunks viewed. In PPlive, multiple movies are allowed to be
cached at the same time. Users are allowed to upload movies different from
the one they are currently watching. When each peer’s cache is full, a weight-
based evaluation process is taken for chunk-removal. PPlive applies multiple
methods for content discovery, including tracker, distributed hash table, and
gossiping. A mixed strategy of sequential and rarest-first is applied for piece
selection. When transmission happens, a peer requests various contents from
multiple neighbors simultaneously, and redirects to other neighbors when the
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request time is out. The paper [24] provides measurement, including data
on user behavior, user satisfaction, sever load, and health of replication, on
PPlive.
Recently, video on demand models can be classified into two categories:
content placement models [20,49,50], where videos are distributed from fixed
servers (or fixed peers) to peers; or P2P models [51–53], where peers work as
servers as well as clients.
As a paper about content placement, the work in [20] proposes a design
of P2P video system by decoupling viewing from uploading, in order to de-
crease the channel switching delay and increase the performance for unpop-
ular channels. Each video is divided into substreams, and peers are divided
into substream distribution groups, with each substream distribution group
assigned a substream. Peers in the same distribution group are responsible
for distributing their corresponding substreams. Groups of substreams of
peers do not change though peers switch channels, but may adapt slowly to
meet the evolving channel popularity. An adaptive algorithm is proposed to
assign peers to substreams, and simulation is provided to validate its effec-
tiveness.
The paper [49] studies a multi-video P2P VOD system using a two-dimensional
fluid model, with states being the number of downloaders and the number
of seeds, similar to [10]. The authors assume peers watching each video ar-
rive as a Poisson process, and separate the departures into two types — 1)
peers depart at a constant rate, before the playback ends; 2) peers depart
after watching ends. The model is linearized and corresponding performance
results are evaluated.
A static model of VOD is studied in [50]. In the model, n set-top boxes
(servers) with identical upload and storage capacities collaborate to serve r
videos simultaneously. The upper and lower bounds on the catalog size are
given, where the catalog size is defined as the maximal number of distinct
videos that can be stored in the server so that any demand of at most r
videos can be served. It is shown that the catalog size is constrained by
the storage capacity, the upload capacity, and the maximum out degree of
a server, as well as r/n. The paper shows that the achievable catalog size
drastically increases when the upload capacity of the servers becomes strictly
greater than the video playback rate.
As a paper about P2P models, the work in [51] studies the effectiveness
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of movie replication algorithms by modeling the VOD network as a static
stochastic queue. It is assumed that each peer requesting a piece can down-
load from all peers owning the piece. And the uplink bandwidth of each
uploader is equally divided to serve all outstanding requests. The model
considers two user behaviors, deterministic behavior and random jump be-
havior, with the latter denoted by a transition matrix. A random load bal-
ancing algorithm is proposed for piece distribution, and is compared through
simulation with other algorithms.
The paper [52] studies video on demand networks in both a content place-
ment model and a P2P model. In the content placement model, the paper
assumes there is a fixed number of servers (boxes) in the network, and that
requests for every specific item arrive as independent Poisson processes. A
proportional-to-product placement strategy is proposed and it is shown that
it can achieve the optimal acceptance rate asymptotically as the number of
servers goes to infinity. In the P2P model, the paper assumes there is a fixed
number of peers, and that requests for specific contents originate from a peer
chosen uniformly at random from among all peers. A hot-warm-cold strat-
egy is proposed and is shown to be optimal asymptotically as the number of
peers goes to infinite.
The paper [53] proposes a video on demand system named Push-to-Peer,
where content is proactively pushed to peers, and persistently stored before
the actual P2P transfers. The system has two phases — push phase, when
the content server pushes videos to peers, and pull phase, when peers retrieve
missing content from other peers. The paper investigates full-stripping data
placement scheme and code-based data placement scheme, and proves opti-
mality properties, in terms of deterministic demands and stochastic demands.
1.6 Thesis organization
The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we discuss the stability
region of BitTorrent-like P2P networks, which is related to the work in [7];
discussions on the extended stability region of multiswarm P2P networks,
related to the work in [8], is provided in Chapter 3; in Chapter 4, a distributed
algorithm to manage multicast trees for P2P streaming is presented, which
is related to the work in [43]; the thesis concludes in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
SINGLE SWARM FILE DISTRIBUTION
2.1 Model and the stability region
The model is a merger of models in [3, 9, 10]. It captures random sampling,
peer arrivals and departures, homogeneous capacity constraint, and work-
conserving piece selection policies.
In a P2P network, a fixed seed owning a large file is always present. The
large file is divided into K pieces, for some K ≥ 1. Label the pieces as
1, 2, ...K and apply F to denote the set of all pieces. The goal is to distribute
the large file, piece by piece, from the seed to all peers, which arrive to the
network at different times and depart once they collect the file. At any time,
each peer in the network holds some subset of F . For any subset C of F ,
a peer holding the collection of pieces C is called a type C peer. A type F
peer is called a peer seed. To capture the case that peers can download some
pieces from trackers upon their arrival, assume type C peers arrive to the
network at times of a Poisson process with rate λC . Although all possible
values of (λC , C ⊆ F) are considered in the model, typically in practice λC
is small or equal to zero when |C| > 1.
A complete underlying network is considered, so arbitrary node to node
contact and piece exchange is permitted. To model the bandwidth constraint,
we only allow each node, either the fixed seed or a peer, to randomly contact
and upload at most one piece to a target selected from other nodes peri-
odically at a certain constant rate. The contact rate is homogeneous and
denoted by µ for all peers, and denoted by U for the fixed seed. Specifically,
assume the fixed seed and each peer maintain internal Poisson clocks; the
clock of the fixed seed ticks at rate U , and the clock of any peer ticks at rate
µ. Whenever the clock of the fixed seed ticks, the fixed seed contacts a peer
as a target, which is selected uniformly from among all peers. The fixed seed
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checks to see whether the target needs any pieces, and uploads to the target
the copy of one piece uniformly selected from among the pieces it needs. If
the target does not need any pieces (because the target is a peer seed), no
piece is uploaded and the fixed seed remains silent between clock ticks.
A peer similarly uploads pieces. When its rate µ Poisson clock ticks, it
contacts a target selected uniformly at random from all peers, and checks to
see whether it has pieces needed by the target. If the answer is yes, it uploads
to the target a copy of a piece uniformly chosen from among its pieces needed
by the target; if the answer is no, no piece is uploaded and the peer does not
upload pieces between clock ticks.
Notice that for theoretical tractability the peer contacts and piece uploads
are assumed to be instantaneous. That assumption is reasonable if the time
for peer contact and piece uploading is shorter than the time between clock
ticks. At most one piece is uploaded upon each clock ticking, so 1/µ and 1/U
are approximately the average piece transmission time from peer to peer and
from seed to peer in a P2P network. To summarize, it is assumed that the
fixed seed and all peers apply the random peer contact and random novel
piece upload strategies at instants of Poisson processes, with the contact-
upload rate of the fixed seed denoted by U and the contact-upload rate of
each peer denoted by µ.
Assume that each peer, after becoming a peer seed, dwells in the system
for an exponentially distributed length of time with mean 1/γ, with 0 < γ ≤
∞. The case γ = ∞ is shorthand notation for the case that peers depart
immediately after collecting all pieces. Intuitively, smaller values of γ yield
better system performance, because peer seeds can upload more pieces if they
stay in the system longer. Theorem 2.1.1 identifies the smallest mean peer
seed dwelling time (i.e. largest γ) sufficient for a stable system. If the rate U
of the fixed seed is sufficiently large, or if the rates λC are large enough for
some nonempty C, the system can be stable even if peers do not become peer
seeds (i.e. even if γ = ∞). The arrivals of peers, the peer seed dwell times,
and the ticking of Poisson clocks, are mutually independent. Notations and
assumptions are summarized as follows:
• C : Set of all subsets of F = {1, . . . , K}, where K ≥ 1 is the number of
pieces, and F is the collection of all pieces.
• Type C peer: A peer with set of pieces C ∈ C is a type C peer, which
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becomes a type C ∪ {i} peer if the seed or another peer uploads piece
i 6∈ C to it. A type F peer is also called a peer seed.
• Type C group: The set of all type C peers in the system.
• Arrivals: Exogenous arrivals of type C peers form a rate λC ∈ [0,∞)
Poisson process. To avoid triviality, assume the total arrival rate of
peers — λtotal =
∑
C:C∈C λC — is strictly positive. Also, without loss
of generality, if γ =∞, assume λF = 0.
• Random peer contact: The fixed seed contacts a uniformly chosen peer
at instants of a Poisson process with rate U ∈ [0,∞). Every peer
contacts a uniformly chosen peer at instants of a Poisson process with
rate µ ∈ (0,∞).
• Random novel piece upload: When A contacts B, if B does not have
all pieces that A has, A uploads to B a copy of one piece uniformly
chosen from among the pieces A has but B does not have. Otherwise
no piece is uploaded.
• Departures: If γ ∈ (0,∞), every peer becomes a peer seed after obtain-
ing all K pieces, and subsequently remains in the system for an expo-
nentially distributed length of time with mean 1/γ before departing. If
γ = ∞, then λF = 0 and peers depart immediately after obtaining all
K pieces.
Under the assumptions above, the system is a Markov chain with state
vector n = (nC : C ∈ C) ∈ N|C| if γ ∈ (0,∞), and n = (nC : C ∈ C \ {F}) ∈
N|C|−1 if γ = ∞, where nC is defined to be the number of type C peers,
except we define nC = 0 in the case C = F and γ = ∞. Define ΓC,C′ for


















C:C∈C nC is the total number of peers. In words, unless C
′ = F
and γ = ∞, ΓC,C′ is the aggregate rate of transition of peers from type C
to type C ′; If C ′ = F and γ = ∞, ΓC,C′ is the aggregate rate of departures
from the system of peers of type C.
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Let eC denote the vector with the same dimension as n, with a one in
coordinates C and other coordinates equal to zero. The positive entries of
the generator matrix Q = (q(n,n′)) are given by:
• if γ ∈ (0,∞), n = (nC : C ∈ C),
q(n,n + eC) = λC
q(n,n− eF) = γnF
q(n,n− eC + eC∪{i}) = ΓC,C∪{i}, if C ( F , i /∈ C.
• if γ =∞, n = (nC : C ∈ C \ {F}),
q(n,n + eC) = λC
q(n,n− eC + eC∪{i}) = ΓC,C∪{i}, if C ∈ C, |C| ≤ K − 2, i /∈ C.
q(n,n− eC) = ΓC,F , if C ∈ C, |C| = K − 1.
The following definitions of stability and instability for the Markov process
[54] is applied to describe the stability region.
Definition 2.1.1 The system is unstable if it is transient and the number of
peers converges to infinity with probability one; and the system is stable if it
is positive recurrent and it has a finite mean number of peers in equilibrium.
Theorem 2.1.1 describes the stability region of the P2P system.
Theorem 2.1.1 (a). Given U ∈ [0,∞), µ ∈ (0,∞), γ ∈ (0,∞], {λC : C ∈
C, λC ∈ [0,∞)} with λF = 0 if γ = ∞, and λtotal > 0, the Markov process
with generator matrix Q is transient (unstable) if either of the following two
conditions is true:












• 0 < γ ≤ µ and for some piece k ∈ F , no copies of piece k can enter
the system.
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(b). Conversely, the process is positive recurrent and E[n] <∞ in equilibrium
(stable), if either of the following two conditions is true:












• 0 < γ ≤ µ and for any k ∈ F , it is possible for new copies of piece k
to enter the system.
We remark that when we say new copies of piece k can enter the system,
we mean U > 0 or λC > 0 for some k ∈ C ∈ C. And we remark that
condition (2.3) holding for all k ∈ F is equivalent to the following: for any
S ∈ C \ {F},
4S := λtotal −
U +
∑








C:C 6⊆S λC (K − |C|+ µ/γ)
1− µ/γ < 0. (2.4)
In particular, (2.4) holds for all S ∈ C \ {F} if and only if it holds for all
S ∈ {F \ {i} : i ∈ F}.
2.2 Examples illustrating the stability region
To illustrate Theorem 2.1.1, we describe stability regions of three examples
shown in Figure 2.1. Each node in Figure 2.1 denotes a group of peers with
the same type. The arrows in Figure 2.1 illustrate the flow of peers from one
type to another. For example, node 12 in Figure 2.1(b) denotes the group of
peers holding the set of pieces {1, 2}; the arrow marked λ12 in Figure 2.1(b)
denotes that the arrival rate of peers holding {1, 2} is λ12.
Example 1: This example is treated in [55]. In Figure 2.1(a), the file
is transferred as a single piece, that is, K = 1. New peers without any
piece arrive into the system at the times of a Poisson process with rate λ0.
After obtaining the piece a peer becomes a peer seed. At rate U , the fixed
seed contacts and uploads the piece to new peers, who become peer seeds
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(a) K = 1, γ <∞ (b) K = 4, γ =∞ (c) K = 3, γ <∞
Figure 2.1: Flows of peers in three example P2P networks.
after obtaining the piece. When peer seeds are in the system, they randomly
contact and upload copies of the piece to new peers with rate µ, which creates
more peer seeds. After staying for an exponentially distributed time period
with mean 1/γ, a peer seed leaves the system. This example illustrates our
model with parameters K = 1, U, µ, γ, λ∅ = λ0 ∈ (0,∞), and λ{1} = 0.
The stability of a system is determined by its ability to recover from a
heavy load. First consider the case that there are many peer seeds in the
system. Because every peer seed departs at rate γ, in essence, the service
rate γnF scales linearly with the number of peer seeds, nF , as in an infinite
server system, so the system can recover no matter how many peer seeds
there are. Secondly consider the case that there are millions of type ∅ peers
and several peer seeds, such that the fraction of type ∅ peers is close to one.
For a long time period, when the fixed seed or a peer seed randomly contacts
a peer to upload a piece, the probability they contact a type ∅ peer is close
to one. So the group of type ∅ peers receives uploads from the fixed seed at
rate almost U . Once a peer becomes a peer seed, it can upload more pieces
to type ∅ peers, creating more peer seeds, which upload more pieces. So
every peer seed can create a branching process [56] of departures from the
group of type ∅ peers. The mean time for a peer seed to stay in the system
is 1/γ, and during its stay it uploads pieces to type ∅ peers at rate close to
µ. So on average, each peer seed can upload to approximately µ/γ type ∅
peers. By the theory of branching process, if µ/γ ≥ 1, the expected number
of descendants of a peer seed is infinite, which stabilizes the process because
almost all type ∅ peers may become the descendants of the peer seed. If
µ/γ < 1, on average every peer seed has µ/γ
1−µ/γ descendants. Hence, every
upload of the piece from the fixed seed to a type ∅ peer causes, on average,
about 1
1−µ/γ departures from the type ∅ group. Comparing to λ0, the arrival
rate of type ∅ peers, this suggests that the system is stable if either µ ≥ γ,
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or µ < γ and λ0 < U
1
1−µ/γ . Conversely, if µ > γ and λ0 > U
1
1−µ/γ , the
arrival rate of type ∅ peers is larger than the average rate of departures from
the type ∅ group, indicating that the system cannot always recover from the
heavy load of type ∅ group and so it is unstable. This conclusion is confirmed
by [55] and Theorem 2.1.1.
Example 2: As shown in Figure 2.1(b), the file is divided into four pieces,
that is, K = 4. There are two types of new peers arriving, type {1, 2}
and type {3, 4}, which arrive as two independent Poisson processes with
respective rates λ12 and λ34. There is no fixed seed in the system. Peers
contact and upload pieces to each other so that they can depart. Peers
depart immediately after obtaining all four pieces, that is, γ = ∞; there
are no peer seeds in the system. This example illustrates our model with
parameters K = 4, U = 0, γ = ∞, µ, λ{1,2} = λ12, λ{3,4} = λ34 ∈ (0,∞),
λC = 0 for C 6= {1, 2}, {3, 4}.
Consider the ability of the system to recover from a heavy load. First,
consider the network starting from a state such that all peers are type {1, 2, 4}
and there are so many type {1, 2, 4} peers that the fraction of them among all
peers is close to one for a long time. On one hand, most new type {1, 2} peers
download piece 4 from a type {1, 2, 4} peer and join the type {1, 2, 4} group,
so the arrival rate of type {1, 2, 4} peers is close to λ12. On the other hand,
most new type {3, 4} peers download pieces 1 and 2 from type {1, 2, 4} peers
and then depart, with an expected lifetime in the system approximately 2
µ
.
During its lifetime, a type {3, 4} peer uploads piece 3 to two type {1, 2, 4}
peers on average and thereby induces two departures on average. So the
medium term aggregate departure rate of type {1, 2, 4} peers is close to 2λ34.
Hence, if λ12 < 2λ34, the system is able to recover from a heavy load of type
{1, 2, 4} (or {1, 2, 3}) peers. Conversely, if the inequality goes the other way,
that is, λ12 > 2λ34, the arrival rate of type {1, 2, 4} peers is larger than the
aggregate departure rate of type {1, 2, 4} peers. So the type {1, 2, 4} group
will keep growing. Thus if λ12 > 2λ34 the system cannot always recover from
a heavy load of type {1, 2, 4} (or {1, 2, 3}) peers. Similarly, if λ34 < 2λ12 the
system can recover from a heavy load of type {2, 3, 4} (or {1, 3, 4}) peers. And
the system cannot always recover from the same heavy load if λ34 > 2λ12.
The situation is similar if there is a heavy load of type {1, 2} (or {3, 4})
peers, while there are few peers with other types. The arrival rate of type
{1, 2} peers is λ12. The aggregate departure rate of type {1, 2} peers, from
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both the uploads from new arrived type {3, 4} peers and from type {1, 2, x}, x =
3, 4 peers (which are formerly type {1, 2} peers), is larger than 2λ34. So if
λ12 < 2λ34 the system is able to recover from the heavy load of type {1, 2}
peers.
Secondly, consider the case that there are heavy loads in groups of at
least two types, e.g. type {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3}. There is at least one type
of peer that can upload to the other type of peer, e.g. type {1, 2, 3} peers
can upload to type {1, 2} peers. There are many uploads from type {1, 2, 3}
peers to type {1, 2} peers so that the departure rate from type {1, 2} group
is large, which stabilizes the system. This suggests that the system is stable
if λ12 < 2λ34 and λ34 < 2λ12, and unstable if either λ12 > 2λ34 or λ34 > 2λ12.
This conclusion is confirmed by Theorem 2.1.1.
Example 3: As shown in Figure 2.1(c), the file is divided into three pieces,
that is, K = 3. New peers arrive at a total rate λtotal, and each peer arrives
with one piece, having piece i with probability λi/λtotal. So there are three
types of new peers, type {1}, type {2}, and type {3}, which arrive as three
independent Poisson processes with rates λ1, λ2 and λ3, respectively. There
is no fixed seed in the system. At rate µ each, peers randomly contact and
upload pieces to each other. After collecting all three pieces, every peer stays
in the system as a peer seed for an exponentially distributed time with mean
1/γ, γ > µ. This example illustrates our model with parameters K = 3,
U = 0, 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞, λ{1} = λ1, λ{2} = λ2, λ{3} = λ3 ∈ (0,∞), λC = 0 for
|C| 6= 1.
Consider whether the system can recover from a heavy load. First, consider
the network starting from a state such that all peers are type {1, 2} and there
are so many type {1, 2} peers that the fraction of them among all peers is
close to one for a long time. Almost every new type {1} and type {2} peer
joins the type {1, 2} group because it can download as a high rate from peers
with type {1, 2}. So the arrival rate of the type {1, 2} group is close to







being the expected time for the type
{3} peer to download two pieces from type {1, 2} peers, and with 1
γ
being
the expected time for the type {3} peer to be a peer seed. During its lifetime
every type {3} peer uploads approximately 2+ µ
γ
pieces to type {1, 2} peers on
average. By the reasoning of example one, every peer seed creates a branching
process of departures of type {1, 2} peers, with the total number of new peer
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seeds (including the root) equal to 1
1−µ/γ . Thus, on average, every new type
{3} peer induces (2 + µ
γ
) 1
1−µ/γ departures from type {1, 2} group, so the









1−µ/γ , the system is able to





1−µ/γ , type {1, 2} group will keep increasing and the system cannot









1−µ/γ , the system is able to recover from a heavy load of
type {2, 3}, or {1, 3} group. And if either of the two inequalities is reversed,
the system cannot always recover from a corresponding heavy load.
Secondly, through considerations similar to those in example one and two,
we can see that the conditions of heavy load in other single-type group or
heavy load in multiple-type groups can also be recovered from if the three
inequalities above hold. This suggests that the system is stable if















If any one of the three inequalities is reversed, it indicates the system is
unstable. This is consistent with Theorem 2.1.1. Note that if peers depart
immediately after obtaining a complete collection (i.e. γ = ∞), then the
stability condition becomes
λ1 + λ2 < 2λ3
λ2 + λ3 < 2λ1
λ1 + λ3 < 2λ2
If λ1, λ2, λ3 are not all equal, at least one equality is reversed, so the system
is unstable. This special case when γ =∞ is considered in [3].
2.3 Proof outline - missing piece syndrome
The analysis of the above three examples suggests that when we consider the
system to be in heavy load, the worst distribution of load is that nearly all
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 (e)  one club  
(members have all pieces 
except piece one) 
(a) normal 









(f) former one 
club peer seeds 
Figure 2.2: Solid lines show flow of peers and dashed lines show flow of
pieces.
peers have the same type C with |C| = K−1. If the system is able to recover
from that kind of heavy load, it can recover from other kinds of heavy load.
With this intuition in mind, a sketch of proof of Theorem 2.1.1 is offered as
follows.
First, we sketch the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(a) about transience when 0 <
µ < γ < ∞. Without loss of generality, assume that (2.2) is true for k = 1,
or equivalently, 4F\{1} > 0. Consider the following partition of peers into
five groups, as shown in Figure 2.2.
• Normal young peer: A normal young peer is a peer that does not have
piece one and does not have at least one other piece.
• Infected peer: An infected peer is a peer that obtained piece one after
arriving, but before obtaining all the other pieces. Once a peer is
infected, it remains infected until it leaves the system; it is considered
to be infected even when it is a peer seed.
• Gifted peer: A gifted peer is a peer that arrived with piece one. A
gifted peer is gifted for its entire time in the system; it is considered to
be gifted even when it is a peer seed.
• One-club peer: A one-club peer is a peer that has all pieces except piece
one. That is, the one-club is the group of peers of type {2, 3, ...K}.
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• Former one-club peer: A former one-club peer is a peer in the system
that is not a one-club peer but at some earlier time was a one-club
peer. Note that a former one-club peer is a peer seed. Infected peers
and gifted peers can also become peer seeds.
Consider the system starting from an initial state in which there are many
peers in the system, and all of them are one-club peers. The system evolves
as shown in Figure 2.2. Piece one can arrive into the system from outside
the system in two ways: uploads by the fixed seed or arrivals of gifted peers.
Ignore momentarily the effect of normal young peers getting piece one (and
becoming infected). Most of the uploads by the fixed seed are uploads of piece
one to one-club peers. One such upload creates a new peer seed, which on
average will upload piece one to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and each of
those will upload piece one to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and so forth, in
a branching process. Each upload of a piece by the fixed seed thus ultimately
causes, on average, about 1
1−µ/γ departures from the one-club. Each gifted
peer, with type C on arrival, for some C with 1 ∈ C, will directly upload
to, on average, about K − |C| + µ/γ one-club peers, and those will become
peer seeds who also could upload to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and so
forth, so that the total expected number of one-club departures caused by
the type C gifted peer is (K − |C| + µ/γ) 1
1−µ/γ . Summing these quantities
and subtracting them from the arrival rate of peers without piece one gives
4F\{1}. So 4F\{1} > 0 indicates that the arrival rates of peers missing piece
one is larger than the upload rate of piece one, causing the one-club size to
grow linearly with time.
The above analysis neglects the possibility that normal young peers can
also receive piece one, creating infected peers. An infected peer can upload to
one-club peers, creating former one-club peers, and to normal young peers,
creating more infected peers. This results in a branching process comprised
of infected peers and former one-club peers. By the theory of branching
process, the expected number of infected offspring of a former one-club peer
or an infected peer will converge to zero, as the fraction of one-club peers
converges to one. Hence, when the one-club is large enough, the existence of
infected peers does not appreciably affect the growth of the one-club. The
detailed proof of transience is offered in Section 2.4.
Second, we sketch the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b) about positive recurrence
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for the case 0 < µ < γ < ∞ under the assumption that (2.4) is valid for
all S ∈ C \ {F}. The above discussion suggests that when 4F\{1} < 0, the
departure rate of the one-club is larger than the arrival rate of peers missing
piece one; therefore, the system has the ability to recover from a single heavy
load in the one-club. Moreover, when k = 2, 3, ...K and there is a single
heavy load in the type F \ {k} group, similar reasoning suggests that the
system can recover if 4F\{k} < 0. To get better idea of the proof, here we
consider other distributions of heavy load.
• Suppose there is a single heavy load in some type S group with |S| ≤
K − 2. Uploads from the fixed seed (with rate U) and from new peers
holding pieces not in S (with rate
∑
C:C 6⊆S λC) keep creating departures
from the type S group. If we ignore the period of time from when a peer
departs from the type S group until the same peer becomes a peer seed,
we see that the average remaining lifetime of every peer who departs
from the type S group is greater than or equal to 1
γ
. In this lifetime
the peer uploads on average approximately µ/γ pieces to type S peers,
which creates more departures from the type S group. Including the
root, every departure from the type S group can ultimately cause at
least 1
1−µ/γ departures from the type S group, on average. Because
every new type C peer with C 6⊆ S eventually uploads on average
K − |C| + µ/γ pieces to type S peers, the departure rate of type S








peers mainly download pieces from type S peers, almost all new type
C peers with C ⊆ S ultimately join the type S group. So the near
term arrival rate of type S group is less than but close to
∑
C:C⊆S λC ,
which is smaller than the aggregate departure rate of type S peers by
(2.4). So the system can recover from the heavy load.
• Suppose there is a single heavy load in the type F group, that is, the
group of peer seeds. The departure rate of peer seeds, γnF , scales
linearly with the number of peer seeds, nF , as in an infinite server
queueing system. So the system can recover however large the group
of peer seeds is.
• Suppose there are heavy loads in at least two groups of different types,
say types C1 and C2. In this condition, either C1 6( C2 or C2 6( C1 is
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true, so peers in at least one of the groups, say C1, can upload pieces
to peers in the other group, say C2. The rate of peers departing from
the type C2 group is quite high, due to the large rate of uploads from
type C1 peers, so the system can quickly escape from that region of the
state space.
The above paragraphs summarize how the system can recover from all dis-
tributions of heavy load. To provide a proof of stability it must also be shown
that the load cannot spiral up without bound through some oscillatory be-
havior. For that we use a Lyapunov function and apply the Foster-Lyapunov
stability criterion [57]. The detailed proof is offered in Section 2.5.
2.4 Proof of transience
In the following the detailed proof of Theorem 2.1.1(a) is given. It is obvious
the system is transient if no copies of piece k can enter the system. Without
loss of generality, assume 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ and assume 4F\{1} > 0. For a
given time t ≥ 0, define the following random variables, using the terminology
of Section 2.3 and Figure 2.2:
• Y at : number of normal young peers (group (a)) at time t.
• Y bt : number of infected peers (group (b)) at time t.
• Y gt : number of gifted peers (group (g)) at time t.
• Y et : number of one-club peers (group(e)) at time t.
• Y ft : number of former one-club peers (group (f)) at time t.
• At : cumulative number of arrivals, up to time t, of peers without piece
one at time of arrival.
• Dt : cumulative number of downloads of piece one, up to time t. (Peers
arriving with piece one are not counted.)
• Nt : number of peers at time t.
The system is modeled by an irreducible, countable-state Markov chain.
A property of such random processes is that either all states are transient,
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or no state is transient. Therefore, to prove Theorem 2.1.1(a), it is sufficient
to prove that some particular state is transient. With that in mind, we
assume that the initial state is the one with No peers, and all of them are
one-club peers, where No is a large constant specified below. Given a small
number ξ with 0 < ξ < 1, let τ be the extended stopping time defined by
τ = min{t ≥ 0 : Y et +Y ft ≤ (1−ξ)Nt}, with the usual convention that τ =∞
if Y et + Y
f
t > (1− ξ)Nt for all t. It suffices to prove that
P{τ =∞ and lim
t→∞
Nt = +∞} > 0. (2.5)
The probability of the event in (2.5) depends on only the out-going transi-
tion rates for states such that Y e+Y f > (1−ξ)N. Thus, we can and do prove
(2.5) instead for an alternative system, that has the same initial state, and
the same out-going transition rates for all states such that Y e+Y f > (1−ξ)N,
as the original system. The alternative system, however, guarantees a lower
bound on the rate of downloads by the set of peers in groups (e) and (f), and
an upper bound on the aggregate rate of downloads of piece one by peers in
group (a). This can be done so that the alternative system has the following
properties:
1. A peer in group (a), (b), or (g) that is not yet a seed peer receives usable
download opportunities at a rate greater than or equal to (1− ξ)µ. (If
Y e + Y f > (1− ξ)N, these opportunities can be provided by the peers
in groups (e) and (f). )
2. A peer with a complete collection departs according to an exponentially
distributed random variable with parameter γ.
3. Each peer in group (b), (g), or (f) uploads to the set of peers in (a)
with rate at most µξ.
4. The fixed seed uploads to the set of peers in group (a) with rate at
most ξU.
5. Each peer in group (b), (g), or (f) uploads to the set of peers in group
(e) with rate at most µ.
6. The fixed seed uploads to the set of peers in group (e) with rate at
most U.
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For the remainder of this proof we consider the alternative system, but for
brevity of notation, we use the same notation for it as for the original system
and refer to it as the original system.
Only peers in groups (a) and (e) download piece one; peers in the other
three groups already have piece one. A peer in group (a) downloading piece
one immediately moves to group (b), and a peer in group (e) downloading
piece one immediately moves to group (f). Thus, a download of piece one
creates either a group (b) peer or a group (f) peer. A group (b) peer or
group (f) peer stays in the same group until it leaves the system. While
a peer in group (b) or (f) is in the system it can generate more peers in
groups (b) and (f) by uploading piece one, and those peers are considered
to be offspring spawned by the peer. Since offspring can themselves spawn
offspring, there is a branching process, and a group (b) or group (f) peer has
a set of descendants.
We shall consider the evolution of a portion of the system under some
statistical assumptions that are different from those in the original system.
We refer to it as the autonomous branching system (ABS) because strong
independence assumptions are imposed. The ABS pertains only to those
peers that have piece one. It is shown below that the original system can
be stochastically coupled to the ABS so that uploads of piece one happen
in the original system only when they also happen in the ABS. We begin
by considering only group (b) and group (f) peers. In the original system,
a group (b) peer was formerly a group (a) peer, and a group (f) peer was
formerly a group (e) peer; such previous history is irrelevant for the system
under the ABS; the description below concerns such a peer only from the
time it becomes a group (b) or group (f) peer. The statistical assumptions
for the ABS involving these peers are as follows:
• A group (b) peer is required to download K−1 pieces; usable opportu-
nities for such downloads arrive according to a Poisson process of rate
µ(1 − ξ). (The interpretation is that, when a group (b) peer appears,
any piece it might have had besides piece one is ignored or discarded.)
After the K−1 downloads, the group (b) peer remains in the system as
a seed peer for a seed dwell duration that is exponentially distributed
with parameter γ.
• A group (f) peer remains in the system for a seed dwell duration that
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is exponentially distributed with parameter γ.
• A group (b) peer or group (f) peer spawns group (b) peers according
to a Poisson process of rate ξµ and it spawns group (f) peers according
to a Poisson process of rate µ.
• The Poisson processes for spawning offspring, as well as the seed dwell
durations, are mutually independent.
The above assumptions uniquely determine the distribution of the number
of offspring, and therefore the total number of descendants, of a group (b) or














offspring in group (f). Similarly,
on average, a peer in group (f) spawns ξµ
γ
offspring of type (b) and µ
γ
offspring
in group (f). Let mb denote one plus the mean number of descendants of a
group (b) peer and let mf denote one plus the mean number of descendants




































The two-by-two matrix involved here has rank one, and the solution is easily




































and, in addition, the second moment of the number of descendants of a peer












Next, we extend the scope of the ABS to include a gifted peer; this entails
the following statistical assumptions:
• A gifted peer with piece collection C upon arrival is required to down-
load K − |C| pieces; usable opportunities for such downloads arrive
according to a Poisson process of rate µ(1− ξ). After the K − 1 down-
loads, the group (b) peer remains in the system as a seed peer for a
seed dwell duration that is exponentially distributed with parameter γ.
• While a gifted peer is in the system, it spawns group (b) peers according
to a Poisson process of rate ξµ and it spawns group (f) peers according
to a Poisson process of rate µ.
• The Poisson processes for spawning offspring, as well as the seed dwell
duration, are mutually independent.





, so the mean total number of descendants of a gifted peer


























Finally, we extend the scope of the ABS to include the processes of arrivals
of gifted peers and the uploads of the fixed seed; this entails the following
assumptions:
• For each C with 1 ∈ C, gifted peers with initial piece collection C arrive
according to a Poisson process of rate λC (as in the original model).
• The fixed seed spawns peers in group (b) according to a Poisson process
of rate ξU and it spawns peers in group (f) according to a Poisson
process of rate U.
• The Poisson processes of arrivals are mutually independent.
• Offspring of the fixed seed and gifted peers are considered to be root
peers. The evolution of the descendants of root peers are mutually
independent.
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Let D̂t denote the cumulative number of group (b) and group (f) peers
appearing in the ABS up to time t.
Lemma 2.4.1 The process (Dt : t ≥ 0) is stochastically dominated (see
Definition A.3.1) by (D̂t : t ≥ 0).
Proof of Lemma 2.4.1 is provided in Appendix B.1. In the following, if
proofs are not provided immediately following the results, they can be found
in the appendix. Lemma 2.4.1 implies Corollary 2.4.1, which bounds Dt.




Dt < B +
ρ
1− µ/γ t+ t for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 0.9, (2.7)








The following lemma bounds At.
Lemma 2.4.2 Given  > 0, if B is sufficiently large,
P
{





t for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 0.9 (2.8)
Proof. The process A is a Poisson process with rate
∑
C:k 6∈C λC . Thus,
(3.8) follows from Kingman’s moment bound (see Proposition A.4.1 in the
appendix.) 









t is stochastically dominated by the
number of customers in an M/GI/∞ queueing system with initial state zero,






Corollary 2.4.2 Given o > 0 and ξ > 0, if B is sufficiently large,
P{Y at + Y bt + Y gt < B + ot for all t ≥ 0} ≥ 0.9 (2.9)
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Proof. The Corollary follows from Lemmas 2.4.3 and A.6.1 with m in




and  equal to o. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1(a) is now completed.
• Select  > 0 so that 2 < 4F\{1}.
• Select ξ > 0 so small that (3.11) holds for sufficiently large B.
• Select o small enough that o4F\{1}−2 < ξ.
• Select B large enough that (3.11), (3.8), and (3.10) hold.
• Select No large enough that BNo−2B ≤ ξ.
Let E be the intersection of the three events on the left sides of (3.11), (3.8),
and (3.10). By the choices of the constants, (3.11), (3.8), and (3.10) hold, so
that P{E} ≥ 0.7. To complete the proof, it will be shown that E is a subset
of the event in (2.5), thereby establishing (2.5). Since Nt is greater than or
equal to the number of peers in the system that do not have piece one, on E ,
Nt ≥ No + At −Dt > No − 2B + (4F\{1} − 2)t for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, on
E , for any t ≥ 0,

















Thus, E is a subset of the event in (2.5) as claimed. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.1.1(a).
2.5 Proof of positive recurrence
Theorem 2.1.1(b) is proved in this section. The first subsection treats the
case 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ and the second subsection treats the case 0 < γ ≤ µ.
2.5.1 Proof of positive recurrence when 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞
The detailed proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b) when 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ is given in this
part. Assume 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ and assume (2.4) is valid for all S ∈ C \ {F}.
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For any nonnegative function F = F (n) on the state space of the system,




q(n,n′) [F (n′)− F (n)] (2.10)
If, as usual, the diagonal elements q(n,n) of the transition matrix Q are
chosen so that row sums are zero, Q(F ) is the product of the matrix Q and
function F , viewed as a vector. In this thesis, we apply the following lemma
implied by the Foster-Lyapunov criterion.
Lemma 2.5.1 The P2P Markov process is positive recurrent and E[n] <
+∞ in equilibrium, if there is a nonnegative function W (n) on the state
space of the process, such that (i) {n : W (n) ≤ c} is a finite set for any
constant c, and (ii) there exists n0 ≥ 0 and ξ > 0 so that QW ≤ −ξn < 0
whenever n ≥ n0. We call such a W a valid Lyapunov function.
Proof. For any n, q(n,n′) is nonzero for only finitely many values of n′,
so QW is finite for all n. Therefore maxn:n<n0 QW (n) is finite. The lemma
follows from the combined Foster-Lyapunov stability criterion and moment
bound — see Proposition A.1.1 in the appendix. 




r|C|TC , with TC :=
12E2C + αECφ(HC), C 6= F1
2
n2, C = F
(2.11)





with the following notation:
• r ∈ (0, 1
2
), d ∈ (1,∞), β ∈ (0, 1
2
), α ∈ (1
2
, 1) are positive constants to be
specified, with r and β small, d large, and α close to one.
• EC := {C ′ : C ′ ⊆ C}, which is the collection of types of peers which
are or can become type C peers.
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• HC := {C ′ : C ′ ∈ C, C ′ 6⊆ C}, which is the collection of types of peers
which can help type C peers. Notice that F ∈ HC for any C ∈ C \{F}
and HF = ∅.
• EC :=
∑




C′:C′∈HC (K − |C ′|+ µ/γ)nC′ . e.g.
EF = n and HF = 0.










)2 if 2d < x ≤ 2d+ 1
β
0 if x > 2d+ 1
β
(2.13)
Thus φ′(x) = −1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2d, φ′(x) = 0 for x ≥ 2d + 1/β, and
φ′ increases linearly from −1 to 0 over the interval [2d, 2d + 1/β]. In
particular, −1 ≤ φ′(x) ≤ 0 for x ≥ 0.
In the proof, we consider the following two classes of states, where  is
to be selected with 0 <  < 1
2
. The classes overlap and their union includes
every nonzero state:
Definition 2.5.1 Class I is the set of states n such that there exists S ∈
C \ {F}, so that nS/n > 1− ; class II is the set of states n such that there
exist C1, C2 ∈ C, either C1 and C2 being distinct or both equal to F , so that,
nC1/n > /2
K and nC2/n > /2
K.
The main idea of the proof is to show that W is a valid Lyapunov func-
tion for an appropriate choice of (r, d, β, α, ). The given parameters of the
network, K,U, λ = (λS : S ∈ C) , γ and µ, are treated as constants. Func-
tions on the state space are considered which may depend on the variables
r, d, β, α and . It is convenient to adopt the big theta notation Θ(∗), with
the understanding that it is uniform in these variables; this is summarized
in the following definitions.
Definition 2.5.2 Given functions f and g on the state space, we say f =
Θ(g) if there exist constants k1, k2, n0 > 0, not depending on (r, d, β, α, ),
such that k1|g(n)| ≤ |f(n)| ≤ k2|g(n)| for all n such that n > n0.
For example, 2 ∈ Θ(1), λtotaln ∈ Θ(n), d 6∈ Θ(1), d ∈ Θ(d). Similarly,
we adopt notions of “small enough” and “large enough” that are uniform in
(r, d, β, α, ):
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Definition 2.5.3 The statement, “condition A is true if x > 0 is small
enough”, means there exists a constant k > 0, not depending on (r, d, β, α, ),
such that A is true for any x ∈ (0, k). Similarly, the statement, “condition
A is true if x > 0 is large enough”, means there exists a constant k > 0, not
depending on (r, d, β, α, ), such that A is true for any x ∈ (k,∞).
Some additional notation is applied for proofs in this chapter only:
• Mφ := 3d + 1β . We have Mφ > maxx φ(x) and Mφ > min{x : φ(x) =
0}+ d > 1.




C′:C′∈X ′ ΓC,C′ , where ΓC,C′ is
defined in (2.1).




i:i∈F ΓC,C∪{i} if C 6= F ,
γnF if C = F , γ <∞,
0 if C = F , γ =∞.
Except in the case C = F and γ = ∞, DC is the aggregate rate that
peers leave the group of type C peers.
• For any X ⊆ C, nX :=
∑
C:C∈X nC , DX :=
∑
C:C∈X DC , Dtotal := DC,
λX :=
∑




C:C∈X λC(K − |C|+ µ/γ).
Now we start to prove that W given by (2.23) or (2.12) is a valid Lyapunov
function. The following proof applies if either 0 < µ < γ < ∞ or 0 < µ <
γ =∞, with differences being stated when necessary.
To begin, we identify a simple approximation to the drift of W . Notice




r|C|Q(TC), with Q(TC) =
12Q(E2C) + αQ(ECφ(HC)) if C 6= F1
2
Q(n2) if C = F










r|C|  LTC , (2.14)
with  LTC :=
ECQ(EC) + αECQ(φ(HC)) if C 6= FnQ(n) if C = F
If 0 < µ < γ =∞,
 LW : =
∑
C:C∈C\{F}
r|C|  LTC (2.15)
Lemma 2.5.2 |Q(W )−  LW | ≤Mφ(Dtotal + 1)Θ(1).
Lemma 2.5.2 provides a bound on the estimation error. Now we offer
Lemma 2.5.3 and Lemma 2.5.4, both concerning upper bounds of  LTC . They
are applied for the proof of Lemma 2.5.5.
Lemma 2.5.3 If d is large enough, Q(EC) ≤ Θ(1), Q(φ(HC)) ≤ MφΘ(1),
 LTC ≤MφΘ(EC) ≤MφΘ(n) for any C ∈ C.








− 1, for any S ∈ C \ {F} and any nonzero state n such
that nS/n > 1− ,
 LTS ≤ 1
2
4SES (2.16)
Here we provide a remark to explain Lemma 2.5.4. The proof of Lemma 2.5.4
is provided in the appendix.
Remark: Recall that  LTS = ES[Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS))], where the term
ESQ(ES) can be traced back to the quadratic term
1
2
E2S ofW, and αESQ(φ(HS))
can be traced back to the term αESQ(φ(HS)) of W. Before giving the proof
of Lemma 2.5.4, we describe why the term αESQ(φ(HS)) is needed and how
it helps  LTS be negative. It has been discussed that the worst distribution
of heavy load is when the heavy load aggregates in a type with only one
missing piece. Consider the case |S| = K − 1. Notice that ESQ(ES) =
ES(λES − ΓES ,HS) and ΓES ,HS ≥ DS ≥ nSn [U + HSµ 1−µ/γK+µ/γ ]. Here we assume
nS
n
≥ 1 − . So ΓES ,HS increases almost proportionally to HS. When HS is
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larger than d for d sufficiently large, ΓES ,HS is larger than λES , so ESQ(ES)
is negative and is bounded above by −Θ(ES) = −Θ(n). But when HS
is smaller than d, ΓES ,HS can be smaller than λES , so ESQ(ES) is positive
and is lower bounded by Θ(ES) = Θ(n), which has the wrong sign. The
term αESQ(φ(HS)) is chosen so that αQ(φ(HS)) balances out the coeffi-
cient λES − ΓES ,HS when HS is small, so that  LTS is still negative and upper
bounded by −Θ(ES).
The definition of HS implies that, when nS is close to n, HS is the mean
number of type S peers that will be helped by the helping peers, which are
the ones in HS. (By saying a peer is helped, we mean a piece is uploaded to
the peer.) In other words, HS is the stored potential for helping type S peers.
As type S peers are helped by the helping peers, the potential decreases, with
the magnitude of decrease equal to the number of type S peers which are
helped. So if we only consider the piece transmissions involving one peer of
type S and one peer of type in HS, the downward drift of HS has magnitude
less than or equal to the downward drift of ES. If we only consider the





C:C∈HS(K − |C|+ µ/γ)λC + Uµ/γ
]
, and the terms in the
drift of ES are λES −U , the former is larger than the latter precisely because
of (2.4). Finally, HS has a bit more downward drift due to peers other than
type S peers uploading to peers in HS, but that is small for  sufficiently
small. Combining the downward and the other drifts, we see that the drift of
HS is approximately the same as the drift of ES, with the drift of HS a little
greater. The difference of the two drifts is 4S, defined in (2.4). Also, when
HS is small, the function φ at HS has derivative −1. Thus the coefficient of
ES in  LTS, which is Q(ES) +αQ(φ(HS)), is negative because α is close to 1,
so  LTS is upper bounded by −Θ(ES) = −Θ(n).
In sum, the above explains the reason we included the term ESφ(HS) in
the Lyapunov function; it balances out the positive drift of 1
2
E2S when HS is
small. 
Lemmas 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 will be applied to prove the following lemma.









(a) On class I,  LW ≤ −rKΘ(n);
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(b) On class II,  LW ≤ −rK3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n).
With Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.5, we now complete the proof of Theorem
2.1.1(b) in the case 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞.
On class I,
Dtotal ≤ DS +
∑
C:C 6=S






≤ 2(U + nµ) ∈ Θ(1) + Θ(n)
So Lemma 2.5.2 implies that on class I,
|Q(W )−  LW | ≤ MφΘ(n) +MφΘ(1)
Combing with Lemma 2.5.5(a), implies that under the conditions of Lemma
2.5.5, on class I,
Q(W ) ≤  LW + |Q(W )−  LW | ≤ −rKΘ(n) + MφΘ(n) +MφΘ(1)
∈ −rKΘ(n) +MφΘ(1). (2.17)
if Mφr
−K is small enough.
On class II, Dtotal ≤ U + nµ ∈ Θ(n), so Lemma 2.5.2 implies that
|Q(W )−  LW | ≤MφΘ(n)
Combining with Lemma 2.5.5(b) implies that under the conditions of Lemma
2.5.5, on class II,
Q(W ) ≤  LW + |Q(W )−  LW | ≤ −rK3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n) (2.18)
Equations (2.17) and (3.7) imply that if (r, d, β, α, ) satisfies the conditions
of Lemma 2.5.5, there exists ξ > 0 sufficiently small such that Q(W ) ≤ −ξn
for all n larger than some constant. For such ξ and such (r, d, β, α), W is a
valid Lyapunov function, so by Lemma 2.5.1, Theorem 2.1.1(b) for the case
0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ is proved.
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2.5.2 Proof of positive recurrence when 0 < γ ≤ µ
Now we consider the case when 0 < γ ≤ µ. Assume U +∑C:k∈C λC > 0 for
all k ∈ F . Then U + λ∗HC > 0 for any C ∈ C \ {F}. Consider a Lyapunov




r|C|T ′C , with T
′
C :=
12E2C + pECφ(H ′C) if C 6= F1
2
n2 if C = F
(2.19)
where H ′C :=
∑
C′:C′∈HC (K + 1− |C ′|)nC′ and p is a constant (i.e. p ∈ Θ(1))
such that
λEC − p(U + λ∗HC ) < 0,∀C ∈ C \ {F}. (2.20)
The variable α is not used in this section, so the big Θ notation is uniform
in (r, β, d, , ).
Define  LW ′, as follows:
 LW ′ :=
∑
C:C∈C
r|C|  LT ′C , (2.21)
with  LT ′C :=
ECQ(EC) + pECQ(φ(H ′C)) if C 6= FnQ(n) if C = F
Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 can be verified as before, with HC , W,  LW, and
 LTC replaced by H
′
C , W
′,  LW ′, and  LT ′C , respectively. The following lemma
similar to Lemma 2.5.4 can be established:
Lemma 2.5.6 If d is large enough, Mφ, β are small enough, for any S ∈
C − {F} such that nS/n > 1− ,
 LT ′S ≤
1
2
[λES − p(U + λ∗HS)]ES. (2.22)
With Lemma 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.6, Lemma 2.5.5 with  LW replaced by
 LW ′ can be easily verified to be valid. Thereby Theorem 2.1.1(b) at condition
0 < γ ≤ µ is proved.
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2.6 General piece selection policies
A piece selection policy is used to choose which piece is transferred whenever
one peer or the fixed seed is to upload a piece to a chosen peer. The random
useful piece selection policy is assumed in Theorem 2.1.1, but the theorem
can be extended to a large class of piece selection policies. Such extension
was noted in [12] for the less general model of that paper. Essentially the
only restriction needed is that if the uploading peer or fixed seed has a useful
piece for the downloading peer, then a useful piece must be transferred. This
restriction is similar to a work-conserving restriction in the theory of service
systems. In particular, Theorem 2.1.1 extends to cover a broad class of rarest
first piece selection policies. Peers can estimate which pieces are more rare
in a distributed way, by exchanging information with the peers they contact.
Even more general policies would allow the piece selection to depend in an
arbitrary way on the piece collections of all peers.
To be specific, consider the following family H of piece selection policies.
Each policy in H corresponds to a mapping h from C × (C ∪ {F})×S to the
set of probability distributions on F , satisfying the usefulness constraint:∑
i∈B\A
hi(A,B,x) = 1 whenever B 6⊂ A,
with the following meaning of h:
• When a type A peer is to download a piece from a type B peer and
the state of the entire network is x, piece i is selected with probability
hi(A,B,x), for i ∈ F .
• When a type A peer is to download a piece from the fixed seed and
the state of the entire network is x, piece i is selected with probability
hi(A,F ,x), for i ∈ F .
Theorem 2.1.1 can be extended to piece selection policies in H. One minor
change is needed, because the Markov process may not be irreducible for some
piece selection policies. In general, the set of all states that are reachable
from the empty state is the unique minimal closed set of states, and the
process restricted to that set of states is irreducible. For example, if the
lowest numbered useful piece is selected at each download opportunity, then
the minimal closed set of states consists of the states such that each peer has
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either no pieces or a consecutively numbered set of pieces beginning with the
first piece. We state the result as a theorem.
Theorem 2.6.1 (Stability conditions for general useful piece selection poli-
cies) Consider the network model of Section 2.1, except with the random
piece selection policy replaced by a policy h in H. (a) If either of the two
conditions in Theorem 2.1.1(a) hold, then the Markov process is transient,
and the number of peers in the system converges to infinity with probability
one. (ii) If either of the two conditions in Theorem 2.1.1(b) hold, then the
Markov process restricted to the closed set of states is positive recurrent, the
mean time to reach the empty state from any initial state has finite mean,
and the equilibrium distribution pi is such that
∑
x pi(x)|x| <∞.
Thus, with the possible exception of the borderline case, rarest first piece
selection does not increase the region of stability.
2.7 Stability region under network coding
Network coding, introduced by Ahlswede, Cai, and Yeung, [41], can be nat-
urally incorporated into P2P distribution networks, as noted in [42]. The
related work [58] considers all to all exchange of pieces among a fixed pop-
ulation of peers through random contacts and network coding. The method
can be described as follows. The file to be transmitted is divided into K data
pieces, m1,m2, . . . ,mK . The data pieces are taken to be vectors of some fixed
length r over a finite field Fq with q elements, where q is some power of a
prime number. If the piece size is M bits, this can be done by viewing each
message as an r = dM/ log2(q)e dimensional vector over Fq. Any coded piece
e is a linear combination of the original K data pieces: e =
∑K
i=1 θimi; the
vector of coefficients (θ1, . . . , θK) is called the coding vector of the coded piece;
the coding vector is included whenever a coded piece is sent. Suppose the
fixed seed uploads coded pieces to peers, and peers exchange coded pieces.
In this context, the type of a peer A is the subspace VA of FKq spanned by
the coding vectors of the coded pieces it has received. Once the dimension
of VA reaches K, peer A can recover the original message. Let V denote the
set of all subspaces of FKq , so V is the set of possible types.
When peer A contacts peer B, suppose peer B sends peer A a random
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linear combination of its coded pieces, where the coefficients are independent
and uniformly distributed over Fq. Equivalently, the coding vector of the
coded piece sent from B is uniformly distributed over VB. The coded piece is
considered useful to A if adding it to A’s collection of coded pieces increases
the dimension of VA. Equivalently, the piece from B is useful to A if its coding
vector is not in the subspace VA ∩ VB. The probability the piece is useful to
A is therefore given by
P{piece from B is useful to A} = 1− |VA ∩ VB||VB|
= 1− qdim(VA∩VB)−dim(VB).
If peer B can possibly help peer A, meaning VB 6⊂ VA (true, for example,
if dim(VB) > dim(VA)), then the probability that a random coded piece
from B is helpful to A is greater than or equal to 1 − 1
q
. Similarly, the
probability a random coded piece from the seed is useful to any peer A
with dim(VA) ≤ K − 1 is also greater than or equal to 1− 1q .
The network state x specifies the number of peers in the network of each
type. There are only finitely many types, so the overall state space is still
countably infinite. Moreover, the Markov process is easily seen to be irre-
ducible. A proof of the following variation of Theorem 2.1.1 is summarized






Theorem 2.7.1 (Stability conditions for a network coding based system)
Suppose random linear network coding with vectors over FKq is used, with
random peer contacts and parameters K, q, (λV : V ∈ V), U, γ, and µ. Sup-
pose λFKq = 0 if γ =∞, and λtotal > 0.
(a) The Markov process is transient if either of the following two conditions
is true:








• 0 < γ ≤ µ, U = 0, and {V ∈ V : λV > 0} does not span FKq .
(b) The process is positive recurrent and E[n] < ∞ in equilibrium, if either
of the following two conditions is true:
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• 0 < µ˜ < γ ≤ ∞ and for any V − ∈ V with dim(V −) = K − 1,
λtotal <
U + ∑
V :V 6⊂V −
λV
(







• 0 < γ ≤ µ˜ and either U > 0 or {V ∈ V : λV > 0} spans FKq .
The gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions in Theorem 2.7.1
can be made arbitrarily small by taking q large enough.
For the case that peers arrive with pieces, network coding is quite effective
at reducing the impact of the missing piece syndrome. For example, suppose
peers with no pieces arrive at rate λ0 and peers with one piece arrive at rate
λ1, where the coding vector for the piece given to a peer at time of arrival
is uniformly distributed over all qK possibilities. (So with probability q−K
the coding vector is the all zero vector and the piece is useless.) Suppose
there are no other arrivals, that U = 0, and γ = ∞. Thus, the total arrival
rate is λtotal = λ0 + λ1, and the fraction of peers arriving with one (possibly
useless) piece is f = λ1
λ0+λ1
. Then Theorem 2.7.1 yields that the Markov
process is transient if f < q
(q−1)K and positive recurrent if f >
q2
(q−1)2K .
For example, if q = 64 and K = 200, the Markov process is transient if
f ≤ 1.014
K
= 0.00507 and positive recurrent if f ≥ 1.032
K
= 0.00516. In contrast,
without network coding and a fraction f of peers arriving with one uniformly
randomly selected data piece, Theorem 2.1.1 implies the network is transient
for any f < 1.
We comment briefly on how the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 can be modified to
yield Theorem 2.7.1. First, consider how the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(a) can be
modified to prove Theorem 2.7.1(a). Consider the main case, 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞.
Let V − be the subspace of FKq with dimension K − 1 appearing in part (a).
To incorporate network coding, the partition of peers described in Section
2.3 should be replaced by the following partition:
• Normal young peer: A normal young peer is a peer A such that VA is
a proper subset of V −.
• Infected peer: An infected peer is a peer B that was a normal young
peer when it first arrived, but at the current time, VB 6⊂ V −.
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• Gifted peer: A gifted peer is a peer G such that at the time of its arrival,
VG 6⊂ V −.
• One-club peer: A peer of type V −.
• Former one-club peer: A former one-club peer is a peer in the system
that is not a one-club peer but at some earlier time was a one-club
peer.
For any No ≥ 1, it is possible to reach the state with No one-club peers and
no other peers in the network.
Call a peer A enlightened if VA 6⊂ V −. Note that gifted peers are enlight-
ened when they arrive, and every other peer must become enlightened before
departing. A peer becoming enlightened with network coding is analogous
to a peer downloading the missing piece without network coding. In particu-
lar, for the proof of Theorem 2.7.1, the process Dt should be the cumulative
number of downloads causing the recipient peers to become enlightened.
The same autonomous branching system (ABS) can be used as in the proof
of Theorem 2.1.1. Lemma 3.6.4 remains true, but the coupling argument
used to prove it becomes more subtle. The issue is that the rate that a group
(b) or (g) peer downloads pieces can be less than µ(1− ξ), because random
linear combinations are sent that are not always useful. This effect causes the
group (b) and group (g) peers to remain in the system longer, so that they
can continue to upload useful pieces to one-club peers for longer. However,
note that if A is a group (b) or (g) peer that is not a peer seed, and B is
a one-club peer, then the probability a random piece from A is useful to B
is less than or equal to the probability a random piece from B is useful to
A. Therefore, if the internal clocks of the group (b) and (g) peers are slowed
down so that their download rate of useful pieces matches that of the original
system, then their upload rate of useful pieces to the one-club peers will still
be at least as large as in the original system.
The other parts of the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(a) readily carry over to
imply Theorem 2.7.1(a).
Next, the modifications of Theorem 2.1.1(b) needed to prove Theorem
2.7.1(b) are described. The same approach works with the same form of
Lyapunov function, except V is used as the set of types instead of C. In places
the cardinality |C| of a type C is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b), the
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dimension dim(V ) of a type V is used in the proof of Theorem 2.7.1(b). In
some of the places that µ is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b), it should
be replaced by µ˜.
The condition (2.23) holding for all V − ∈ V is equivalent to the following:








V :V 6⊆S,V ∈V
λV
(











The condition4S < 0 means that the rate of arrival of peers that can become
type S peers is less than a lower bound on the long term rate that peers of
type S receive useful pieces. The particular Lyapunov function we use in




rdim(V )TV , (2.23)
where
TV :=
12E2V + αEV φ(HV ) if V 6= FKq1
2
n2 if V = FKq
.
with α, r, d, β, and d and the function φ as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b),
and
• EV := {V ′ : V ′ ⊆ V }, which is the collection of types of peers which
are or can become type V peers.
• HV := {V ′ : V ′ ∈ V , V ′ 6⊆ V }, which is the collection of types of peers
which can help type V peers. Notice that FKq ∈ HV for any V ∈ V−FKq
and HFKq = ∅.
• EV :=
∑







V ′:V ′∈HV (K − dim(V ′) + µ/γ)xV ′ .
The proof that this Lyapunov function works for proving Theorem 2.7.1(b)
parallels the proof of Theorem 2.1.1(b).
When network coding is considered, it is typically assumed that peers
do not exchange descriptions of the pieces they already have. This is likely
because such descriptions are more complex than simple bit vectors indicating
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data pieces used without network coding, and because network coding works
quite well even without such exchange. If exchange of information were used,
then any time a peer A with subspace VA transfers a piece to a peer B with
subspace VB such that VA 6⊂ VB, a useful transfer could be achieved. Theorem
2.7.1 remains true under this mode of operation if µ˜ = µ and q →∞ is taken
in part (b), and the gap between parts (a) and (b) shrinks to zero.
2.8 The borderline of stability
Theorem 2.1.1 provides a sufficient condition for stability and a matching suf-
ficient condition for instability, but it leaves open the borderline case namely,
when equality holds in (2.3) (or, equivalently, (2.2)) for one or more values of
k ∈ F and the strict inequality (2.3) holds for all other k. While it may not
be interesting from a practical point of view, we comment on the borderline
case. First, we give a precise result for a limiting case of the original system,
and then we offer a conjecture. As in [12], a simpler network model results
by taking a limit as µ→∞. Call a state slow if all peers in the system have
the same type, which includes the state such that there are no peers in the
system. Otherwise, call a state fast. The total rate of transition out of any
slow state does not depend on µ, and the total rate out of any fast state is
bounded below by a positive constant times µ. For very large values of µ, the
process spends most of its time in slow states. The original Markov process
can be transformed into a new one by watching the original process while it
is in the set of slow states. This means removing the portions of each sample
path during which the process is in fast states, and time-shifting the remain-
ing parts of the sample path to leave no gaps in time. The limiting Markov
process, which we call the µ =∞ process, is the weak limit (defined as usual
for probability measures on the space of ca`dla`g sample paths equipped with
the Skorohod topology) of the original process watched in the set of slow
states, as µ → ∞. If γ is fixed as µ → ∞ the model becomes degenerate,
because a single peer seed would quickly convert all other peers into peer
seeds. If γ = θµ for fixed θ and µ → ∞, the model under µ = ∞ is more
interesting but somewhat complicated. So we consider γ =∞ for simplicity.
For further simplicity we consider networks of the form in Example 3 (for




















Figure 2.3: Transition rates of the µ =∞ variation of Example 3 with
λi = λ for all i.
otherwise. Also, U = 0 (no fixed seed) and γ =∞. Note that these networks
are borderline cases, not covered by Theorem 2.1.1.
By symmetry of the model, the state space of the µ = ∞ process can be
reduced to Ŝ = {(0, 0)}∪{(n, k) : n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K−1}, where a state (n, k)
corresponds to n peers in the system which all possess the same set of k pieces.
State (0,0) is transient. The transition rate diagram is pictured in Figure 2.3
for K = 3. States of the form (n,K− 1) form the top layer of states, and are
those for which all peers have the same set of K − 1 pieces. The transition
out of such a state (n,K− 1) is described as follows. There is a transition to
state (n+ 1, K−1) with rate (K−1)λ, corresponding to the arrival of a new
peer possessing one of the K−1 pieces that the other peers already have; the
new peer instantly obtains all of the other K−1 pieces from the other peers.
At rate λ a new peer arrives with the piece missing by all the other peers.
The new peer downloads and uploads at equal rates, until it either obtains
all the K − 1 other pieces, or until all the other peers have departed. By the
nature of Poisson processes, the probability distribution of the next state can
be described in terms of flips of a fair coin, with “heads” denoting an upload
by the new peer and “tails” denoting a download by the new peer. Let Z
denote the number of “heads” in an experiment of repeated coin flips, when
a fair coin is flipped until “tails” is observed K−1 times. Then Z represents
the potential number of peers already in the system that can leave due to
uploads from the new peer. If Z ≤ n−1, then the next state is (n−Z,K−1).
If Z ≥ n then the new state will have the form (1, j) with 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1,
corresponding to the case that all peers that were originally in the system
depart, and the new peer remains. (The distribution over j can be computed
easily but is not important.) Note that E[Z] = K − 1, so the rate (K − 1)λ
of upward unit jumps is equal to the mean rate λE[Z] of decrease due to
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downward jumps (ignoring the lower boundary). Thus, when the process is
in the top layer of states, it evolves as a stationary, independent increment
process with zero drift. Such processes are null-recurrent, and therefore, the
µ =∞ process is null-recurrent.
In essence, the µ = ∞ process is simple because peers remain young for
only an instant; there are no infections of young peers by gifted peers. If µ
is finite, such infections effectively increase the departure rate, by roughly
a constant divided by the number of peers in the system. The constant is
decreasing in µ. A reflecting Brownian motion with negative drift inversely
proportional to the state is positive recurrent if the constant of proportion-
ality is sufficiently large, and is null recurrent otherwise. So the use of a
diffusion approximation leads us to pose the following conjecture, which per-
tains to the symmetric flat-network model considered in [3]:
Conjecture 2.8.1 Let K ≥ 1 and suppose λC = λ for |C| = 1 and λC = 0
otherwise. For some aK > 0, the process is positive recurrent if 0 < µ/λ < aK





3.1 Model and the stability region
In this chapter, we establish the stability region of multiswarm networks,
which model the case where multiple files are bundled together for P2P dis-
tribution.
Consider a BitTorrent-like file-sharing system, similar to the model in Sec-
tion 2.1, but consisting of multiple files instead of one single file. Suppose all
files are divided into pieces of equal size. We denote by F = {1, 2, . . . , K} the
set of all pieces of all files. A distinguished peer, the seed, is always present
and holds F . Represent a file C to be a non-empty subset of F : ∅ 6= C ⊆ F .
We refer to the set of peers interested in downloading file C as Swarm C.
Each peer maintains a cache to store pieces it downloads. Peers arrive with
empty caches, and each peer’s cache is large enough to hold F . Assume peers
with empty caches arrive to Swarm C according to a Poisson process with
rate λ∅,C , independent across swarms. We do not require different swarms
to be disjoint subsets of F , so our model captures a scenario where arriving
peers are interested in multiple files.
Peers in Swarm C depart immediately upon retrieving all pieces in C. We
partition peers into types according to (a) the swarm they belong to and (b)
the set of pieces in their cache. Hence, a peer in Swarm C holding S ⊆ F
is denoted to be of type 〈C, S〉. Assume the seed is of type 〈{⊥},F〉 for
some piece ⊥6∈ F . Denote n〈C,S〉 to be the number of type 〈C, S〉 peers and
n = (n〈C,S〉) to be the vector of numbers of peers in all types.
The seed uploads pieces at instants of a Poisson process of rate U. At each
such instant, the seed contacts a peer selected uniformly at random among
all peers across all swarms, and replicates a piece in F to this peer. Similarly,
at instances that follow a Poisson process of rate µ > 0, each peer contacts
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another peer (also selected uniformly among all peers) and replicates a piece
from its cache.
The piece replicated when a source (either a peer or the seed) contacts a
receiver is determined by the source’s piece selection policy. A broad class
of work-conserving piece selection policies are considered, which satisfy the
following:
Assumption 3.1.1 (Work-Conserving Piece Selection) If a source in
type 〈C, S〉 contacts a receiver in type 〈C ′, S ′〉, (a) no piece is replicated if
S ⊆ S ′, otherwise (b) exactly one piece in S \ S ′ is replicated, with piece
i ∈ S \ S ′ replicated as probability h〈C,S〉(i, 〈C ′, S ′〉,n), in [0, 1], determined
by the types of the source and the receiver, the piece id, and the current state
n. Function h〈C,S〉, also referred to as the piece selection policy, satisfies:∑
i 6∈S\S′
h〈C,S〉(i, 〈C ′, S ′〉,n) = 0,∑
i∈S\S′
h〈C,S〉(i, 〈C ′, S ′〉,n) = 1 if S 6⊆ S ′.
Suppose a type 〈C, S〉 source contacts a type 〈C ′, S ′〉 receiver. Examples
of work-conserving policies considered are:
Random Novel [RN]: If S \ S ′ 6= ∅, the source replicates a piece chosen
uniformly from S \ S ′.
Rarest First [RF]: Define the availability of a piece i ∈ F to be the number
of peers holding it. The source replicates the piece in S \ S ′ that has the
least availability, with ties broken randomly.
Priority Rarest First [PRF]: The source prioritizes pieces within the
swarm of the receiver: if (S\S ′)∩C ′ 6= ∅, it replicates the piece in (S\S ′)∩C ′
that has the least availability; if (S \ S ′) ∩C ′ is empty but S \ S ′ is not, the
source reverts to RF. Priority Random Novel [PRN] is defined similarly.
It is assumed that sources of the same type apply the same policy. The
piece selection policy of the system is denoted by a tuple of h〈C,S〉 indexed
by each 〈C, S〉, where all sources in type 〈C, S〉 apply the policy h〈C,S〉 in
the tuple. Different policies h can co-exist across types: e.g., the seed may
implement RN, while peers implement PRF. Contrary to RN, the RF and
PRF policies depend on the system state n, and require knowledge of a global
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property; as such, they are harder to implement in a distributed fashion. In a
centralized setting, which includes most present BitTorrent implementations,
the availability is monitored by a distinguished peer called the swarm tracker.
Alternatively, distributed techniques such as gossiping or sampling can be
used to obtain an estimate of the availability.
Under the assumption above, if no piece can be uploaded then the whole
sampling interval is wasted, so each source can upload at most one piece per
sampling interval. As that in Section 2.1, it is assumed that peer sampling
and piece uploading are all instantaneous, which is a reasonable approxima-
tion if the time it takes for sampling and uploading is shorter than the length
of intervals between sampling. Other notations are listed in the following.
Definition 3.1.1 Let C := {C : C ∈ 2F \{∅}, λ∅,C > 0} be the set of swarms
with positive arrival rates.
Notice that type 〈C, S〉 peers where C ⊆ S does not exist because they can
depart. Let T := {〈C, S〉 : C ∈ C, S ∈ 2F \{F}, C 6⊆ S} be the set of all types
for peers existing in the network, and T˜ = T ∪{〈{⊥},F〉} be the extended set




C:C∈C λ∅,C be the total arrival rate. Let nS :=
∑
C:C∈C n〈C,S〉
be the number of peers holding cache S. And let n :=
∑
S nS be the total
number of peers.
The system evolution is described by a Markov process {n(t)}t∈R+ within
state space D. The transition rates of the process depend on how pieces are
uploaded. Assume that the seed implements RN, and peers apply policies as
in Assumption 3.1.1. Given a state n, let TC(n) be the new state resulting
from the arrival of a new peer in swarm C. Given 〈C, S〉 ∈ T such that
i /∈ S, and a state n such that n〈C,S〉 ≥ 1, let T〈C,S〉,i(n) denote the new state
resulting from a type 〈C, S〉 peer downloading piece i. The positive entries
of the generator matrix Q = (q(n,n′) : n,n′ ∈ D) are given by:










The main theorem regarding the stability region of multiple swarms is
provided as Theorem 3.1.1, where the definitions of stability and instability
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are provided in Definition 2.1.1.
Theorem 3.1.1 If the seed implements RN and peers implement work-conserving
piece selection policies in Assumption 3.1.1, the system is
i) transient (unstable) if maxi:i∈F
∑
C:i∈C λ∅,C > U,
ii) positive recurrent and E[n] < +∞ in equilibrium (stable), if
maxi:i∈F
∑
C:i∈C λ∅,C < U.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1.1, applied to the single swarm
setup, is the stability region of Theorem 2.1.1. The theorem assumes that the
seed uses RN, but numerical evaluations by simulations suggest that other
work-conserving policies (RF) at the seed also exhibit the same stability
region.
For comparison, consider an autonomous system with the same settings
and assumptions stated in this section, but a) each peer is only allowed to
sample targets uniformly from peers in its own swarm instead of over all
swarms; and b) the seed allocates its capacity in a static way to all swarms:
it maintains |C| independent Poisson clocks, each related to one swarm, such
that when one clock ticks it uniformly samples a target from the swarm
related to that clock; the ticking rate of each clock of the seed is fixed and
the sum of all |C| rates is U . Theorem 2.1.1 directly applies to each swarm
in the autonomous system and, thus, leads to the following:
Corollary 3.1.1 Consider an autonomous multiswarm system. The seed
can allocate its upload capacity so that the system is positive recurrent if∑
C∈C λ∅,C < U ; the system is transient for all allocations of the seed’s upload
capacity if
∑
C∈C λ∅,C > U .
To better differentiate the system in Theorem 3.1.1 with the system in
Corollary 3.1.1, name the former as a universal system or a multiswarm sys-
tem in universal mode, and name the latter as an autonomous system or a
multiswarm system in autonomous mode. Theorem 3.1.1 implies that uni-
versal systems yield a significant increase in the stability region comparing
to autonomous systems. Observe that, when the files C ∈ C are disjoint,
Theorem 3.1.1(ii) becomes maxC∈C λ∅,C < U. This defines a larger stabil-
ity region than that given by Corollary 3.1.1. In particular, by bundling
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swarms together, the stability region scales extremely well as the number of
swarms increases: a single seed can support an unbounded number of swarms
with constant arrival rate, with no effect on the stability region! However,
bundling swarms together comes at the cost of increased delays. Hence, the
number of swarms cannot be arbitrarily large in practice. In Section 3.5,
we address this by proposing a hybrid system that, by alternating between
the universal and autonomous mode, maintains the same stability region
as a universal system while also ensuring small delays for large numbers of
swarms.
The stability region is insensitive to the piece selection policies imple-
mented at peers. However, policies can be quite different w.r.t. other perfor-
mance metrics. For example, as we show in Section 3.3, policies can differ
drastically in how quickly they stabilize the system when operating within
the stability region, as well as in how quickly the missing piece syndrome
manifests when the system is not stable.
3.2 Validating the stability regions
In this section Theorem 3.1.1 and Corollary 3.1.1 are validated by simulation.
We do so by studying the evolution of the system size (number of peers) n
in autonomous and universal mode for a system comprising 3 swarms, each
requesting a different 3-piece set. The seed rate is U = 3.1 and the arrival
rate in each swarm is λ = 3.0; note that Theorem 3.1.1 and Corollary 3.1.1
imply that the autonomous mode is unstable while the universal system is
stable, in this regime.
Figure 3.1(a) shows the evolution of the system size in autonomous mode,
when the seed statically allocates 1/3 of its upload rate to each swarm, for
different combinations of policies at the seed and the peers. All simulations
start from an empty system. Even though applying RF at both the seed
and the peers leads to a slightly smaller system size, the missing piece syn-
drome manifests in all four cases. We repeat these experiments with the
seed allocating its rate dynamically, so that each swarm receives pieces at a
rate proportional to its size. The results (inset of Figure 3.1(a)) show that
instability persists in this setup too.
We repeat these experiments in universal mode, this time starting the
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(a) Autonomous, static and
dynamic (inset) allocation.
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(b) Universal, RN at seed.
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(c) Universal, RF at seed.
Figure 3.1: System size VS time. (“RN RF” means RN at seed and RF at
peers, other legends follow similarly.)
system from an initial state comprising 8500 peers forming a one-club: all
peers belong to the same swarm, and store in their cache all nine pieces
except for one common piece they request. Figure 3.1(b) shows the system
evolution when the seed applies RN; indeed the system stabilizes after 105
time units, confirming Theorem 3.1.1. The system stabilizes faster (in the
order of 104 time units) when the seed applies RF, as seen in Figure 3.1(c),
with RF at both seed and peers stabilizing the system the fastest (in roughly
3 · 104 time units). Interestingly, prioritizing pieces at peers (through either
PRN or PRF) leads to slower stabilization: this is precisely because these
policies reduce the diversity of pieces in the system.
3.3 Metastability of rarest first policy
Consider the same experiments as in Section 3.2 but set U = 2.9. As the
arrival rate at each swarm is λ = 3, Theorem 3.1.1 stipulates that the system
is unstable. A question here is how quickly the missing piece syndrome
manifests in this case, depending on the piece selection policies.
To evaluate that, the following experiments are conducted. We start our
simulations with initial system size n0, where the initial state comprises all
peers forming a one-club (i.e., storing all pieces but one). We then termi-
nate the simulation when either the system size increases to the threshold
max(2000 + n0, 2n0) or the simulation time reaches 10
7, whichever occurs
first. We first conduct this experiment with an empty initial state n0 = 0; if
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Table 3.1: Critical one-club, U = 2.9, 3 swarms each with arrival rate 3.0.
Policy Critical Final Final One Sim.
Seed Peer n0 Size Club Ratio Duration
PRN 0 2000 95.6% 13181
RN PRF 0 2000 95.4% 17211
RN 0 2000 93.3% 13603
RF 500 2500 94.7% 22655
PRN 2100 4200 98.1% 74655
RF PRF 2000 4000 98.0% 51415
RN 8000 16000 99.4% 283197
RF 8100 16200 99.4% 323738
the experiment does not reach the threshold in 107 units, we increase n0 by
100 and repeat the experiment. This way, we identify the critical one-club
size: if the system reaches a state with a one-club of that size, it becomes
unstable.
Our simulation results for the case where the seed applies RN are summa-
rized in the top half of Table 3.1. We see that the missing piece syndrome
indeed manifests at the critical initial conditions, with the one-club compris-
ing more than 90% of the peer population at termination time. When peers
use any policy other than RF, the critical one-club size is 0. In contrast,
when peers use RF, the syndrome manifests only when n0 = 500; indeed, us-
ing RF improves the diversity of pieces in the system, which in turns makes
reaching a critical one-club size more difficult. This behavior becomes even
more striking when the seed uses RF: as shown in the bottom half of Ta-
ble 3.1, piece diversity is so high that critical one-club sizes lie between 2 and
8 thousand peers.
Crucially, in all simulations starting from an initial size below the critical
value, we observe interestingly that the system size actually decreases to a
size below 200 and lingers around this value for the entire 107 time units!
This implies that, though the system is clearly not stable in any of the cases
in Table 3.1, applying RF at the seed or peers yields metastability : although
there exists a critical one-club size, its value is so high that it is quite hard to
reach from the “typical” size at which the system operates most of the time
(∼200 peers in our simulations).
A natural question to ask is what is the critical value n0, as well as what
is the “typical” size at which a metastable system operates most of the time;
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we revisit these questions, in Section 3.5.
3.4 Average sojourn time









































(b) Universal, U = 3.0, λ =
1.5.


















(c) Hybrid, U = 3.0, λ =
1.5.
Figure 3.2: Average sojourn time for universal swarms.
In this section our attention is turned to the sojourn time. First we study
a universal system comprising 3 swarms with 3 pieces each. The seed rate
is fixed at U = 3.0 and the swarm arrival rate varies as λ = U(1 − 1
2i
),
for i = 1, . . . , 10, remaining within the stability region but approaching U
from below. In Figure 3.2(a), we plot the average sojourn time for different
piece selection policies as a function of 1/(U − λ). We observe that, as λ
approaches U , the sojourn time under the RN policy at the seed increases
considerably, with the exception of the RN-RF case, i.e., when peers use
RF. In all four cases for which the seed uses RF, the sojourn time remains
practically constant as λ approaches U . This is consistent with the fact that,
by metastability, when the seed uses RF the system size remains small most
of the time even if λ > U ; as such, there is no sharp increase in the sojourn
time as λ approaches U from below.
We next study how the sojourn time scales with the number of swarms L.
In Figure 3.2(b), we plot the average sojourn time vs. L for the case where
each swarm comprises peers requesting a k-piece file, for k ∈ {10, 30, 60}.
Note that the total number of pieces is K = kL. We observe that across
all values of k, the average sojourn time increases linearly as L increases.
Similarly, the sojourn time also increases proportionally to k. Thus, the
increased stability offered by bundling swarms together comes at the cost of
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increased delays; we address this in the next section by showing that delays
can be suppressed for a wide range of values of L by using a hybrid approach,
alternating between universal and autonomous mode.
3.5 Stable, low sojourn universal swarms
Our simulations suggest that, in a metastable swarm, there are two important
system sizes: the operating size nop, which is the size around which the system
stays most of the time, and the critical size n0, which is the size of a one-
club that, once attained, leads the system to instability. If the two sizes are
sufficiently far apart from each other, the system will exhibit metastability:
when N ≈ nop, it will take a long time for N to reach n0, from which the
missing piece syndrome manifests.
Calculating exactly nop and n0 is quite challenging. Nevertheless, we can
derive some simple estimates of nop and n0 when (a) the system comprises
of a single swarm, (b) λ > U , and (c) both the seed and peers use RF.
Consider a single swarm, where peers arrive with rate λ and wish to down-
load K pieces. Assume that the seed has upload rate U < λ, so that the
system is unstable, and peers have upload rate µ. When the system is in the
operating state, we expect that the diversity of pieces is high enough, so that
every contact a peer makes leads to a piece download. Under this assumption,
as a peer wishes to download K pieces, the expected sojourn time is K/µ.
By Little’s law, as the arrival rate is λ, an approximation of the operating
size is therefore nop ≈ λKµ . Estimating the critical size of a one-club requires
a more involved argument. Suppose that a one-club with size B has formed.
For B large, peers outside the one-club download pieces from the one-club
at a rate close to µ. As such, the expected time it takes a new peer to be
converted to a one-club peer is approximately (K− 1)/µ; hence, the number
of young peers, i.e., peers outside the one-club, is approximately λ(K−1)/µ.
Young peers can become infected, i.e., obtain the piece the one-club peers
are missing. As the seed uses the RF policy, the rate with which the seed
infects young peers is U λ(K−1)/µ
B+λ(K−1)/µ . Ignoring the fact that young peers may
also infect other young peers, and assuming that an infection occurs at an
instant sampled uniformly at random within a young peer’s lifetime, each in-
fected peer stays for (K− 1)/2µ time units before it departs, in expectation.
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λ− U − 1]. (3.1)
Using these two estimates, we propose a hybrid system that attains the
increased stability region of the universal swarm, while also ensuring that
the sojourn times remain small for a wide range values of L. The hybrid
system alternates between the autonomous mode, whereby swarms operate
in isolation while sharing a U/L portion of the seed’s capacity, and the uni-
versal mode, where swarms are bundled together. In particular, consider a
system with L swarms, each requesting a file of k = K/L pieces. The system
alternates between the two modes according to the following rules: (a) If
in autonomous mode, the system switches to universal mode if any single
swarm has size ≥ nop + max(n0, 2nop); (b) if in universal mode, the system
switches to autonomous mode if each piece requested by a swarm is held by
at least max(nop/10, 1) peers within the swarm. Values nop, n0 are computed
by (3.1), assuming an upload rate U/L and a number of pieces k. Intuitively,
the universal mode is applied when there is strong evidence that the miss-
ing piece syndrome is manifesting, as the swarm size becomes greater than
nop + n0. The system reverts to an autonomous mode when there is enough
diversity in each swarm—each piece is held by at least the one tenth of the
peer population.
The hybrid system reverts to a universal system if system size keeps large,
so it exhibits the increased stability region of universal swarms. Figure 3.2(c)
shows the sojourn time of a hybrid system as L increases. In contrast to
Figure 3.2(b), for k = 30 and k = 60, the sojourn time stays close to the
value attained when L = 1 (∼33 and ∼64 time units, respectively). For
k = 10, the sojourn time starts increasing linearly after L = 12.
These improved sojourn times appear precisely because of the metastabil-
ity. Indeed, swarms operate fine most of the time without the intervention of
other swarms, and this is why they experience the same delay as if L = 1. As
U/L < λ, the autonomous mode is unstable; however, on the few (and rare)
occasions when the missing piece syndrome manifests, bundling swarms to-
gether ensures the system quickly stabilizes and reverts to its operating size.
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The knee observed for k = 10 suggests that this behavior cannot be sus-
tained for arbitrarily large L. Equation (3.1) can help us give an approximate
answer to how large L can be. Indeed, for the system to be metastable, the
critical one-club size must be significantly larger than the operating size. Re-
quiring that n0 > 2nop, so that the missing piece syndrome rarely manifests,
and taking K/(K − 1) ≈ 1, gives the following heuristic for metastability
when L = 1: K U
λ−U > 6. Consider now L > 1 swarms in autonomous mode,
each requesting k = K/L pieces. Each swarm gets a U/L upload rate in







In other words, the hybrid system can support a number of swarms L with
small delay so long as L is of the order of k, the number of pieces in each
swarm. As the number of pieces in a file typically numbers in the thousands,
this implies that the above system can sustain low sojourn times for a large
number of swarms.
3.6 Proof of transience
In this section the detailed proof of the transience, i.e. instability, in Theo-
rem 3.1.1 is provided. If K = |F| = 1, Theorem 3.1.1 follows because n is
an M/M/1 queue, with arrival rate λ∅,F and service rate U .
Assume that K ≥ 2 and that, w.l.o.g., λ1 :=
∑
C:1∈C λ∅,C > U. Notice
that n is irreducible; as such, to show it is transient, it suffices to show that
there exists a transient state [54, Proposition 6.3.5]. We show that the initial
state where many peers are missing piece one is a transient state, beginning
from which the number of peers will converge to infinity with a positive
probability. Transience directly implies that the number of peers converges
to infinity with probability one, as (a) there is a finite number of states where
the number of peers is bounded by a constant, and (b) the probability for
n to stay in any finite set is zero. To construct a transient initial state, we
assume:
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Assumption 3.6.1 Select positive values , ξ, ρ, o, B,No so that
3 < λ1 − U, ξ < 0.5,  > 4KξU, (3.2)
ρ := 2ξ(K − 1) < 0.5, o < ξ(λ1 − U − 3), (3.3)
eλtotal[2(K−1)/µ+1]2−B ≤ 0.1(1− 2−o), (3.4)
64K2ξU ≤ 0.2B(− 4KξU), (3.5)
λtotal ≤ 0.2B, U ≤ 0.2B, (3.6)
No > 6B,B + 1 < ξ(No − 3B − 1). (3.7)
We partition the set of peers in two classes: one-club peers, which are the
peers having all pieces in F \ {1}, and young peers, which are peers missing
at least one piece from F \ {1}. We also refer to peers holding piece 1 as
infected peers; note that infected peers are necessarily young.
Definition 3.6.1 Define the following random processes:
• At : cumulative number of arrivals of peers wanting to download piece
one, up to time t
• Nt : number of peers at time t
• Yt : number of young peers at time t
• Dt : cumulative number of uploads of piece one by infected peers, up to
time t
• Zt : cumulative number of uploads of piece one by the seed up to time t
We construct the following initial state:
Assumption 3.6.2 At t = 0, N = No and all N peers are one-club peers.
Let τ be the extended stopping time defined by τ = min{t ≥ 0 : Yt ≥ ξNt},
with the usual convention that τ =∞ if Yt < ξNt for all t.
Lemma 3.6.1 Under assumptions 3.6.1 and 3.6.2,
P{At > −B + (λ1 − )t for all t ∈ [0, τ)} ≥ 0.9, (3.8)
P{Zt < B + (U + )t for all t ∈ [0, τ)} ≥ 0.9, (3.9)
P{Yt < B + ot for all t ∈ [0, τ)} ≥ 0.9, (3.10)
P{Dt < B + t for all t ∈ [0, τ)} ≥ 0.9. (3.11)
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The proof of Lemma 3.6.1 is given after this section. Lemma 3.6.1 implies
Lemma 3.6.2; thereby Theorem 3.1.1(i) follows because the state in assump-
tion 3.6.2 is a transient state.
Lemma 3.6.2 P{τ =∞ and limt→∞Nt = +∞} ≥ 0.6
Proof. Let Z be the intersection of the four events on the left sides of (3.8)-
(3.11). We have P (Z) ≥ 0.6. Note that N0 +At−Dt−Zt is no larger than
the number of peers wanting to download piece one at t. So, on Z,
Nt ≥ N0 + At −Dt − Zt > N0 − 3B + (λ1 − U − 3)t





B + 1 + oτ




N0 − 3B − 1 ,
o
λ1 − U − 3
}
< ξ.
Contradiction!! Thus, on Z we have τ =∞. So Nt →∞, and ∀t, Yt/Nt < ξ.
Thus, Z is a subset of the event on the left side of Lemma 3.6.2, and so
Lemma 3.6.2 follows. 
To prove Theorem 3.1.1(i), it remains to prove Lemma 3.6.1, which is
provided in the following.
3.6.1 Proof of Lemma 3.6.1
Define an alternative process to be a process the same as the original process
n, but it terminates at time τ = min{t ≥ 0 : Yt ≥ ξNt}. It is sufficient to
prove for the alternative process. In the alternative process, A is a Poisson
process with rate λ1, and Z is stochastically dominated by a Poisson process
with rate U . Thus, both (3.8) and (3.9) follow from (3.6) and the consequence
of Kingman’s moment bound in Proposition A.4.1.
The inequality (3.10) follows from (3.4), Lemmas 3.6.3 and A.6.1:
Lemma 3.6.3 The process Y is stochastically dominated by the number of
customers in one M/GI/∞ queue initially empty, arrival rate λtotal, and
service times ∼ Gamma(K − 1, 2/µ).
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Table 3.2: Specification of comparison system
Alternative system Comparison system
The seed creates infected peers at a
rate ≤ ξU.
The seed creates infected peers at
rate ξU .
An infected peer creates infected
peers at rate ≤ ξµ.
An infected peer creates infected
peers at rate ξµ.
An infected peer uploads piece one
to one-club at a rate ≤ µ.
An infected peer uploads piece one
to one-club at rate µ.
Any infected peer needs at most
K − 1 additional pieces, at rate
≥ µ/2.
A new infected peer must get K−1
additional pieces, at rate µ/2.
To prove (3.11), consider the stochastic system described in Table 3.2,
which we call the comparison system. It should be clear to the reader that
both the alternative system and the comparison system can be constructed on
the same underlying probability space; in particular, such a construction can
be done so that any infected peer in the alternative system at a given time is
also in the comparison system. To enforce this, when a peer becomes infected
in the alternative system, we require that (a) it also arrives to the comparison
system, (b) it discards all pieces it may have downloaded before becoming
infected, and (c) it subsequently ignores all opportunities to download except
those occurring at the times its internal Poisson clock with ticking rate µ/2
ticks. Because infected young peers may stay longer in the comparison system
than in the alternative system, some of the peers in the comparison system
correspond to peers that already departed from the alternative system. There
can also be some infected peers in the comparison system that never existed
in the alternative system because of the higher arrival rate of infected peers
in the comparison system.
In all cases, any infected peer in the alternative system is also in the
comparison system. That is, any of the following events occurring in the
alternative system also occurs in the comparison system: (a) the seed creates
an infected peer, (b) an infected peer creates an infected peer, and (c) an
infected peer replicates piece one to a one-club peer. Events of types (b)
and (c) correspond to the two possible ways that infected peers can upload
piece one. Therefore, this property implies the Lemma 3.6.4, where D̂ is the
cumulative number of uploads of piece one by infected peers, up to time t,
in the comparison system.
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Lemma 3.6.4 The process (Dt : t ≥ 0) is stochastically dominated by (D̂t :
t ≥ 0).
Lemma 3.6.5 (D̂t : t ≥ 0) can be stochastically dominated by a compound
Poisson process (D˜t : t ≥ 0), with arrival rate of batches = ξU , and first and
second moments of batch sizes bounded by 4K and 64K2, respectively
Hence, (3.11) with D replaced by D˜ follows from Proposition A.4.1 and
(3.5). Lemma 3.6.1 therefore follows.
3.7 Proof of positive recurrence
In this section the proof of positive recurrence, i.e., stability, in Theorem 3.1.1
is provided. We establish the stability by the Foster’s criterion [57]. Specif-
ically, we use the result in Lemma 2.5.1, which is a standard version of the
criterion. First the description of a Lyapunov function is provided, then
the function is shown to satisfy the above Foster criterion. The following
definitions are provided for the proof in this section only.
Definition 3.7.1 ∆ := U −maxi:i∈F
∑
C:i∈C λC > 0.
Definition 3.7.2 EC := {〈C ′, S ′〉 : C ′ 6⊆ C, S ′ ⊆ C} is the set of types of
peers which may hold the set of pieces C in the future, EC :=
∑
〈C′,S′〉∈EC n〈C′,S′〉
is the number of peers with types in EC:
Definition 3.7.3 HC :=
⋃
i∈F\C {〈C ′, C ∪ {i}〉 : C ′ 6⊆ C ∪ {i}} is the set of
types of peers which hold one more piece than C, HC :=
∑
〈C′,S′〉∈HC n〈C′,S′〉
is the number of peers with types in HC.
Definition 3.7.4 r ∈ (0, 1
2
), d ∈ (1,∞), β ∈ (0, 1
2
), α := 8K(λtotal+∆/2)/U










)2 2d < x ≤ 2d+ 1
β
0 x > 2d+ 1
β
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12E2C + αECφ(HC), |C| ≤ K − 2,1
2
E2C , |C| = K − 1
As will appear, function φ is affine in some range, and thus the Lyapunov
function W is quadratic in the state variable n in a corresponding range.
However we need to go beyond quadratic functions in order to apply the
Foster criterion.
In the following, it is shown that for suitable choices of constants r, d, β the
function W satisfies Foster’s criterion. Notice that the framework, notations
and definitions of the proof in the following are quite similar to those of the
proof in Section 2.5, but detailed calculations and parameters are different.
In order to stay organized and be convenient for readers, we provide the full
details below instead of referring back to Section 2.5 for similar notations
and definitions.
Definition 3.7.6 Mφ := 3d +
1
β
. Note Mφ > maxx φ(x) and Mφ > min{x :
φ(x) = 0}+ d > 1.








Note that D〈C,S〉, DS, Dtotal are functions of the state n.
Definition 3.7.8 Define ΓJ1,J2 for J1, J2 ∈ T , J1 6= J2 to be the transition





J2:J2∈X1 ΓJ1,J2, where X1 ∩ X2 = ∅.
Define DHS :=
∑
J :J∈HS DJ , for HS in Definition 3.7.3.
Define AHS to be the total transition rate for peers to join the group of
peers with types in HS.
Let PS := {〈C, S〉 : C 6⊆ S,C ∈ C} be the set of types of peers holding piece
set S.
Notice that Γ, D,A are all functions of n.
Lemmas 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 obviously hold:
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Lemma 3.7.1 Function φ verifies φ′(x) = −1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2d and φ′(x) = 0
for x ≥ 2d + 1/β. And φ′ increases linearly from −1 to 0 in [2d, 2d + 1/β].
∀x ≥ 0, φ′(x) ∈ [−1, 0].
Lemma 3.7.2 DS ≤ U+µmin{nS, n−nS}, Dtotal ≤ U+nµ, DS≥ (U +HSµ)nS/n.
In the proof, we consider the following two classes of states, where σ is to
be selected within σ ∈ (0, 1/2). The classes overlap and their union includes
every non-zero state:
Definition 3.7.9 Class I is the set of states n such that there exists S ( F ,
and nS/n > 1 − σ; Class II is the set of states n such that there exist
C1, C2 ( F , so that, nC1/n > σ/2K and nC2/n > σ/2K.
For a specific σ, a state n can either be Class I or Class II, or both. The
main idea of the proof is to show that W is a valid Lyapunov function for
an appropriate choice of (r, d, β, σ). The given parameters of the network,
λC(C ∈ C), U and µ, are treated as constants. Functions on the state space
may or may not depend on the variables r, d, β and σ. It is convenient to
adopt the big theta notation Θ(·), with the understanding that it is uniform
in these variables; this is summarized in the following definitions.
Definition 3.7.10 Given functions f and g on the state space D, we say
f = Θ(g) if there exist k1, k2, n0 > 0, not dependent on (r, d, β, σ), such that
k1|g(n)| ≤ |f(n)| ≤ k2|g(n)| for all n such that n > n0.
For example, 2 = Θ(1), λtotaln = Θ(n), d = Θ(d), 1 ≤ Θ(n) and Θ(n) −
Θ(n)/2 = Θ(n). Notice that d and Θ(1) cannot be compared. Similarly,
we adopt notions of “small enough” and “large enough” that are uniform in
(r, d, β, σ):
Definition 3.7.11 We say that “condition A is true if x > 0 is small
enough” if there exists a constant k > 0, not depending on (r, d, β, σ), such
that A is true for any x ∈ (0, k). Similarly, we say that “condition A is true
if x > 0 is large enough” if there exists a constant k > 0, not depending on
(r, d, β, σ), such that A is true for any x ∈ (k,∞).
We identify an approximation to the drift of W . Notice that the infinites-
imal generator Q is linear, so that Q(W ) =
∑
C r





Definition 3.7.12 Define QW , an approximation of Q(W ), as QW :=∑
C r
|C|QTC , with
QTC := ECQ(EC) + αECQ(φ(HC)) if |C| ≤ K − 2,
QTC := ECQ(EC) if |C| = K − 1.
The proof relies on Lemmas 3.7.3 to 3.7.6, which are conditioned on (r, d, β, σ),
to bound terms in Q(W ) and QW . The proofs of these lemmas are provided
in Appendix C.
Lemma 3.7.3 Bound for the approximation error:
|Q(W )−QW | ≤Mφ(Dtotal + 1)Θ(1). (3.12)
Lemma 3.7.4 If d is large enough, ∀C ( F , Q(EC) ≤ Θ(1), Q(φ(HC)) ≤
MφΘ(1), and QTC ≤MφΘ(EC) ≤MφΘ(n).
Lemma 3.7.5 If d is large enough, σMφ, β are small enough, for any S ( F
and any nonzero state n such that nS/n > 1− σ, QTS ≤ −12∆ES.
Lemmas 3.7.4 and 3.7.5 imply Lemma 3.7.6:
Lemma 3.7.6 If d is large enough, β, rMφ, σMφr
−K are small enough,
(a) on Class I, QW ≤ −rKΘ(n);
(b) on Class II, QW ≤ −rKσ3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n).
Notice that the conditions of Lemmas 3.7.3 to 3.7.6 are consistent with each
other, so Lemma 3.7.7 is claimed.
Lemma 3.7.7 There exists (r, d, β, σ) satisfying all conditions of Lemmas 3.7.3
to 3.7.6, such that W is a valid Lyapunov function.
Proof. On Class I, Dtotal = DS +
∑
C:C 6=S DC≤2U + 2(n − nS)µ ≤ 2U +
2σnµ = Θ(1) + 2σΘ(n). So Lemma 3.7.3 implies that on Class I, |Q(W ) −
QW |≤σMφΘ(n) + MφΘ(1). Combined with Lemma 3.7.6(a), on Class I,
Q(W ) ≤ −rKΘ(n)+MφΘ(1) if σMφr−K is small enough. On Class II, Dtotal ≤
U + nµ = Θ(n), so Lemma 3.7.3 implies that |Q(W )−QW | ≤MφΘ(n). On
Class II, Combined with Lemma 3.7.6(b), Q(W ) ≤−rKσ3Θ(n2)+MφΘ(n).
Thus, if (r, d, β, σ) satisfies conditions of Lemmas 3.7.3 to 3.7.6, and σMφr
−K
is small enough, ∃ς > 0 such that Q(W ) ≤ −ςn whenever n is larger than




4.1 Problem setup and model
Consider a network containing one server and N peers (nodes), labeled as
1, 2, ...N . One video to be broadcast from the server to all nodes is cut into
M substreams. Each substream is transmitted through a directed broadcast
tree. We consider the problem of how to build broadcast trees, so as to avoid
interference, achieve coverage and reduce delay. For convenience we refer to
nodes as peers in this chapter, interchangeably.
Consider a flow level model. Let V denote the set of N nodes. As illus-
trated in Figure 4.1, assume there are M root nodes (or roots, M << N) in
V , each of which always has an incoming link from the server, and always
receives a distinct substream via such link. Each root works as an “agent”
of the server to further distribute its received substream. Let R denote the
set of roots. For convenience, assume the root nodes are nodes 1 through M ,
and label each substream by the label of the root receiving the stream from
the server.
Assume nodes in V can randomly contact each other and build directed
links among themselves. Let E denote the set of all such links. Through
each link one and only one substream can be transmitted from the tail to




Figure 4.1: Spanning trees with dlogNe depth, N = 4, 5, 6.
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+ Add + Insert
+ Jump + + Swap
Remove
Figure 4.2: All five types of link updates. Link colors in the “Swap”
transform may or may not be the same.
to be transmitted on it is also determined. Assume each link is colored by
the label of the substream transmitted on it. Let Ei denote the set of all
links with color i for i ∈ R. The set of all Ei’s is a partition of E. A node
u can receive substream i if and only if in graph (V,Ei) there is a directed
path from root i to u; and the delay of receiving substream i is modeled by
the number of hops of the shortest path from i to u. Let Vi denote the set of
nodes to which there exists a path from root i in (V,Ei). That is, Vi is the
set of nodes which can receive substream i.
Assume that to recover the video, a node u must receive at least K out
of the M substreams: |{i ∈ R : u ∈ Vi}| ≥ K. It is possible that K < M ,
corresponding to the use of source coding. Assume each node has a constraint
on upload capacity (outdegree): node u can build at most d¯u outgoing links,
whatever their colors are. Figure 4.1 contains examples of (V,E) for M =
K = 2 and N = 4, 5, 6, where roots have outdegree one and other nodes have
outdegree two. In Figure 4.1, for each root i, (V,Ei) is a spanning tree with
the minimum depth under outdegree constraint, with the tree depth defined
as the maximum number of hops over all root-leaf paths.
Five types of link updates are considered, as shown in Figure 4.2. Each
link update can be executed locally because at most four nodes are involved.
Notice that link updates in Figure 4.2 are just combinations of building a link
and removing a link. Any node on the left side of a link update in Figure 4.2
can initiate that update by exchanging messages with other nodes involved.
Assume each node maintains a Poisson clock which ticks at rate µ = 1,
independently of Poisson clocks of other nodes. Whenever the clock of a node
ticks, the node samples a target chosen from among the other nodes uniformly
at random, and decides whether to execute link updates in Figure 4.2 or not.
In this thesis, we assume link updates happen instantaneously and at most one
update can be executed at each sampling. It makes the problem tractable and
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is also a reasonable relaxation because one link update consists of building
at most two links and removing at most two links. Here we normalize the
time so µ = 1.
In Figure 4.1, the spanning tree for each substream has depth dlogNe. In
the next section, we show that our algorithm insures that all substreams can
be broadcasted through distinct trees with logN + O(1) depths and each
node can receive enough substreams. The following notation is used:
• Li(u) : the depth to i of u, defined as the minimum number of hops
from root i ∈ R to u in (V,Ei). Define Li(u) = +∞ if no path exists
from i to u in (V,Ei).
• lui : the depth to i buffered by u, which is continually updated.
• Vi : for each i ∈ R, Vi := {u : u ∈ V, Li(u) < +∞}.
• i-link: an i-link refers to a link colored i.
• di(u) : the number of outgoing i-links of node u. Let d(u) =
∑
i∈R di(u)
be the total number of outgoing links of u.
• i-parent: u is an i-parent of v if (u, v) ∈ Ei.
• i-child: v is an i-child of u if (u, v) ∈ Ei.
• i-internal: Node u is an i-internal node if Li(u) + 2 ≤ maxw∈Vi Li(w).
• i-leaf: Node u is an i-leaf if di(u) = 0.
• available: Node u is available if u has an incoming link and d(u) < d¯u.
• mixed node: A node is mixed if it has at least two outgoing links with
different colors.
• mixed-i-j-node: Node u is a mixed-i-j-node if di(u)dj(u) > 0.
• Write (ai) < (bi) for two sequences to mean ∀i, ai < bi.
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4.2 A distributed algorithm for tree management
Our main algorithm is summarized in Section 4.2.5 as Procedure Com-
binedUpdate, which is a topology update procedure to be run after nodes
randomly contact each other. In the following we introduce CombinedUp-
date by parts. Notice that by an assumption stated in Section 4.1, running
of CombinedUpdate is instantaneous. Assume each node knows its parents,
children, and colors of its incoming and outgoing links. Each node buffers
its depths to all roots. To begin, we assume the initial graph (V,E) satisfies
Assumption 4.2.1.
Assumption 4.2.1 (Tree Initially)
At time 0, (V,E) satisfies the following:
1. Each node u has at most K incoming links, has at most one incoming
i-link for each i ∈ R, and at most d¯u outgoing links, which implies that
2. (Vi, Ei) is a directed tree rooted at i for each i ∈ R.
Notice that 1) implies 2) in Assumption 4.2.1. And notice that cycles may
appear in (V \ Vi, Ei) even if (Vi, Ei) is a tree, as shown in Figure 4.4. As-
sumption 4.2.1 can be easily satisfied by requiring all nodes to remove extra
incoming or outgoing links at time 0. We will show that the properties in
Assumption 4.2.1 are preserved by the update procedures we shall define. In
the following the procedure for depth update is discussed first.
4.2.1 Distributed depth update
Each node buffers its depths to each root i ∈ R. Notice lui denotes the depth
to i buffered by node u.
Procedure DepthUpdate (Node u, Color i)
If node u is root i, u sets lui to 0; otherwise,
• if u has no incoming i-links, u sets lui to +∞;
• if u has incoming i-links, u sets lui to l + 1, where l is the minimum












Figure 4.3: Greedy Tree Cover.
We take ∞+ 1 =∞ in DepthUpdate. Root i sets its depth to i as 0, and
any other node updates its depth to i as l + 1 if it finds that the minimum
depth to i buffered by its i-parents is l. Each node u periodically runs
DepthUpdate so as to insure its buffered depths are close approximations to
the real depths Li(u), i ∈ R. We will show that each node maintains just one
incoming i-link over all time, so a node needs to contact just one i-parent
when DepthUpdate is running.
We do not require that nodes update depths much more frequently than
they sample targets. Assume depth updates by node u are triggered by three
types of events:
• after u builds a new incoming i-link, immediately u runs DepthUpdate(u,i).
• after u samples a target, u runs DepthUpdate(u,j) for all j ∈ R imme-
diately.
• after u is sampled as a target, u runs DepthUpdate(u,j) for all j ∈ R
immediately.
Thus, nodes update depths about twice as frequently as their Poisson clocks
tick.
4.2.2 Distributed greedy covering
In this section a greedy procedure is proposed to insure that each node has at
least K incoming links with distinct colors. Notice that nodes are randomly
sampling others. Assume a node u runs Procedure GreedyTreeCover after it
samples node up as a target:
GreedyTreeCover does not use depth information. It has several properties:
if Assumption 4.2.1 is valid, as nodes sample targets and run GreedyTreeCover,
1. statements in Assumption 4.2.1 remain valid;
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Procedure GreedyTreeCover (Node u, Node up)
Output: return true if (V,E) changes, return false otherwise.
Tie broken: arbitrarily
If u has less than K incoming links and there exists i such that u has no
incoming i-link but up has an incoming i-link,
• Add: if d(up) < d¯up , build (up, u) in Ei, and return true;
• Insert: if up has an i-child, say uc, remove (up, uc), build (up, u) and
(u, uc) in Ei, and return true.
Return false. (See Figure 4.3)
i
Vi V\Vi
Figure 4.4: Cycles can appear at subgraph (V \ Vi, Ei).
2. for each i ∈ R, |Vi| is nondecreasing, and the depth of tree (Vi, Ei) is
also nondecreasing.
3. for each i ∈ R and each node u, both di(u) and the number of incoming
i-links of u are nondecreasing.
In the following we state several additional assumptions under which run-
ning GreedyTreeCover after nodes sample targets leads all nodes to be cov-
ered by K trees.
First, nodes have to provide enough fan-out degrees to meet the demands
of incoming links, so Assumption 4.2.2 is assumed.
Assumption 4.2.2 (Minimum Degree)
∑
u∈V d¯u ≥ KN −M .
Second, notice that for i ∈ R, if at time 0 root i is not available and root i
does not have outgoing i-links, it is not possible for any node to ever build
incoming i-links from i. That is, Vi = {i} over all time. To avoid that, we
assume root i has at least one i-child at time 0:
Assumption 4.2.3 (Root Child Guarantee) For each i ∈ R, d¯i ≥ 1
and at time 0 root i has at least one i-child.
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Third, GreedyTreeCover does not generate new cycles, but it cannot elim-
inate original cycles. As shown in Figure 4.4, (V \ Vi, Ei) may contain cycles
at time 0, which cannot be eliminated by GreedyTreeCover. In this section
we avoid discussion of cycles by assuming Assumption 4.2.4 is valid; in the
next section we will show how cycles are eliminated.
Assumption 4.2.4 (No Cycle) At time 0 in (V,E), for any i ∈ R, any
node u with di(u) = +∞ does not have incoming i-links.
Assumption 4.2.4 implies that no cycle exists in (V \ Vi, Ei) for each i ∈ R
at time 0. By running GreedyTreeCover no i-links will be built between
nodes in V \ Vi and so no cycle ever appears. The following two indicate the
convergence of running GreedyTreeCover.
Lemma 4.2.1 If Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 are all valid, GreedyTreeCover(u,v)
returns false for all u, v ∈ V if and only if |{i ∈ R : u ∈ Vi}| = K for each
node u, that is, if and only if each node is covered by K trees.
Proof. If a node has K incoming links with distinct labels, GreedyTreeCover
returns false whichever target the node samples. So the if part follows.
Suppose there exists u ∈ V, |{i ∈ R : u ∈ Vi}| < K. We prove the only if
part by showing that GreedyTreeCover returns true when two specific nodes
meet. Node u has fewer than K incoming links. Assumption 4.2.1 implies
that each node has at most K incoming links. So |E| ≤ K(N−1)+(K−1)−
M ≤∑u∈V d¯u−1 by Assumption 4.2.2. Thus there exists a node, say v, with
d(v) < d¯v. One of the following two cases must hold: a) If v has K incoming
links, GreedyTreeCover(u,v) returns true because “Add” can happen; b) If v
has fewer than K incoming links, GreedyTreeCover(v,i) returns true if v 6∈ Vi
because “Insert” can happen. 
Proposition 4.2.1 Under Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4, if GreedyTreeCover(u,v)
runs whenever u samples v for any u, v ∈ V , then |{i ∈ R : w ∈ Vi}| = K
for all w ∈ V in finite time.
Proof. Notice that statements in Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 remain valid
over all time. Whenever GreedyTreeCover returns true, |E| increases by one.















Figure 4.5: Single Tree Adjust.
GreedyTreeCover can achieve coverage, but it has two main drawbacks:
first, the depth of the tree (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ R can be large; second, it cannot
detect and eliminate cycles. In the next section we show how to solve these
two problems by adding balance algorithms as complements.
4.2.3 Achieve balance inside trees
One way of decreasing the depth of a tree is to balance the tree. Here we
provide a procedure called SingleTreeAdjust under which trees can achieve
balance and cycles can be eliminated. Suppose SingleTreeAdjust(u,v) runs
whenever node u samples node v as a target.
Procedure SingleTreeAdjust (Node u, Node v)
Output: return true if (V,E) changes, return false otherwise.
Tie broken: arbitrarily
If there exists i such that u, v both have incoming i-links,
• Jump: if d(v) < d¯v and lui + 1 < lvi , remove (up, u), build (v, u) in Ei,
and return true;
• LeafSwap: if v is an i-leaf but u is not, and lui > lvi , remove
(up, u), (vp, v), build (up, v), (vp, u) in Ei, and return true.
Return false. (See Figure 4.5)
Procedure SingleTreeAdjust applies the information of buffered depths,
which is updated periodically but may have estimation errors. Analyzing
SingleTreeAdjust under depth updating is quite challenging. To focus on
properties of SingleTreeAdjust, let us temporarily assume Assumption 4.2.5
holds. Discussion under the case without Assumption 4.2.5 will be covered
by simulation in Section 4.4.
Assumption 4.2.5 (Instantaneous distance update) ∀i ∈ R, ∀u ∈ V ,










Figure 4.6: SingleTreeAdjust can eliminate original cycles.
For any nodes u, v ∈ V , after SingleTreeAdjust(u,v) runs:
1. Statements in Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 remain valid if they are valid
before running.
2. For any node, its number of incoming i-links and number of outgoing
i-links both remain unchanged.
3. Under Assumption 4.2.5, for any node w with di(w) ≥ 1, Li(w) is
nonincreasing.
4. Under Assumption 4.2.5, no new cycles will be generated, and cycles in
(V \Vi, Ei) are eliminated as shown in Figure 4.6, because Li(w) = +∞
for all w ∈ V \ Vi.
The following lemma shows that SingleTreeAdjust can return true unless all
trees achieve balance.
Lemma 4.2.2 Under Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.5, if SingleTreeAdjust(u,v)
returns false for all pairs of nodes u, v, for each i ∈ R,
1. if Assumption 4.2.3 holds, Assumption 4.2.4 also holds,
2. for any two i-leaves u, v, |Li(u)− Li(v)| ≤ 1, and
3. each i-internal node u is unavailable and di(u) ≥ 1.
Proof. 1) Together with Assumption 4.2.1, Assumption 4.2.3 implies that for
each i there is at least one i-leaf. Thus Assumption 4.2.4 is valid; otherwise,
SingleTreeAdjust(u,v) returns true if u ∈ V \ Vi has an incoming i-link and




Figure 4.7: Mixed Nodes form a chain which may be very long. The two
trees are each balanced but have large depth.
2) Assume nodes u and vc are both i-leaves and Li(u)+1 < Li(vc). Assume
v is the i-parent of vc, then Li(u) < Li(v). SingleTreeAdjust(u,v) returns
true. Thus, the depths of any two i-leaves differ by at most one.
3) If u is an i-internal node, it cannot be an i-leaf because of 2), and it
cannot be available otherwise SingleTreeAdjust(v,u) returns true where v is
the i-leaf with the largest depth to i. 
Running GreedyTreeCover and SingleTreeAdjust together can achieve both
coverage and balance, as well as eliminate cycles. However, balance in a tree
does not guarantee the tree has small depth. As shown in Figure 4.7, if
there are many nodes with a single outgoing i-link, chains may appear and
thereby the depth of tree (Vi, Ei) can be large. Fortunately, there exist ways
to eliminate conditions like that, as shown in the following.
4.2.4 Achieve balance among trees
Nodes with a single child play an important role in increasing the depth of a
tree. An unavailable node u with a single i-child for certain i ∈ R either has
d¯u = 1 or is a mixed node. The case where d¯u = 1 is less interesting because
most nodes can be required to provide outdegree at least two, especially when
the streaming rate of a substream is small compared to the upload capacity.
Suppose Assumption 4.2.6 holds for simplicity.
Assumption 4.2.6 (Diversity Degree) d¯u 6= 1 for all u ∈ V \ R.
Notice that in Assumption 4.2.6 existence of nodes with outdegree zero is al-
lowed. Assumption 4.2.6 gets rid of the case that many nodes have outdegree
one. Reducing the number of mixed nodes can lower the tree depths. In this
section we provide Procedure MixedNodeAdjust under which the number of
mixed nodes can be greatly reduced. For any pair of nodes uc, v, suppose
MixedNodeAdjust(uc,v) runs when uc samples v as a target.
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Procedure MixedNodeAdjust (Node uc, Node v)
Output: return true if (V,E) changes, return false otherwise.
Tie broken: arbitrarily.
If there exist i, j, i 6= j such that v has a j-child say vc, uc has an i-parent
say u, and
MixSwap: if lui ≥ lvi , luj ≤ lvj and either of the two is true:
a) lui 6= liv or luj 6= lvj ,






j , (u− v)(j − i) > 0, (Note u, v, i, j are ids in {1,...N}.)
then remove (u, uc), (v, vc), build (u, vc) in Ej, build (v, uc) in Ei, and return
true.












Figure 4.8: uc and vc switch their parents if one can decrease its depth
while the other one’s depth does not increase, or depths are unchanged but
lower-id parents can get lower-color links.
MixedNodeAdjust(uc,v) returns true if either uc or some child vc of v gets
a strictly smaller depth in either tree i or tree j, or the depths of uc and the
children of v remain the same but the parent u or v with lower id gains an
outgoing link of the lower color, i or j. We break the tie by assuming parents
with lower ids have a preference on links with lower colors, so as to eliminate
the case that there are many mixed nodes with exactly the same depths in
multiple trees.
Under Assumption 4.2.5, for any pair of nodes u, v, after MixedNodeAdjust(u,v)
runs,
1. Statements in Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 remain valid if they are valid
before running.
2. Li(w) is nonincreasing for any node w.
3. No new cycle is generated.
Moreover, the following lemma indicates that MixedNodeAdjust can return
true unless the depth vectors of mixed nodes for any pair of trees i, j form a
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strict chain:
Lemma 4.2.3 Under Assumption 4.2.5, if MixedNodeAdjust(u¯,v¯) returns
false for all pairs of nodes u¯, v¯ ∈ V , for any i, j ∈ R and any two mixed-i-j-
nodes u, v, either (Li(u), Lj(u)) < (Li(v), Lj(v)) or (Li(v), Lj(v)) < (Li(u), Lj(u)).
Proof. The lemma follows by noticing that if u, v are both mixed-i-j-nodes,
“MixSwap” can happen when either a child of u contacts v or a child of v
contacts u, unless (Li(u), Lj(u)) and (Li(v), Lj(v)) are in a strict order. 
Lemma 4.2.3 still does not guarantee that the number of mixed nodes is
small. As shown in Figure 4.7, mixed nodes can form a long chain where
the conclusion in Lemma 4.2.3 still holds. However, the appearances of the
structure in Figure 4.7 are quite rare because random sampling is assumed.
And intuitively they become rarer as N increases. In practice we may safely
ignore the anomaly, but here for completeness of analysis, we eliminate the
possibility of a long chain as in Figure 4.7 by assuming Assumption 4.2.7
holds. We will show later by simulation that ignoring Assumption 4.2.7 does
not harm performance.
Assumption 4.2.7 (Shower head) At time 0, there exists c ∈ Z+ such
that for each i ∈ R, there are at least M i-leaves in (Vˆi, Ei), where Vˆi :=
{u ∈ V : di(u) ≤ c}.
Assumption 4.2.7 says that initially in any tree the subtree of nodes with
depth bounded by c has at least M leaves. Intuitively Assumption 4.2.7 sug-
gests there is something analogous to a shower head, which provides enough
branches near the top of each tree (Vi, Ei). The value c in Assumption 4.2.7
can be as small as O(logM), or even O(1) if the root or its children have
large outdegrees. We have Lemma 4.2.4 under Assumption 4.2.7.
Lemma 4.2.4 Under Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.5 to 4.2.7, if SingleTreeAdjust(u,v)
and MixedNodeAdjust(u,v) both return false for all u, v ∈ V , then for each
i ∈ R the depth of each tree (Vi, Ei) is less than or equal to log2(N + 1) + c,
where c is defined in Assumption 4.2.7.
Proof. Suppose the depth of tree (Vi, Ei) is l¯i. Lemma 4.2.3 implies that for
each j 6= i and for each k ≤ l¯i, there is at most one mixed-i-j-node whose
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depth to i is k. So there are at most M − 1 mixed nodes which have exactly
one i-child and whose depth to i is k. Lemma 4.2.2 and Assumption 4.2.6
imply that all i-internal nodes must have at least two children and at least
one i-child. Thus, for each k ≤ l¯i− 2, in the set of nodes whose depth to i is
k, 1) each of them has at least one i-child and 2) at most M − 1 of them can
have a single i-child, while each of the other nodes has at least 2 i-children
because they are unavailable non-mixed i-internal nodes.
Notice that there are at least M leaves, say nodes w1, w2, ...wM , in (Vˆi, Ei),
where Vˆi is defined in Assumption 4.2.7. Let Gk be the subtree rooted at wk
of (Vi, Ei). Then subtrees G1, G2, ...GM are mutually disjoint. Consider two
cases: 1) Assume c ≤ l¯i − 2. Each of G1, ...GM has at least one node with
depth to i being c; otherwise there is one i-internal node without i-child in
one subtree. So there are at least M nodes whose depth to i is c, among
which at least one has two i-children. The number of nodes whose depth to
i is in [c, l¯i−1] is at least 1 + 2 + 4 + ...+ 2l¯i−1−c ≤ N , so l¯i ≤ log2(N + 1) + c;
2) Assume c ≥ l¯i − 1. Then l¯i ≤ log2(N + 1) + c also holds since N ≥ 1. 
4.2.5 Combining everything
Here we combine all parts above together. For each pair of nodes u, v, run
CombinedUpdate(u,v) when u samples v.
Procedure CombinedUpdate (Node u, Node v)
Output: return true if (V,E) changes, return false otherwise.
Tie broken: arbitrarily
Nodes u, v update their buffered depth by running DepthUpdate for each
i ∈ R respectively
return GreedyTreeCover(u, v) or
SingleTreeAdjust(u, v) or MixedNodeAdjust(u, v)
Just like that in C or C++, in CombinedUpdate, if operation “A” returns
true, operation “A or B” immediately returns and operation “B” does not
run.
Notice that buffered depths are also updated whenever new links are built,
as assumed in Section 4.2.1. And notice that under Assumption 4.2.5, for any
pair of nodes u, v, after CombinedUpdate(u,v) runs, statements in Assump-
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tions 4.2.1 to 4.2.4, 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 remain valid if they hold before running,
respectively.
Lemma 4.2.5 shows that by running CombinedUpdate a certain metric
changes monotonically. Some additional definitions are necessary before
defining the metric. Define L′i(u) = min{Li(u), N}, i.e., L′i(u) is the same
as Li(u) except that L
′
i(u) = N instead of +∞ if there is no path from i to






i(u) so Y is the sum of all modified depths of all
nodes. Let D(u) :=
∑
i∈R i · di(u) be the sum of the colors of all outgoing
links of u, and let S :=
∑
u uD(u).
Lemma 4.2.5 Under Assumption 4.2.5, for any pair of nodes u, v, after
CombinedUpdate(u,v) runs, if it returns true, (−|E|, Y,−S) decrease lexico-
graphically by at least one, otherwise (−|E|, Y,−S) does not change.
Proof. Under Assumption 4.2.5, if GreedyTreeCover returns true, |E| in-
creases by one; if SingleTreeAdjust returns true, or MixedNodeAdjust returns
true because of Condition (a), Y decreases by at least one but |E| remains
unchanged; if MixedNodeAdjust returns true because of Condition (b), S
increases by at least one while |E|, Y remain unchanged. 
Lemma 4.2.5 helps to show convergence of the algorithm.
Proposition 4.2.2 Under Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 and 4.2.5 to 4.2.7,
suppose CombinedUpdate(u,v) runs whenever u samples v for any u, v ∈ V .
Then in finite time CombinedUpdate(u,v) returns false for all u, v, and at
that time,
(a) ∀w ∈ V, |{i ∈ R : w ∈ Vi}| = K,
(b) ∀i ∈ R, the depth of the tree (Vi, Ei) is bounded by log2(N + 1) + c,
where c is the value in Assumption 4.2.7.
Proof. Notice that statements in Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.3, 4.2.6 and 4.2.7
are valid over all time. Lemma 4.2.5 and the boundedness of |E|, Y and S
imply that in finite time CombinedUpdate will return false whenever any
two nodes meet. Lemma 4.2.1 implies that (a) is valid while Lemma 4.2.4
implies that (b) is valid. 
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4.2.6 Comment on distributed depth update
Under Assumption 4.2.5, no new cycles can appear by running CombinedUp-
date, which is not the case when depths are updated distributively. Here we
argue that cycles are rare and can be eliminated quickly even if Assump-
tion 4.2.5 does not hold.
First, a new cycle appears only if a node builds an incoming link from
one of its descendants, which happens only if the descendant has a smaller
buffered depth. That condition is rare because 1) most nodes just have a
few descendants; 2) if u is a descendant of v and if the depth of u is larger
than the depth of v, by running SingleTreeAdjust and MixedNodeAdjust the
depth of u can remain larger than that of v. Usually a node has smaller
depth than its ancestors only when many nodes suddenly become ancestors
of the node in a short time, which is also a rare event.
Second, even if a new cycle appears, it will disappear in a short time. By
DepthUpdate, depths of nodes in a cycle keep updating and can count to a
large value, just like the “counting to infinity” problem in network routing.
Whenever a node with a large depth meets a leaf node, changes as shown
in Figure 4.6 can happen and thereby the cycle disappears. At least half of
the nodes in a tree are leaves, so by random sampling, cycles are eliminated
quickly.
In summary, we argue that distributed depth update does not harm perfor-
mance much compared to that under Assumption 4.2.5, which is supported
by simulations in Section 4.4.
4.3 Rate of convergence analysis
Analyzing the complexity for message exchange for the algorithm is quite
challenging. This section provides a stochastic bound for the convergence
time under the case of a single tree, i.e., M = K = 1. We further assume
that each node has outdegree at least 2, i.e., d¯u ≥ 2 for all u ∈ V . And
suppose Assumption 4.2.5 holds so that each node knows its depth to the
root. For theoretical tractability, instead of running CombinedUpdate, we
simplify the algorithm by assuming that only “Add” in GreedyTreeCover
and “Jump” in SingleTreeAdjust run when two nodes meet.
The simplified model is summarized as follows: each node knows its depth
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to the root; whenever a node’s Poisson clock ticks, the node samples a target
uniformly at random; if the target is available and the depth of the target is
less than the depth of the node by at least two, the node removes its current
incoming link if there is one and builds a new incoming link from the target;
otherwise, nothing happens. Assume initially each node has at most one
incoming link, then convergence time is upper bounded:
Proposition 4.3.1 Let T be the first time for the maximum depth of all
nodes to be less than or equal to dlog2(N + 1)e, then for any  > 0,
P [T > 21 log2(N + 1) + 16] < 3e
−.
The maximum depth is +∞ if there is a node to which no path exists from
the root, so Proposition 4.3.1 bounds the time for the tree to cover all nodes
and achieve balance. It implies convergence in O(logN) time.
We argue that for the case of multiple trees similar bounds as in Proposi-
tion 4.3.1 can be generated, and by running CombinedUpdate the network
can converge in O(logN) time. Because when targets are unavailable, “Leaf-
Swap” substitutes “Jump” efficiently since half of the nodes are leaves, and
“Insert” works well when “Add” does not work.
The proof of Proposition 4.3.1 is provided below.
4.3.1 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
We assume nodes sample targets randomly at times of Poisson processes with
rate 1. Equivalently, we can assume that each 〈node, node〉 pair maintains a
Poisson clock which ticks at rate 1
N
. The following definitions are applied for
the proof.
Definition 4.3.1 Define lf := blog2(N+1)c−1 and lc := dlog2(N+1)e−1.
Define lα := dlog2 ((1− α)N + 1)e − 1.
Define Zi, i ≥ 0 to be the number of nodes with depths ≤ i. Note that Zi(t)
is a counting process.
Define Z−1 = Z˜−1 ≡ 0.
Denote by Poi(λ) a Poisson random variable with mean λ.
Denote max{A, 0} for expression A by (A)+.
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Lemma 4.3.1 describes a motion trajectory to be applied in the proof.
Lemma 4.3.1 Let y(t) = (y0(t), y1(t), ...yk(t)), with parameters k ∈ Z+ and
β ∈ R+, be the motion trajectory characterized by:
y′i(t) = β (1 + 2yi−1(t)− yi(t))+ , s.t
y−1(t) ≡ 0, y0(0) = 1, yi(0) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
then
yi(t) ≥ 2i+1 {1− P [Poi(βt) ≤ i− 1]} − 1.
Proof. Let δi(t) := [2
i+1 − 1− yi (t/β)] /2i+1, we can simplify the equation
of y as
δ′i(t) = (δi−1(t)− δi(t))− .
Notice that by induction on i we can show that δi(t) ≤ θi(t), where
θi(t) = θi−1(t)− θi(t), θi(0) = δi(0).
Solving the differential equation about θ gives







∀i, θi(0) = 2i+1−1−yi(0)2i+1 ≤ 1. Thus
2i+1δi(t) ≤ 2i+1θi(t) = 2i+1P [Poi(t) ≤ i− 1],
and so the lemma follows. 
The model describes a Markov process with state being G = (V,E). We
apply G = (V,E) to denote the process as well as the graph. It is not difficult
to see that graph G = (V,E) can converge to a balanced tree covering all
nodes in finite time, because 1) the depth of each node is nonincreasing,
so that Zi for each i is nondecreasing, and 2) there exist nodes which can
decrease their depths if (V,E) is not balanced or (V,E) does not cover all
nodes.
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The process is separated into two phases, addressed by Lemmas 4.3.2
and 4.3.3, respectively. The time for the first phase is described in Lemma 4.3.2.
Lemma 4.3.2 For any α ∈ (0, 1), let T0 be the first time Zlα ≥ (1 − α)N .
Then for any time t ≥ 0,
P [T0 > t] ≤ 2lα+1P [Poi(αt/2) ≤ lα − 1].
Proof. Define an alternative process G′ = (V ′, E ′) such that it is identical
to the original process G when t < T0; when t ≥ T0, whenever a node with
depth greater than lα changes its depth, a new node with fan-out degree 2
whose depth is∞ arrives to G′. After T0, |V ′|may increase but we assume the
Poisson clock of each (node, node) pair still ticks at rate µ = 1/N . On G′, the
number of nodes with depths greater than lα does not change after T0, and is
always larger than or equal to αN . The probability P [T0 > t] is identical for
processes G or G′. In the following, we discuss process G′. For simplicity, we
apply the same notations for G′ as for G. Let Z = (Z0(t), Z1(t), ...Zlα(t)).
Notice that the number of available nodes with depths less than or equal
to i− 1 is greater than or equal to (1 + 2Zi−1 − Zi)+/2: consider each node
labels its outgoing degrees and marks the first two degrees red. Each node
with depth less than or equal to i − 1 has at least 2 red degrees, but there
are only Zi − 1 nodes to serve. So there are at most (Zi − 1)/2 nodes whose
red degrees are both taken.
The number of nodes with depths greater than lα is greater than or equal
to αN . Thus, if i ≤ lα, the transition rate for Zi to jump is lower bounded
by
µαN





(1 + 2Zi−1 − Zi)+.
There exists a process Z˜ = (Z˜0(t), Z˜1(t), ...Z˜lα(t)) in Z lα+1+ on an extended
probability space such that each coordinate of Z˜ has jumps of size one and
jump rate for Z˜i is α(1 + 2Z˜i−1− Z˜i)+/2. Notice that simultaneous jumps of
different coordinates of Z˜ are allowed. Let Z˜(0) = (1, 1, 1, ...1). Initially we
have Z(0) ≥ Z˜(0).
Process Z and Z˜ can be coupled so that Z(t) ≥ Z˜(t) with probability one
for all t. That is because if Z ≥ Z˜ then the jump rate of Zi is greater than
or equal to the jump rate of Z˜i for all i such that Zi = Z˜i. So the jumps of
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Z˜ can be obtained by generally thinning the jumps of Z, and adding more
jumps to Z˜i’s with Zi > Z˜i.
By induction on i it is easy to show that Z˜i(t) ≤ 2i+1− 1 with probability
one for all t, because the jump rate of Z˜i is zero if Z˜i = 2
i+1 − 1. Moreover,













1 + 2E[Z˜i−1(t)]− E[Z˜i(t)]
)+
.
Let y(t) = (y0(t), y1(t), ...ylα(t)) be the motion trajectory defined in Lemma 4.3.1,
with parameters β = α/2, k = lα, and boundary conditions yi(0) = 1 for all
0 ≤ i ≤ lα. By induction on i it is easy to prove that E[Z˜i(t)] ≥ yi(t).
Define ∆(t) :=
(
2lα+1 − 1− Z˜lα(t)
)
. Notice that ∆(t) ≥ 0, apply Markov’s
inequality and Lemma 4.3.1,
P [T0 > t] = P [Zlα(t) ≤ (1− α)N − 1]
≤ P [Z˜lα(t) ≤ 2lα+1 − 2] = P [∆(t) ≥ 1]
≤ E[∆(t)] ≤ 2lα+1 − 1− ylα(t)
≤ 2lα+1P [Poi(αt/2) ≤ lα − 1].
Lemma 4.3.2 follows. 
The time of the second phase is described by Lemma 4.3.3.
Lemma 4.3.3 For any α ∈ (0, 0.5), given Zlα(0) ≥ (1− α)N , let T1 be the
first time that Zlc+1 = N , then
P [T1 ≤ t] ≥
[
1− e−(1−2α)t/2]αN .
Proof. Let Xi be the number of nodes with depths equal to i, and let Yi be
the number of available nodes with depths less than or equal to i.
Consider the jumping rate of Zlc+1. Notice that Zlα(t) ≥ (1− α)N , and
2Ylc ≥ max
i∈[lα,lc]











The last inequality above is due to the fact that
∑lc+1
k=lα+1
Xk ≤ αN .
The rate for any node with depth greater than lc + 1 to jump to join Zlc+1
is at least µYlc ≥ (1− 2α)/2. So the lemma follows. 
Now Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are combined to prove Proposition 4.3.1.
Consider Lemma 4.3.2, and apply the Chernoff bound for Poisson variables:
P [Poi(λ) ≤ x] ≤ e−λ(λe)x
xx
if λ > x, and lα − 1 < lα ≤ log2(N + 1), we have
P [T0 > 2t/α] ≤ 2 exp
{








where r = log2(N+1). Notice that 1+ ln2− tr + ln tr ≤ −0.2−2(t/r−3)/3 =


























Choose α = 0.36987, which minimizes 5.6/α + 2 ln 2/(1− 2α), and we get
P [T > 21 log2(N + 1) + 16] ≤ 3e−.
4.4 Validating the algorithm by simulation
We show that CombinedUpdate works pretty well under Assumptions 4.2.1
to 4.2.3 and 4.2.6, without Assumptions 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and 4.2.7. Let each
node sample target randomly with rate µ = 1 and run CombinedUpdate.
Assumption 4.2.5 is not invoked so depths update distributively. Notice that
CombinedUpdate runs instantaneously in simulations. In each experiment
below, we set N = 1000 fixed; at time 0, we first set E to be empty, then
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let each root i build an i-child which is randomly selected from V \R. So at
time 0 E contains |R| links and Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 both hold. We
let Assumptions 4.2.2 and 4.2.6 hold too.
Because Assumption 4.2.1 holds, during each simulation below (Vi, Ei) for
each i is always a tree. Tree i is given by (Vi, Ei). Say that a node is covered
by tree i if Li(u) < +∞, and say that a node is fully covered if it is covered
by at least K trees.
In experiments below, the parameters chosen include K,M and the degree
vector (d¯u)u∈V . For each selection of parameters K,M, (d¯u)u∈V , we repeat
running the experiment 500 times, with each experiment running for 100
time units and with system states recorded in the same time units. Metrics
considered include the fraction of nodes fully covered and the maximum tree
depth.
4.4.1 Homogeneous degrees and tight capacity constraint
In this series of experiments, we let each root have degree K − 1: ∀i ∈
R, d¯i = K − 1, and let each non-root node have degree K: ∀u ∈ V \ R,
d¯u = K. The capacity is tight because the equality in Assumption 4.2.2 is
achieved:
∑
u∈V d¯u = KN −M . Keep K ≥ 2 so Assumption 4.2.6 holds.
After repeating an experiment for 500 times, for a = 0.2, 1, 5, 50, 100, we
record metrics of the a% worst experiments at each time t. Notice that each
line with legend “worst case” corresponds to the case a = 0.2, which means
that there is no experiment performing worse than the line at any time.
(0.2% ∗ 500 = 1).
For example, in Figure 4.9 we set M = K = 2. A point (t, y) in Fig-
ure 4.9(a) on the line with legend “5%” means that in 5% of 500 repeated
experiments, the fraction of nodes fully covered at time t is no larger than
y; a point (t, y) in Figure 4.9(b) on the line with legend “1%” means that in
1% of 500 repeated experiments, the max tree depth at time t is no less than
y.
Figure 4.9 shows what a specific sample path looks like under CombinedUp-
date. In Figure 4.9(a), we can see that the fraction of nodes fully covered
increases almost exponentially from 0 to 1, over 90% nodes are fully covered
by time 25 under 99% experiments. That is because nodes can gradually
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(a) % of nodes fully covered





















(b) max tree depth
Figure 4.9: Cumulative distribution when M = K = 2. Point (t, y) on a
line legended a% means the corresponding metric of time t is worse than y
in only a% of 500 experiments.















(a) % of nodes fully covered



















(b) max tree depth
Figure 4.10: 1% cumulative lines when M = K varies.
increase the number of trees covering them until they get fully covered, as
they meet other fully covered nodes. It appears that the fraction of nodes is
almost nondecreasing over all time, which validates that cycles generated are
rare and are quickly eliminated. As indicated in Figure 4.9(b), the maximum
tree depth increases linearly in the beginning, then decreases almost expo-
nentially, and finally converges to below 12. At time 25, in 99% repeated
experiments max tree depths are below 20. The rate of convergence follows
Proposition 4.3.1, though Proposition 4.3.1 is for the case of one tree.
Notice that not only in Figure 4.9, but also in all our simulations below,
the “worst case” lines are quite close to the “1%” lines, but the latter are
much more smooth than the former. In the following, we apply “1%” lines
instead of “worst case” lines to describe performance.
In Figure 4.10 we test different K’s so as to make sure convergence follows
in other cases. Notice that typically in practice K is below 10. Set M = K
with K varying in {2, 3, 6, 10}. We expect to observe similar images as in
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(a) % of nodes fully covered

















(b) max tree depth
Figure 4.11: 1% cumulative lines when M varies and K = 3.
Figure 4.9, with longer convergence time as K increases because each node
has to get covered by more trees. For each K, we draw the 1% worst case
line in Figure 4.10. As expected, for each K both the fraction of nodes fully
covered and the max tree depth converge, as in Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.10(a),
lines shift right almost linearly with a slow rate as K increases. With K = 10,
over 90% nodes are fully covered by time 40. In Figure 4.10(b), lines shift
both downwards and right, and converge to lower values as K increases.
Because balanced trees have smaller depth if nodes have larger degree: with
K = 10, the line converges to 4 in Figure 4.10(b). Whatever K is, the max
tree depth is below 20 by time 25.
In Figure 4.11, we test the case under source coding by drawing the 1%
worst case lines when K = 3 and M is in {3, 4, 9}, that is, there are more trees
than nodes need. Notice that the capacity is still tight. In Figure 4.11(a),
lines shift left as M increases, showing that source coding tends to decrease
the convergence time. In Figure 4.11(b), limits slightly increase as M in-
creases, because when M is larger there are more types of mixed nodes,
which may have single children in a tree and thereby increase the depth.
That condition is also implied by Proposition 4.2.2, where the value c is con-
sidered to be of O(logM). Thus, source coding creates a tradeoff between
the tree depth limit and the convergence time of coverage. Intuitively and as
shown in Figure 4.11(b), the increasing of depth limit is of O(logM) which
is small, so it is worth trying source coding to get a faster convergence.
For all simulations above, we test cases where the capacity is tight, which
illustrates Proposition 4.2.2 and supports that convergence is exponential.
One common feature of curves in Figures 4.9(a), 4.10(a) and 4.11(a) is that
long tails exist. For example, in Figure 4.11(a), it takes quite long for curves
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(a) % of nodes fully covered



















(b) max tree depth
Figure 4.12: 1% cumulative, M = K = 2 and α varies.
to arrive at 1. That is because near the end of the process only a few nodes
are available and a few others are not fully covered, and it takes long for these
nodes to meet each other by random sampling. Long tails can be eliminated
by broadcasting or adding more capacity. Broadcasting is not discussed; in
the following we show experiments where extra capacity exists.
4.4.2 Loose capacity constraint eliminates the long tail
We set the total number of degrees
∑
u∈V d¯u = (1 + α)NK, with a new
parameter α. To achieve that, we first let each node have degree K, then
add αNK degrees, one by one, to nodes selected uniformly at random. In
Figure 4.12, we set M = K = 2, and let α increase. In Figure 4.12(a), we
can see that adding just 10% extra capacity can greatly shorten the tail: all
nodes are fully covered by time 25 as shown by the line α = 0.1. The larger
α is, the shorter the tail is. When α = 1.0, all nodes get fully covered by
time 15. In Figure 4.12(b), as α increases, curves converge faster and limits
also decrease.
4.4.3 Polarized degrees for the server-client case
In this section, we show that CombinedUpdate works well under the server-
client case, where a portion of nodes are server nodes with high degrees and
other nodes are client nodes with zero degrees. The algorithm favors nodes
with higher degree; they tend to get smaller depths than nodes with lower
degrees. We expect to observe similar images as in Figure 4.9. Notice that the
convergence times will increase because it takes more time for nodes to meet
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(a) % of nodes fully covered


















(b) max tree depth















(c) % of nodes fully covered



















(d) max tree depth
Figure 4.13: 1% cumulative. M = K = 2, N/r server nodes with degree
rK, αNK degrees added to server nodes randomly.
















(a) % of nodes fully covered



















(b) max tree depth
Figure 4.14: 1% cumulative. M = K = 2, 1+α
r
N server nodes with degree
rK.
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server nodes under uniform random sampling. That problem can be solved
by adding mechanisms to help nodes find server nodes. In this thesis, we
stay focused on the uniform sampling assumption despite the small increase
in convergence time.
In Figure 4.13, we let N/r server nodes (including roots) have degree rK
and all other nodes have degree 0, then add αNK degrees one by one to
server nodes randomly. As expected, in Figure 4.13(a), lines shift right as r
increases because there are fewer server nodes, but still increase exponentially
from 0 to 1. In Figure 4.13(b), max tree depth decreases greatly as r increases
from 1 to 2, and further decreases as r increases. Figures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d),
in which r is fixed at 2 with increasing α, show that long tails like those in
Figure 4.12 are eliminated.
In Figure 4.14, we let 1+α
r
N server nodes (include roots) have degree rK
and all other nodes have degree 0. We set r = 2, let α increase, and draw the
line at α = 0, r = 1 for comparison. Notice that lines at α = 0 in Figures 4.13
and 4.14 are exactly the same. As α increases, there are more server nodes
so lines shift left quickly in Figure 4.14(a), and max tree depth decreases
quickly in Figure 4.14(b). When α = 0.1, r = 2, lines in Figure 4.14 are
close to lines in Figure 4.13. As α increases, in Figure 4.14 lines shift left but
in Figure 4.13 they do not. That suggests that performance is sensitive to
the number of server nodes instead of the degree distribution among server
nodes.
Above all, our simulations validate Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.3.1 by show-
ing that the fraction of nodes fully covered increases from 0 to 1, and the
maximum tree depth decreases to its limit, almost exponentially, under tight
or un-tight capacity constraint, homogeneous or heterogeneous capacity dis-
tribution, when Assumptions 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 and 4.2.6 hold. The simulations
suggest that cycles are eliminated quickly because the fraction of nodes cov-
ered is almost increasing over all time; long tails can be eliminated by adding
10% extra capacity; and the algorithm favors nodes with higher degree so it
works well under the server-client case too. Convergence times increase with
either increasing K or decreasing the chance for nodes to meet server nodes.
When parameters change, curves shift with shapes staying similar, revealing
robustness of the algorithm.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we discuss stability regions of BitTorrent-like P2P networks
under different methods, i.e., providing pieces to peers upon arrival, requiring
peer seeds to dwell, using network coding, using arbitrary work-conserving
piece selection policies, bundling files as universal swarms, etc. The assump-
tion of random peer sampling is applied on all stochastic models. It is shown
that stability regions can be generated based on the missing piece syndrome,
which turns out to be the effect that limits stability.
Besides discussions on scalability of file sharing networks, scheduling algo-
rithms for P2P streaming are also covered, in a flow level model assuming
random peer sampling, as for file sharing. A distributed algorithm for mul-
ticast tree management is presented, to achieve coverage and balance within
delay logarithmic in the number of peers.
Further works on P2P file sharing and streaming networks can extend the
work of this thesis. Several interesting topics are mentioned below.
5.1 General multiswarm P2P models
Theorem 3.1.1 based on the case in which the seed applies random novel
piece selection. Intuition on the missing piece syndrome and simulations both
suggest that the stability region may be the same if work-conserving piece
selections are applied by the seed. However, the proof of positive recurrence
provided in Section 3.7 does not work if seeds apply any work-conserving
piece selection policy. A careful study and comparison of piece selection
policies on seeds may lead to counter-intuitive results on scalability.
Methods like peers arriving with pieces, peer seeds dwelling, and network
coding can be merged into the multiswarm models, like that in Chapter 2.
More general stability regions can be generated like those in Theorems 2.1.1
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and 2.7.1, which can reveal more intrinsic properties of multiswarm networks.
5.2 Peer selections and non-work-conserving piece
selections
In this thesis uniform sampling is assumed on a complete underlying graph.
The tit-for-tat algorithm applied in BitTorrent is not covered in the random
sampling model. Analyzing the effects of diverse peer selection policies re-
mains to be done. Intuitively, it may enlarge the stability region if peers with
rare pieces can be located.
Studying peer selection policies on multiswarm networks is also an inter-
esting topic. It remains unknown to determine how the way that a peer’s
allocation of its capacity, in its own swarm or in other swarms, affects the
performance. One conjecture here is that if capacities of peers are allocated
in a static way across all swarms, the stability region in Theorem 3.1.1 still
holds.
Another interesting topic is to study the effects of non-work-conserving
piece selection. In [16] the P2P network is shown to be always stable under
a non-work-conserving piece selection policy. Intuitively, peers stay longer
and contribute more if piece selections are non-work-conserving, which can
enlarge the stability region. Increase in sojourn time caused by non-work-
conserving policies may be negligible in systems with smarter designs.
5.3 Improving the metric of stability
Metastability of the rarest first piece selection shown in Section 3.3 suggests
that positive recurrence is not the best metric for stability of P2P networks.
The reason is that with rarest first piece selection, transient systems can work
well under normal states for tens of years or longer before getting into states
of the missing piece syndrome. That is, the probability for the missing piece
syndrome to manifest is so low that it can be neglected, for systems under
rarest first piece selection policy. Though systems like that may be transient,
they can actually be considered as stable systems. However, metastability
is not a well defined status. It remains as an open problem to find a better
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metric for the stability of P2P networks, which can distinguish metastability
from instability.
5.4 Tree management algorithms on fixed topologies
In Chapter 4 the P2P streaming model is built on the assumption of ran-
dom peer sampling on a complete underlying topology, which is true of the
models in Chapters 2 and 3 as well. One drawback of the assumption is that
it cannot capture heterogeneous link bandwidth between peers. It remains
open whether the algorithm in Chapter 4 can be extended to a fixed under-
lying topology with given link capacities, like that in [36]. The difficulty in
extending the algorithm is that the problem usually is NP hard to identify
the best multicast trees on a given graph. But good approximations may be





A.1 Foster-Lyapunov stability criterion
Proposition A.1.1 (See [54, 57, 59].) Suppose X is a continuous-time, ir-
reducible Markov process on a countable state space S with generator ma-
trix Q. Suppose V , f , and g are nonnegative functions on S such that
QV (x) ≤ −f(x) + g(x) for all x ∈ S, and, for some δ > 0, the set C defined
by C = {x : f(x) < g(x) + δ} is finite. Suppose also that {x : V (x) ≤ K} is






A.2 Bounding the drift of functions
Lemma A.2.1 Suppose X is a continuous-time, irreducible Markov process
with countable state space S and with generator matrix Q = (q(x, x′), x, x′ ∈ S).
Suppose f : S → [0,∞) and V : R → [0,∞) are two nonnegative functions;
and suppose V is continuously differentiable and has second derivative ex-
isting almost everywhere and bounded above by M almost everywhere. Then




q(z, z′) [V (f(z′))− V (f(z))]





where z ∈ S and Qf is the drift of f .
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Proof. The lemma follows from the following:
















[V ′(z) +M(x− f(z))] dx




A.3 Stochastic domination or coupling
Definition A.3.1 Suppose A = (At : t ≥ 0) and B = (Bt : t ≥ 0) are two
random processes, either both discrete-time random processes, or both contin-
uous time random processes having right-continuous with left limits sample
paths. Then A is stochastically dominated by B if there is a single probability
space (Ω,F , P ), and two random processes A˜ and B˜ on (Ω,F , P ), such that
(a) A and A˜ have the same finite dimensional distributions,
(b) B and B˜ have the same finite dimensional distributions, and
(c) P{A˜t ≤ B˜t for all t} = 1.
Clearly if A is stochastically dominated by B, then for any a and t, P{At ≥
a} ≤ P{Bt ≥ a}.
A.4 Kingman’s moment bound
Proposition A.4.1 ( [60], see [12] for proof) Let C be a compound Poisson
process with C0 = 0, with jumps times given by a Poisson process of rate
α, and jump sizes having mean m1 and mean square value m2. Then for all
B > 0 and  > αm1
P{Ct < B + t for all t} ≥ 1− αm2
2B(− αm1) (A.1)
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A.5 Busy periods for M/GI/1 queues
Consider an M/GI/1 queue with arrival rate λ. Let N denote the number of
customers served in a busy period, let L denote the length of a busy period,
and let X denote the service time of a typical customer.
















A.6 A bound for M/GI/∞ queues
Lemma A.6.1 (See [12] for proof) Let M denote the number of customers
in an M/GI/∞ queueing system, with arrival rate λ and mean service time
m. Suppose that M0 = 0. Then for B,  > 0,





PROOFS IN CHAPTER 2
B.1 Proof of Lemma 2.4.1
We describe a particular method of coupling the ABS and the original system.
By this, we mean a way to construct both processes on a single probability
space. To do this, we start with the random variables governing the ABS, and
describe how the original system (i.e. a system with the statistical description
of the original system) can be overlaid on the same probability space, in such
a way that Dt ≤ D̂t for all t with probability one.
The first step is to adopt a new way of thinking about the ABS. In the
ABS, the sets of descendants of the root peers form a partition of all group
(b) and group (f) peers in the ABS (for this purpose, the descendants of a
root peer include the root peer itself if the root peer is an offspring of the
fixed seed, but not if the root peer is a gifted peer). Imagine that each root
peer arrives with a randomly generated script for itself and its descendants.
The script includes the sample paths of the Poisson processes that determine:
when pieces are to be downloaded, when group (b) peers are spawned, and
when group (f) peers are spawned, as well as the seed dwell durations sampled
from the exponential distribution with parameter γ. Whenever some peer in
the ABS system spawns another, the portion of the script held by the parent
associated with that offspring and its descendants becomes a script for that
offspring.
The next step is to build the original system using the same random vari-
ables, using the following assumptions. When thinning of Poisson processes
is mentioned, it refers to randomly rejecting some points of a Poisson process
to produce another point process with a specified intensity that is smaller
than the rate of the Poisson process.
1. The original system has independent Poisson arrivals of peers of type
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C at rate λC , for all C with 1 6∈ C. These arrivals are not modeled in
the ABS, and are to be generated for the original system independently
of the ABS.
2. The arrival processes of gifted peers of type C in the original system
for all C with 1 ∈ C are identical to those in the ABS.
3. The point process of times that the seed uploads piece one to one-club
peers is a thinning of the rate U Poisson process governing creation of
group (f) peers in the ABS system.
4. The point process of times that the seed uploads piece one to normal
young peers is a thinning of the rate ξU Poisson process governing
creation of group (b) peers in the ABS system.
5. The point process of times that a peer in group (b), (g), or (f) uploads
piece one to one-club peers is a thinning of the rate µ Poisson process
in the script of the peer for spawning group (f) peers.
6. The point process of times that a peer in group (b), (g), or (f) uploads
piece one to normal young peers is a thinning of the rate ξµ Poisson
process in the script of the peer for spawning group (b) peers.
7. A peer in the original system in group (b) or (g) that does not have a
complete collection downloads useful pieces from a peer in group (e) or
(f) at the jump times of the rate µ(1−ξ) Poisson process for downloads
in its script. The peer can also make downloads at other times, to bring
the total intensity of downloads from groups (e) and (f) up to at least
µ(Y e+Y f )
N
.
8. The peer seed dwell time for any peer is specified in its script.
A remark is in order about why the construction is possible. When one
peer transfers a piece to another peer in the original system, it is considered
an upload for the first peer and a download for the second. Thus, the timing
of such transfers cannot be simultaneously governed by internal scripts of the
two peers. In the construction noted here, such conflict does not occur, be-
cause the scripts are used to determine times that piece one can be uploaded,
and the peers that are downloading piece one are in group (a) or (e), and
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are thus not yet following a script. And the scripts are used for downloading
of pieces other than piece one, but do not constrain times that pieces other
than piece one are uploaded.
The resulting coupling satisfies the following properties.
• Any peer in group (b), (f), or (g) in the original system is also in the
ABS, in the same group and with the same time of arrival to that
group. (Such peers can remain in the ABS longer than they stay in the
original system.)
• Any peer in group (f) in the original system (and thus also in the ABS)
departs from both systems at the same time. (Peers in groups (b) or (g)
in the original system can stay longer in the ABS than in the original
system.)
• Whenever some peer p1 in the original system uploads piece one to
some other peer p2, peer p1 simultaneously spawns peer p2 in the ABS.
Afterwards, peer p2 is either in group (b) or in group (f) in both sys-
tems.
• There can be more group (b) and more group (f) peers in the ABS than
in the original system because the spawning rates in the ABS system
are greater than in the original system, and group (b) and group (f)
peers in the ABS can have fewer pieces in the ABS system than they
have in the original system, and thus they can stay longer in the ABS
system than in the original system.
In particular, by the third point above, whenever piece one is uploaded in
the original system a peer of group (b) or (f) is created in the ABS system.
Therefore, Dt ≤ D̂t for all t ≥ 0 with probability one, which by the definition
of stochastic domination, proves the lemma.
B.2 Proof of Corollary 2.4.1
By Lemma 3.6.4, it suffices to prove Corollary 2.4.1 with D replaced by D̂.
Let D˜ be a random process associated with the ABS, denoting the cumulative
counting process that results if all the descendants of a root peer are counted
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at the time the root peer arrives. The processes D̂ and D˜ count the same
downloads of piece one, but D˜ does so sooner, so D̂t ≤ D˜t for all t. Thus, it
suffices to prove Corollary 2.4.1 with D replaced by D˜. The process D˜ is a
compound Poisson process, which can be decomposed into the sum of several
independent compound Poisson processes: one for each type C with 1 ∈ C,
and one for peer seeds generated directly by the fixed seed. The mean arrival
























and the batch sizes have finite second moments for ξ sufficiently small, and
the second moments are increasing in ξ. Therefore, Corollary 2.4.1 follows
from Kingman’s moment bound (see Proposition A.4.1 in the appendix).
B.3 Proof of Lemma 2.4.3
The idea of the proof is to show how, with a possible enlargement of the
underlying probability space, an M/GI/∞ system can be constructed on the
same probability space as the original system, so that for any time t, Y at +Y
b
t +
Y gt is less than or equal to the number of peers in the M/GI/∞ system. Let
the M/GI/∞ system have the same arrival process as the original system–it
is a Poisson process of rate λtotal.
An important point is that any peer in group (a), (b), or (g) is either
receiving useful download opportunities at rate at least (1− ξ)µ, or is a peer
seed (possible if it is in group (b) or (g)) and is thus waiting for a departure
time that is exponentially distributed with parameter γ. We can thus imagine
that any arriving peer has an internal Poisson clock that ticks at rate µ(1−ξ)
and an internal, exponentially distributed random variable with parameter
γ. Whenever its internal clock ticks, it can download a useful piece, until it
either joins the one-club (in which case it leaves group (a) and joins group
(e)) or it becomes a peer seed, in which case it remains in the system as a
peer seed for an amount of time equal to its internal exponential random
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variable of parameter γ.
An arriving peer in the original system may already have some pieces at the
time of arrival, or its intensity of downloading pieces could be greater than
(1− ξ)µ, or it might leave the union of groups (a), (b), and (g) by becoming
a one-club peer. These factors reduce the time that a peer remains in the
union of groups (a), (b) and (g). The M/GI/∞ system is constructed by
ignoring those speedup factors. Specifically, in the M/GI/∞ system, each
arriving peer has to download K pieces at times governed by its internal
Poisson clock, and then remain as a peer seed for a time duration given by
its internal exponentially distributed random variable for seed time. The
service time distribution for the M/GI/∞ system is thus the sum of K
independent exponential random variables with parameter µ(1 − ξ) plus a
single exponential random variable with parameter γ. Any peer that is in
groups (a), (b), or (g) in the original system will be in the M/GI/∞ system,





B.4 Proof of Lemma 2.5.2
Compare Q(W ) and  LW term by term. Consider terms of the form Q(TC)
and  LTC . First assume C 6= F . Because α < 1, we can write
|Q(TC)−  LTC | ≤ a1 + a2 + a3 where
a1 =
∣∣∣∣12Q(E2C)− ECQ(EC)
∣∣∣∣ = λEC + ΓEC ,HC ≤ λtotal +Dtotal
a2 =
∣∣∣∣Q(ECφ(HC))− [Q(EC)φ(HC) + ECQ(φ(HC))]∣∣∣∣
a3 = |Q(EC)φ(HC)| ≤Mφ(λEC + ΓEC ,HC )
The only way EC and φ(HC) can simultaneously change is that some peer
with type in EC becomes a peer with type in HC , causing EC to decrease by
1, and φ(HC) to decrease by at most
K+µ/γ
1−µ/γ , so
a2 ≤ K + µ/γ
1− µ/γ ΓEC ,HC
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From the discussion above and the fact that ΓEC ,HC ≤ Dtotal, we have
|Q(TC)−  LTC | ≤MφΘ(1) +MφDtotalΘ(1) ∈Mφ(Dtotal + 1)Θ(1) (B.1)
for every C ∈ C \ {F}.
Second, assume C = F and γ <∞. Then,
|Q(TC)−  LTC | =
∣∣∣∣12Q(n2)− nQ(n)
∣∣∣∣ = λtotal +DF ≤ λtotal +Dtotal,
which implies (B.1) for C = F . There are only finitely many terms of TC in
W (2K in total), and r < 1: Lemma 2.5.2 follows.
B.5 Proof of Lemma 2.5.3
The upper bound for the drift of EC is obvious: Q(EC) ≤ λEC ≤ λtotal.
Next consider Q(φ(HC)). Since HF ≡ 0, we restrict our attention to the
case C 6= F . Because φ is a decreasing function, only the rate for HC to
decrease contributes to the positive part in the drift of φ(HC), so to consider
an upper bound of Q(φ(HC)) it suffices to consider the rates of transitions
that decrease HC . There are two ways HC can decrease: peers with one type
in HC becoming another type in HC – with aggregate rate ΓHC ,HC , and peer
seeds departing – with rate DF . Because the maximum that φ(HC) can jump
up is less than or equal to 1+µ/γ
1−µ/γ , an upper bound for the drift of φ(HC) is
Q(φ(HC)) ≤ 1 + µ/γ









We can choose d large enough, i.e. d > 1+µ/γ
1−µ/γ , so Mφ > 2d + 1/β +
1+µ/γ
1−µ/γ .
Thus Q(φ(HC)) vanishes when HC > Mφ, because φ(HC) vanishes when
HC > 2d+ 1/β and the jump size of HC is bounded below by −1+µ/γ1−µ/γ ≥ −d.
Hence
Q(φ(HC)) ≤ Θ(1) +MφΘ(1) ∈MφΘ(1),
since Mφ > 1.
Finally, the bound on  LTC follows from the other two bounds already
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proved. Hence, Lemma 2.5.3 is proved.
B.6 Proof of Lemma 2.5.4
Now the detailed proof of Lemma 2.5.4 is given. Consider a nonzero state n
of type I, with S ∈ C \ {F}, nS/n > 1 − . Recall that (2.4) is assumed to
hold; 4S < 0. We begin with three observations.























where b1 := DS − ΓHS ,HS − nFµ. Since
DS ≥ (1− )(U + nHSµ) ≥ U + nHSµ− [Θ(1) + nHSΘ(1)] (B.3)
ΓHS ,HS + nFµ ≤ U + nHSµ (B.4)
it follows that
b1 ≥ U − [Θ(1) + nHSΘ(1)]. (B.5)
Combining (B.2) with (B.5), yields:
Q(HS) ≥ −h1 − [Θ(1) + nHSΘ(1)], (B.6)







DS ≥ nHSµ(1− ) = nHSΘ(1) = HSΘ(1), (B.8)
because nHS ≤ HS ≤ K+µ/γ1−µ/γ nHS and  < 12 .
Third, substituting (B.8) into (B.7) yields that if d is sufficiently large,
then h1 ≥ dΘ(1) − Θ(1) whenever HS > d. Therefore, if d is sufficiently
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large,
h1 > 0 whenever HS > d. (B.9)
The remainder of the proof is divided into two, according to the value of
HS.
• HS ≤ Mφ: Under this condition, nHS ≤ Mφ and Mφ > 1, so (B.6)
implies:
Q(HS) ≥ −h1 − MφΘ(1). (B.10)
Because φ′′ ≤ β at points where the second derivative φ′′ exists, and












(λHS + ΓES ,HS + ΓHS ,HS + nFµ)(B.12)
Upper bounds for the terms in the right-hand side of (B.11) are found
next. First, a bound for b2 is found. By (B.3) and (B.4),
ΓES ,HS ≤ DS + (U + nHSµ) ≤ DS + MφΘ(1) (B.13)
ΓHS ,HS + nFµ ≤ U + nHSµ ≤ DS + MφΘ(1) (B.14)
Substituting (B.13) and (B.14) into the right side of (B.12) yields












DS + βΘ(1), (B.16)








and Mφ < 1.
Second, a bound for φ′(HS)Q(HS) is found. Taking into account that
−1 ≤ φ′ ≤ 0, multiply both sides of (B.10) by φ′(HS) and use the fact
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φ′(Hs) = −1 for Hs ≤ d, and (B.9), to obtain:
φ′(HS)Q(HS) ≤ −φ′(HS)h1 + MφΘ(1) ≤ h1 + MφΘ(1) (B.17)








+ MφΘ(1) + βΘ(1). (B.18)
We obtain a bound on Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS)), the coefficient of ES in
 LTS, using (B.18) and the facts Q(ES) ≤ λES − DS and α < 1, as
follows:






+ MφΘ(1) + βΘ(1)
≤ 4S + (1− α)Θ(1) + MφΘ(1) + βΘ(1) (B.19)
Because 4S < 0, if 1− α, Mφ, β are close to 0, the last three terms in
(B.19) can be made small compared to |4S|, so Q(ES)+αQ(φ(HS)) ≤
1
2
4S, which implies (2.16).
• HS > Mφ: To take care of this case, assume d > K+µ/γ1−µ/γ , so Mφ >
2d+ 1/β + K+µ/γ
1−µ/γ . Hence Q(φ(HS)) vanishes for HS in this range. By
(B.8),




if d is large enough so that Mφ is large enough. Therefore (2.16) holds.
The proof of Lemma 2.5.4 is now complete.
B.7 Proof of Lemma 2.5.5
First consider Lemma 2.5.5(a). Since there are only finitely many types, we
can fix a set S ∈ C \ {F} and consider the set of class I states n for which
nS/n > 1 − . Since  ∈ (0, 12), ES > 12n. By assumption in this section,
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4S < 0. By Lemma 2.5.4,
 LTS ≤ 1
4
4Sn ∈ −Θ(n). (B.21)
For type C with |C| > |S|, Lemma 2.5.3 and (C.4) imply
r|C|  LTC ≤ rMφr|S|Θ(n) < 2−K−1r|S|
∣∣ LTS∣∣ (B.22)
if rMφ is chosen to be small enough.
For type C with |C| ≤ |S| but C 6= S, EC ≤ n; Lemma 2.5.3 and (C.4)
imply
r|C|  LTC ≤ r|C|MφΘ(EC) ≤ Mφr−Kr|S|Θ(n) < 2−K−1r|S|
∣∣ LTS∣∣ (B.23)
if Mφr
−K is chosen to be small enough.
Equations (C.6) and (C.6) imply that
 LW = r|S|  LTS +
∑
C:|C|>|S|




≤ r|S|  LTS + 1
2
r|S|
∣∣ LTS∣∣ ≤ 1
8
r|S|4Sn ≤ −rKΘ(n),
which proves Lemma 2.5.5(a).
Next consider Lemma 2.5.5(b). First, suppose C1 6⊆ C2 and consider the
set of class II states n such that nC1/n > η, nC2/n > η, where η = /2
K . For
such states:
ΓEC2 ,HC2 ≥ DC2 ≥
nC2
n
nC1µ ≥ µη2n ∈ 2Θ(n). (B.24)
Since EC2 ≥ nC2 ≥ ηn, (C.6) implies
EC2Q(EC2) = EC2(λEC2 − ΓEC2 ,HC2 ) ≤ −3Θ(n2) + Θ(n). (B.25)
Lemma 2.5.3 indicates that EC2Q(φ(HC2)) ≤MφΘ(n), so (C.6) implies
 LTC2 = EC2Q(EC2) + αEC2Q(φ(HC2)) ≤ −3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n). (B.26)
Second, consider the set of class II states n such that nF/n > η, where
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η = /2K . If γ =∞, this set is empty, so suppose γ <∞. For such states,
 LTF = nQ(n) = n(λtotal − γnF)
≤ n(λtotal − ηγn) ∈ −Θ(n2) + Θ(n). (B.27)
Recall that Lemma 2.5.3 implies for any C,  LTC ≤ MφΘ(n). Therefore,
for either condition C1 6⊆ C2 or C1 = C2 = F , (C.6) and (B.27) imply that,
over the set of all class II states,
 LW ≤ r|C2|  LTC2 +
∑
C:C 6=C2
 LTC ≤ −rK3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n),
which proves Lemma 2.5.5(b).
B.8 Proof of Lemma 2.5.6
Suppose S ∈ C \ {F} and nS/n > 1 − ,  ∈ (0, 12), one lower bound for
Q(H ′S) is:
Q(H ′S) ≥ λ∗HS +DS − ΓHS ,HS − nFγ ≥ λ∗HS + b1 (B.28)
since λ ≤ µ. Substituting (B.5) into (B.28),
Q(H ′S) ≥ λ∗HS + U − [Θ(1) + nHSΘ(1)] (B.29)
Consider two conditions of H ′S:
• H′S ≤ Mφ: Under this condition, nHS ≤ Mφ and Mφ > 1, so (B.29)
becomes:
Q(H ′S) ≥ U + λ∗HS − MφΘ(1). (B.30)
Because φ′′ ≤ β at points where the second derivative φ′′ exists, and
because the magnitude of the jump of H ′S is bounded by K + 1, by
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Lemma A.2.1,




(K + 1)2 (λHS + ΓES ,HS + ΓHS ,HS + nFµ) (B.32)
Consider the term b′2. By (B.13) and (B.14), and assume Mφ < 1,
b′2 ≤ βΘ(1) + βMφΘ(1) + βDSΘ(1)
≤ βDSΘ(1) + βΘ(1). (B.33)
If β is small enough, βDSΘ(1) <
1
2p




DS + βΘ(1). (B.34)
Substituting (B.30) and (B.34) into (B.31), and applying Q(ES) ≤
λES −DS, we can bound Q(ES) + pQ(φ(H ′S)), the coefficient of ES in








′(H ′S)(U + λ
∗
HS) + βΘ(1) + MφΘ(1)
= λES − p(U + λ∗HS) + b′3 + βΘ(1) + MφΘ(1), (B.35)
where
b′3 := p(1 + φ







−12DS if H ′S < dΘ(1)− dΘ(1) if H ′S ≥ d (B.37)
because DS ≥ (1− )nHSµ ≥ 12(K+1)H ′Sµ ∈ Θ(H ′S). Hence if d is large
enough, b′3 ≤ 0. If β, Mφ are close to 0, the last two terms in (B.35)
can be neglected. Thus, Q(ES) + pQ(φ(H
′
S)) ≤ 12 [λES − p(U + λ∗HS)],
which implies (2.22).
• H′S > Mφ: Under this condition, choose d such that d > K + 1, so
Mφ > 2d+1/β+K+1. Hence Q(φ(H
′
S)) vanishes for H
′
S in this range.
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The fact that DS ∈ Θ(H ′S) yields that
Q(ES) + pQ(φ(H
′
S)) ≤ λES −DS
≤ Θ(1)−MφΘ(1) < 1
2
[λES − p(U + λ∗HS)],
if d is large enough, and hence also Mφ. Therefore (2.22) holds.
So far, Lemma 2.5.6 is proved.
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Appendix C
PROOFS IN CHAPTER 3
C.1 Proof of Lemma 3.6.3
We construct one M/GI/∞ queue on the same probability space as the
alternative system, so that Yt ≤ the number of peers in the M/GI/∞ queue.
Let the M/GI/∞ queue have the same arrival process as the alternative
system–i.e., a Poisson process of rate λtotal. As ξ < 0.5, for any young peer,
the intensity of downloads from the one-club is always greater than or equal
to µ/2 for the alternative system. Suppose thus that each young peer has
an internal Poisson clock, which ticks at rate µ/2, and is such that whenever
the internal clock of a young peer ticks, that young peer downloads a piece
from the one-club. We declare that a peer remains in the M/GI/∞ system
until its internal clock ticks K − 1 times. This gives the desired service
time distribution, and the service times of different peers in the M/GI/∞
are independent. A young peer may leave the group of young peers (depart
or join the one-club) sooner than it leaves the M/GI/∞ system, because a
young peer in the alternative system can possibly download pieces at times
when its internal clock does not tick. But if a peer is still a young peer in
the alternative system, it is in the M/GI/∞ system.
C.2 Proof of Lemma 3.6.5
Identify two kinds of infected peers in the comparison system–the root peers,
which are those created by the seed, and the infected peers created by other
infected peers. Assume each root peer signs uniquely on its piece one re-
ceived from the seed, and the signature is inherited by all copies of piece one
replicated from the root peer. Partition the uploads of piece one according
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to their signatures. Let (D˜t : t ≥ 0) denote a new process which results
when all of the uploads of piece one signed by a root peer (in the comparison
system) are counted at the arrival time of the root peer. Since D˜ counts the
same events as D̂, but does so earlier, D̂t ≤ D˜t for all t ≥ 0. It is sufficient
to prove (3.11) with D replaced by D˜.
The random process D˜ is a compound Poisson process. Jumps occur at
the arrival times of root peers, which form a Poisson process of rate ξU.
Let J be the size of the jump of D˜ associated with a typical root peer.
Then J = J1 + J2, where (a) J1 is the number of infected peers holding
piece one signed by the root peer, not counting the root peer itself, and (b)
J2 is the number of uploads of piece one to the one-club by the root peer
and these J1 peers. Consider one M/GI/1 queueing system with arrival
rate ξµ and service times following the distribution of a random variable
X˜ ∼ Gamma(K − 1, 2/µ). Then the sum of all the times that the root peer
and these J1 peers are in the comparison system is the same as the duration,
L, of a busy period of the M/GI/1 queue. And J1 has the same distribution
as the number of customers in a busy period of the M/GI/1 queue, not
counting the customer who started the busy period. Note that ρ in (3.3) is
the load factor for the M/GI/1 queue: ρ = ξµE[X˜]. Apply Lemma A.5.1
and Assumption 3.6.1, and following a similar argument as in [12, Page 259],
we have E[J ] = 1+µE[X˜]
1−ρ − 1 ≤ 4K, and E[J2] ≤ 2{E[J21 ] + E[J22 ]} ≤ 64K2.
Lemma 3.6.5 follows.
C.3 Proof of Lemma 3.7.3
We compare Q(W ) and QW term by term. Consider terms Q(TC) and QTC .
First, assume |C| ≤ K − 2. Because α is fixed, we have |Q(TC)−QTC | ≤
a1 + α(a2 + a3),
a1 =
∣∣∣∣12Q(E2C)− ECQ(EC)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ λtotal +Dtotal,
a2 = |Q(ECφ(HC))−Q(EC)φ(HC)− ECQ(φ(HC))| ,
a3 = |Q(EC)φ(HC)| ≤Mφ(λtotal +Dtotal).
The only way EC and φ(HC) can simultaneously change is that some peer
with type in EC becomes a peer with type in HC , causing EC to decrease
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by one, and φ(HC) to decrease by at most one, so a2 ≤ ΓEC ,HC . Notice
the fact that ΓEC ,HC ≤ Dtotal, we have ∀|C| ≤ K − 2, |Q(TC) − QTC | ≤
Mφ(Dtotal + 1)Θ(1). Secondly, assume |C| = K − 1. Then, |Q(TC)−QTC | =
a1 ≤ λtotal +Dtotal ≤Mφ(Dtotal + 1)Θ(1). There are only finitely many terms
of TC in W (2
K in total), and notice that r < 1, Lemma 3.7.3 follows.
C.4 Proof of Lemma 3.7.4
The upper bound for the drift of EC is obvious: Q(EC) ≤ λtotal = Θ(1).
Next consider Q(φ(HC)). Because φ is a decreasing function, only the rate
for HC to decrease contributes to the positive part in the drift of φ(HC),
so to consider an upper bound of Q(φ(HC)) it suffices to consider the rates
of transitions which reduce HC . There is only one way for HC to decrease:
peers with types in HC to download a novel piece – with aggregate rate DHC .
Each peer with type in HC downloading a novel piece can cause φ(HC)
to increase at most one. Thus, an upper bound for the drift of φ(HC) is
Q(φ(HC)) ≤ DHC≤U +HCµ = Θ(1) +HCΘ(1).
We can choose d large enough, i.e. d > 1, so Mφ > 2d + 1/β + 1. Thus
Q(φ(HC)) vanishes when HC > Mφ, because φ(HC) vanishes when HC >
2d+ 1/β and the decreasing of HC when state changes is bounded by 1 < d.
Hence Q(φ(HC)) ≤MφΘ(1), because Mφ > 1.
Finally, the bound on QTC follows from the other two bounds already
proved.
C.5 Proof of Lemma 3.7.5
Assume that nS/n > 1− σ, where 0 < σ < 14 is to be specified. We consider
two cases. Suppose first |S| = K−1. Peers with cache S only miss one piece
i ∈ F \ S, and QTS = ESQ(ES) ≤ ES
[∑




σ is set to be small enough: σ < ∆/(2U). Lemma 3.7.5 follows.
Suppose now that |S| ≤ K − 2, then by Lemma A.2.1,
Q(φ(HS)) ≤ φ′(HS)Q(HS) + β/2(AHS +DHS)
= φ′(HS)(AHS −DHS) + β/2(AHS +DHS).
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Substituting the above inequality into Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS)), which is one
component in Definition 3.7.12, and applying Lemma 3.7.2,
Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS)) ≤ ς¯ −$, where (C.1)ς¯ := λtotal − 12DS + αφ′(HS)AHS$ := 1
2
DS + αφ
′(HS)DHS − αβ/2(AHS +DHS)
We claim first that ς¯ ≤ −∆/2. To prove this, suppose first that HS < d:
Then, φ′(HS) = −1 and because the seed applies RN, AHS≥ΓPS ,HS ≥ U(1−
σ)/K ≥ U/(4K). So ς¯ ≤ λtotal − αU/(4K)≤ −∆/2. Suppose secondly that
HS ≥ d: Then, DS≥dµ(1 − σ) ≥ 12dµ. So ς¯ ≤ λtotal − 12dµ ≤ −12∆, for d
large enough: d > 2(λtotal + ∆/2)/µ.
We further claim that $ ≥ 0. To prove this, let ωS be the number of peers
holding pieces not in S. For σ < 1
2
, we have
DS≥(U + ωSµ)(1− σ) ≥ 1
2
(U + ωSµ). (C.2)
Notice that pieces novel to peers with types in HS are not contained in S.
The number of peers that can upload pieces to peers with types in HS is no
larger than ωS, so
DHS ≤ (U + ωSµ)σ≤2σDS (C.3)
In addition, AHS=ΓPS ,HS + ΓIS ,HS , where IS := {〈C ′, S ′〉 : |S ′| = |S|, S ′ 6=
S}. The number of peers with types in IS is no larger than ωS. Therefore
ΓIS ,HS ≤ U + ωSµ≤2DS by (C.2). And noticing that ΓPS ,HS≤DS, we have
AHS ≤ 3DS. Combining it with Lemma 3.7.2, and (C.3), we have $≥12DS −
2αDHS − αβ2 AHS≥(12 − 4ασ− 32αβ)DS. We can set 4ασ < 14 , 32αβ < 14 so that
$ ≥ 0 follows.
Therefore, ς¯ ≤ −1
2
∆ and $ ≥ 0 imply that, when nS/n > 1 − σ and
|S| ≤ K − 2, QTS = [Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS))]ES≤ − 12∆ES and Lemma 3.7.5
follows.
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C.6 Proof of Lemma 3.7.6
First, consider Lemma 3.7.6(a). Since there are only finitely many types,
we can fix a set S ( F and consider the set of Class I states n for which




4n = −Θ(n). (C.4)
Consider two conditions: (a) for type C with |C| > |S|, EC may be larger
than ES. Lemma 3.7.4 and (C.4) imply r
|C|QTC ≤ rMφr|S|Θ(n) < 2−K−1r|S|
∣∣QTS∣∣,
if rMφ is selected to be small enough; (b) for type C with |C| ≤ |S| but
C 6= S, EC ≤ σn. Note that r|C|rK ≤ r|S|, Lemma 3.7.4 and (C.4) imply
r|C|QTC ≤ r|C|MφΘ(EC) ≤ σMφr−Kr|S|Θ(n) < 2−K−1r|S|
∣∣QTS∣∣, if σMφr−K
is selected to be small enough.




|C|QTC ≤ r|S|QTS + 12r|S|
∣∣QTS∣∣≤− 18r|S|4n ≤ −rKΘ(n),
which proves Lemma 3.7.6(a).
Second, consider Lemma 3.7.6(b). Suppose C1 6⊆ C2 and consider the set
of Class II states n such that nC1/n > η, nC2/n > η, where η = σ/2
K . In such
states: DC2 ≥ nC2nC1µ/n ≥ µη2n ∈ σ2Θ(n). Notice that EC2 ≥ nC2 ≥ ηn,
we have EC2Q(EC2) ≤ EC2(λEC2 − DC2) ≤ −σ3Θ(n2) + Θ(n). Lemma 3.7.4
indicates EC2Q(φ(HC2)) ≤MφΘ(n), so
QTC2 = EC2Q(EC2) + αEC2Q(φ(HC2))≤− σ3Θ(n2) +MφΘ(n).
Obviously the above inequality works for the case |C2| = K − 1 where the φ
term does not exist too. Applying the above inequalities and the result ∀C,
QTC ≤MφΘ(n) from Lemma 3.7.4, we claim that, over the set of all Class II
states, QW ≤ r|C2|QTC2 +
∑
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